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Abstract iii
Light-Induced Interactions using Optical Near-Field Devices
Optical near-ﬁelds are generated when light passes through components with wavelength,
or subwavelength features. The near-ﬁelds generated at the surfaces of devices are often
neglected, in part because the far-ﬁelds have more applications and are more readily
accessible. Near-ﬁelds, as one might expect, occur very close to the surface of the material
through which the light passes. However, near-ﬁelds present an interesting method of
overcoming Rayleigh's diﬀraction limit. For example, the evanescent ﬁeld at the surface
of a prism or ultrathin ﬁbre rapidly decays, but can exist in sub-diﬀraction limited areas.
Similarly, the ﬁeld generated by a subwavelength aperture or a plasmonic particle can
have local ﬁeld distributions with minute dimensions, allowing one to conﬁne light to
areas otherwise unattainable, extremely close to the surface of the material in question.
By exploiting this aspect of optical near-ﬁelds we apply them to problems in atom and
particle trapping.
Our main focus is on ultrathin optical ﬁbres. These ﬁbres diﬀer from telecommunica-
tions ﬁbre due to their lack of cladding material and their wavelength-scale dimensions.
These two factors combine to produce a signiﬁcant evanescent ﬁeld at their waist. This
ﬁeld is readily accessible and can be used to trap particle or atoms through the optical
forces which arise in such light-matter interactions. We can also use such devices to pas-
sively collect light which is emitted into the available guided mode. Here, we demonstrate
how an ultrathin ﬁbre can be used as a probe to determine the temperature of a cold
atom cloud.
Ultrathin ﬁbres, while extremely useful, have some limiting factors related to the
strength and distribution of their evanescent ﬁelds. To improve upon the design, we also
investigated how one can nanostructure an optical ﬁbre using focussed ion beam milling
techniques or combine optical ﬁbres with gold dimer arrays to produce localised ﬁeld
enhancements. We used nanostructured ﬁbres to trap 100 and 200 nm dielectric spheres
within the structured region. Various numerical techniques were employed to characterise
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both the nanostructured ﬁbre and the plasmonic-enhanced ﬁbre.
Aside from optical ﬁbres, we also brieﬂy discuss how an array of Fresnel microlenses
can be packaged with other atom chip designs to produce a device which could trap atoms
microns away from a gold surface. We discuss the theory and fabrication technique for
such a Fresnel microlens array atom chip.
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Introduction1
The idea that particles could be inﬂuenced by the radiation pressure from light has existed
as a concept for a very long time; almost 400 years ago Johannes Kepler published a
treatise entitled De cometis libelli tres [2], wherein he proposed that solar rays were
the cause of the deﬂection of a comet's tail. However, it was not until much later, when
James Clerk Maxwell formalised his theory of electromagnetism, that this force could be
quantiﬁed. In 1906, John Henry Poynting, in relation to the force induced by radiation
pressure, stated that even here, so minute is the force, that it only need be taken into
account with minute bodies [3]. The next major milestone on the road to harnessing
radiation pressure came with the discovery and invention of the laser in 1960 [4].
Just over two decades after the ﬁrst operational laser was created, Ashkin et al. [5]
published their seminal paper in 1986 in which they proposed and demonstrated how a
laser could be used to trap and manipulate micron and submicron dielectric particles by
considering the total conservation of momentum in a light-particle system. The initial
design for the optical tweezers, as the design based on Ashkin et al.'s work came to
be known, required very few optical components, with the laser source being the most
costly. While Ashkin pioneered the work [6], other research groups quickly began to
improve upon the design to make it more versatile. Modern optical tweezers allow for
1This chapter is adapted from M. Daly et al. [1]. M. Daly wrote the majority of the text and S. Nic
Chormaic guided the work. All authors reviewed the paper
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a high degree of control over several trapping parameters, such as particle location and
trap strength. This has been achieved by including components such as acousto-optical
deﬂectors, servo-controlled mirror arrays, etc. to create multiple trapping sites and/or to
provide control over the particle's motion in the 2D focal plane of the optical tweezers.
Spatial light modulators allow for particle manipulation in the third (axial) direction.
Optical tweezers are capable of performing high resolution measurements when it comes to
sensing small displacements of the trapped objects. This property has made the technique
of interest to the life sciences where, typically, such small measurements of displacement
or force are required, necessitating the use of optical techniques.
In more recent years, the ﬁeld of optical trapping has beneﬁtted greatly from advances
in other optics-related areas. To overcome limitations imposed by the diﬀraction limit of
free-space laser beams, the research direction of many optical manipulation groups has
shifted to devices that exploit optical near-ﬁelds. Optical near-ﬁelds, unlike far-ﬁelds,
can create subdiﬀraction-limited spot sizes. Near-ﬁeld devices range from the super-
resolution lens as described by Pendry [7] to the use of surface plasmons [8, 9] created by
the coherent oscillation of electrons near the boundary of a metal dielectric system. Both
of these designs are capable of creating electric ﬁeld `hotspots' that can greatly enhance
the ﬁeld strength locally.
In the introduction to this thesis we seek to outline the current state of the ﬁeld
while focussing mainly on methods that can be employed to shift optical trapping into
the nanometre regime through the use of methods and techniques that are not overly
complex in design. The scope of the ﬁeld of optical trapping makes a complete review
an almost impossible task. Instead, we touch on many aspects of optical trapping which
relate, in some shape or form, to the research presented in this thesis. The topic of this
thesis is, for the most part, the interaction of light in the evanescent ﬁeld of ultrathin
optical ﬁbres both in the presence of atoms and particles. In Chapters 3 and 4 some focus
is placed on atomic systems, but the research direction moves towards colloidal particle
systems and the total modiﬁcation of ultrathin optical ﬁbres in Chapters 5 and 6. The
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enhancement of ultrathin ﬁbres through surface or bulk modiﬁcation is a major point in
this thesis, and the work performed by other groups, outlined in this section, served as
inspiration for many of the approaches we attempted. For more extensive reviews of the
biological applications of optical tweezers, or more in-depth discussions about how optical
tweezers can be improved by algorithms or diﬀractive elements, the reader's attention is
drawn to other works [1012]. Since biological applications are not a core part of this
thesis, we do not discuss them in depth.
1.1 Applications
The ﬁeld of optical trapping, as with many scientiﬁc ﬁelds, is motivated by the potential
applications that can stem from it. The high degree of control and precision with which
one can trap and localise particles using optical tweezers, or other similar trapping systems
based on optical forces, is impressive by itself, but it is the ability to then apply these
techniques experimentally with incredible resolution that is of interest to scientists.
One of the most common applications of optical tweezers is the strong conﬁnement
and manipulation of small objects. For example, Waleed et al. [13] used optical tweezers
to spatially localise plasmid-coated microparticles that were then optically inserted into
MCF-7 cells. The cells were optically perforated using a femtosecond laser to guarantee
transfection. In this work, the versatility of the optical tweezers is shown since, not only
were the optical tweezers used to manipulate the particle's position, but they were also
used to experimentally determine the focal length of various laser sources.
Other work has been done using optical tweezers to measure exceptionally minute
position changes with high resolution. Examples include measuring the step sizes of ki-
nesin proteins along microtubules [14], determining the distance between adjacent base
pairs via determination of the step sizes of DNA polymerase [15]. More recently, unwind-
ing/rewinding dynamics in P-ﬁmbriae [16]. Some of these applications will be discussed
in more detail later.
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The application of forces to trapped particles can also be achieved using an optical
tweezers and this has been exploited to analyse biological systems. By incorporating opti-
cal tweezers with Förster resolved energy transfer (FRET)2 [17], conformational dynamics
of Holliday junctions and the folding dynamics of DNA hairpins have been measured. In-
tegrating optical tweezers with other spectroscopic and microscopic techniques is a vital
step in the furthering of their applications in the life sciences. This has led to the inte-
gration of optical tweezers with techniques such as Raman spectroscopy and stimulated
emission depletion (STED) ﬂuorescence microscopy [1820]. All of these modiﬁcations
have served to further increase the eﬀectiveness of optical tweezing techniques in many
ﬁelds.
Moving from manipulating `large', i.e. micron-sized, particles to smaller, nanoscale
particles opens up a vast array of applications. The previous examples, which certainly
involved the investigation of nanoscale objects such as DNA, were only possible via the use
of micron-sized spheres. Much research in this ﬁeld is, therefore, focussed on overcoming
this size limitation. Eventually, we can expect that trapping small particles, such as
bacteria and viruses, will become routine. This would be an excellent achievement for
the nanobiology world [21] and some progress in this direction has already been made.
For example, inﬂuenza viruses, of about 100 nm size, have been individually manipulated
using optical forces alone [22]. Here, we aim to discuss some of the progress made in these
applications, commencing with the introduction of the more well-established techniques
in the ﬁeld.
1.2 Optical Trapping Regimes
The ﬁrst applications of light to trap particles utilised a technique that came to be known
as optical tweezing. By employing a tightly focussed Gaussian beam, particles can be
trapped near the focus due to the gradient force induced by the momentum exchange
2The mechanism which describes how energy is transferred between two light-sensitive molecules.
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of photons with the dielectric particles. Ashkin proposed the application of focussed
Gaussian beams for both particle [6] and atom trapping [23] using radiation pressure,
albeit almost a decade apart. The description of how a particle behaves in a light ﬁeld
can be understood using diﬀerent models that depend on the particle's size in relation
to the wavelength of the light used for trapping. For example, if the particle is large
in comparison to the wavelength, a ray-optics approach can be used. Since this chapter
focusses on the transition between the micro- and nano-worlds of optical trapping, the
details of the ray-optics approach will not be discussed. However, the simple ray-optics
explanation does provide a somewhat intuitive model for how trapping occurs and should
not be discarded as an invalid approach to describing the optical forces on particles.
1.2.1 Rayleigh Regime
For particles with sizes smaller than or equal to the wavelength of light, an electromagnetic
model is required to adequately represent the forces at play in a particlelight system. To
assist the reader, we provide a brief description of the forces here, but a more thorough
derivation is given in Chapter 2. This solution can range from a more complete theory,
which uses the Mie solutions to scattering problems involving spherical or elliptical objects,
to a simpler case when the particle size is much smaller than the wavelength of the trapping
light and is made from a linear, isotropic material. This allows for the use of the dipole
approximation in the calculations. The polarisability of a particle in this case gives rise
to a dipole moment, ~p [24], with
~p = α~E, (1.1)
where ~E is the electric ﬁeld. The electrostatic potential, U , generated by a dipole in an
electric ﬁeld is related to this dipole moment via U = −~p · ~E. Hence, the force, ~F , which
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is the negative gradient of the potential, can be determined
~F = −∇U = ∇(~p · ~E) = α∇| ~E|2. (1.2)
Because of this polarisability dependence, metallic nanoparticles, which, over wave-
lengths of interest in particle trapping have a much higher real component of their po-
larisability compared to silica or polystyrene particles of the same size, are often used
as targets for trapping at the nm-scale since they require the use of lower optical pow-
ers. Taking the time average of the ﬁeld into account and using the Clausius-Mossotti
relationship for a spherical dielectric particle, the so-called gradient force,~Fgrad, a particle
feels is ﬁnally given as
~Fgrad =
2pin0r
3
c
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
∇I(~r), (1.3)
where r is the particle's radius, c is the speed of light, n0 is the refractive index of the
medium, m is the dielectric contrast, i.e. the ratio of the particle's refractive index to
the medium's refractive index, and I(~r) is the time averaged intensity as a function of
position, ~r. A more in-depth derivation is given in Chapter 2. The dielectric contrast plays
a role in the trapping strength of an optical tweezers, but, more interestingly, changing
the value of this property can cause the sign of the force to be reversed. If particles of
a lower index than their surrounding medium are used, i.e. m < 1, as is the case for air
bubbles in water, the sign of Eqn. 1.3 is seen to change and diﬀerent trapping schemes
involving vortex beams are required for trapping [25]. The origin of the term "gradient
force" should now be evident from Eqn. 1.3; it is a force that is linearly dependent on
the gradient of the intensity and tends to attract particles to regions of higher, or lower,
intensity depending on the value of the dielectric constant.
Stable trapping occurs when the net force on a particle is zero and any small displace-
ments from this stable position result in an optical force that resists the motion of the
particle away from this position. Typically, traps with a potential depth greater than the
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thermal limit, i.e. a few kBT , are required for stable trapping, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the particle's temperature in Kelvin. A potential depth of 10kBT is
often used as a threshold value for stable particle traps.
To complete the discussion on optical forces, one must also include the scattering force,
~Fscatt, felt by a particle that is being bombarded by a ﬂux of photons of wavenumber k.
Under the Rayleigh approximation, along with the Clausius-Mossotti relationship (see
Appendix A), this is given as
~Fscatt =
8pin0k
4r6
3 c
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)2
I(~r)~z. (1.4)
Again, these forces are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, where a full derivation
is given.
1.2.2 Mie Solutions and Discrete Dipole Approximation
For particles of intermediate sizes, between that of the ray optics and Rayleigh regimes,
one can apply the Mie solutions [26, 27]. These solutions are the complete solutions to the
Helmholtz equation that take the form of an inﬁnite series. The Mie solutions are very
important in this size regime. In the Rayleigh regime, the force scales as the cube of the
particle's radius and this can be shown to be incorrect for larger particles in the ray-optics
regime. The Mie solutions help to bridge this gap between the two regimes, while also
introducing some new phenomena which would otherwise be unnoticed in the theory. In
a paper by Stilgoe et al. [28], a detailed calculation of the trapping forces on particles
of varying radii and refractive indices using diﬀerent numerical apertures is described. A
phenomenon known as a Mie resonance occurs in intermediate-sized particles and this is
more prominent in particles with a higher refractive index contrast between them and the
medium. The presence of Mie resonances strongly changes the trap strength of optical
tweezers, as can be seen from Fig. 1.1 [28], and should be taken into account when
developing tweezers to work at such particle sizes in order to maximise its eﬀectiveness.
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As can be seen in Fig. 1.1(b), interference eﬀects can cause the trap strength to oscillate
between trapping and nontrapping regions as the particle size is changed, an eﬀect that
is absent in the Rayleigh regime.
If the high accuracy of Mie solutions is not required, but work is being performed at
or near the boundary between the Rayleigh and Mie regimes, the dipole can instead be
approximated as a discrete sum of dipoles to reduce the errors arising from the single-
dipole approximation. Again, a more mathematical description of Mie scattering and the
forces at play in light-particle systems is given in Chapter 2.
Figure 1.1: Dependence of trapping force for (a) polystyrene and (b) diamond parti-
cles for a ﬁxed numerical aperture and particle radii varying from 0 to 3 λ. Note the
pronounced interference eﬀects present in the higher refractive index diamond particles.
Reproduced with permission from [28].
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1.2.3 Other Forces
To fully model an optical manipulation system, other forces must be considered. These
forces include the Stokes' drag of a particle and the force due to the random Brownian
motion. A further discussion of Brownian motion can be found in Section 5.6. The Stokes'
drag present in a system can be quite complicated to determine due to the inﬂuence of
nearby surfaces. For optical tweezers, Faxen's law [23, 29] is often used to include the
inﬂuence of nearby planar surfaces, such as coverslips, in an experiment. Often, these
eﬀects can be solved in experiments by modelling the system as a damped harmonic
system and calibrating accordingly.
1.3 Optical Tweezers with Free-Space Laser Beams
Optical tweezers epitomise optical trapping. They were the ﬁrst devices to be used for
optical trapping and were quickly adapted for use in other ﬁelds. A discussion of op-
tical trapping would, therefore, be incomplete without mentioning optical tweezers. By
analysing shortcomings of such devices the motivation behind some of this thesis work
is evident. Modular optical tweezers using free-space Gaussian beams are highly versa-
tile tools that have high trap stiﬀness when dealing with micron and, to some degree,
submicron objects. This is a necessary requirement for precise trapping. They also have
incredible resolution with respect to position or force measurements on trapped objects.
It is this resolution that makes optical tweezers invaluable in the life sciences. Applying
this type of optical tweezers to the problem of trapping dielectric particles does have
two drawbacks when it comes to trapping smaller particles. The ﬁrst arises from the
diﬀraction limit, which limits the waist size of a Gaussian beam refracted through a lens.
The second drawback is, admittedly, also a side-eﬀect of the diﬀraction limit; particles
of increasingly smaller size require larger gradient forces to trap them. Photons directly
exchange energy with particles via scattering; this force is typically called the scattering
force and, on average, acts in the direction of beam propagation. In the Rayleigh regime,
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the ratio, R, of the magnitude of the gradient force to the scattering force yields an inverse
cube dependence on radius. Taking this value at the position of maximal axial intensity
gradient yields [5]
R =
Fgrad
Fscatt
=
3
√
3
64pi5
n(
m2−1
m2+2
) λ5
r3ω20
≥ 1, (1.5)
where ω0 is the focal spot size, n is the refractive index of the trapped particle, and
m is again the refractive index contrast. This puts an upper limit on the particle size,
since the gradient force must dominate. However, the time needed for a particle to be
trapped must also be longer than the diﬀusion time out of the trap to ensure eﬃcient
trapping. Trapping objects in the nanometre regime requires laser powers which can
quickly destroy or denature the samples being trapped. Despite this, optical tweezers
systems using focussed Gaussian beams remain invaluable tools.
1.3.1 Optical Tweezers Basics
The term `optical tweezers' has become a term which refers to any optical system that
is capable of conﬁning a particle in all three dimensions. The most commonly available
system involves the use of free space optical beams to provide a gradient force trap in all
directions. Recently, commercial, self-calibrating optical tweezers systems have become
available, indicating the rise of interest in the ﬁeld.
Free-space optical tweezers exist in many diﬀerent varieties due to their high customis-
ability. As mentioned previously, optical tweezers typically use focussed Gaussian beams,
Fig. 1.2, combined with a mechanism that can deﬂect or otherwise steer the light beam in
and out of the focal plane of the tweezers. Some examples include: galvanometer mounted
mirror arrays to create multiple trapping sites by rapidly moving the trap centre around
the focal plane [30]; holographic optical tweezers that include a spatial light modulator
(SLM) to create diﬀerent trapping patterns; acousto-optic deﬂectors; and even diﬀractive
or polarizing elements. Each variation of optical tweezers has advantages and disadvan-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a Gaussian beam optical tweezers. The darker shades of red
indicate regions of higher intensity.
tages. For example, SLMs allow for a higher degree of control and customisability, but
have typically slow response times [3133]. Both continuous-wave (CW) or pulsed lasers
can be used in optical tweezers [34].
The operation of optical tweezers is typically chosen to be in the near-infrared region,
primarily because light of wavelength greater than 800 nm is poorly absorbed by most
living matter and, as one moves further into the far infrared region, absorption from
water molecules becomes an issue [35]. For these reasons, light from an Nd:YAG laser
at approximately 1064 nm is commonly used for optical trapping. Optical tweezers are
capable of resolving subnanometre motion and measuring pN of force [15, 36].
For optical tweezers in viscous media, the motion of the trapped particle can be well de-
scribed by an overdamped Langevin model, often termed the EinsteinOrnsteinUhlenbeck
theory of Brownian motion [37]. In this overdamped regime, the inertia terms in the
Langevin equation become negligible and the power spectrum of the system can be more
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easily interpreted. To put it simply, the fundamental operational limit for measurements
using optical tweezers, or indeed in any of the systems that will be discussed herein, is
due to Brownian noise. This noise is always present and, unlike other measurement-based
errors such as laser noise, shot noise, imaging errors, etc., it cannot be circumvented. The
motion of a particle while trapped in optical tweezers can be described as a harmonic
oscillator. Therefore, we may equate the energy of the particle's Brownian motion to
the trap's energy using the equipartition theorem, i.e. 1
2
kBT =
1
2
κ 〈x2〉 [38], where kB is
Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, κ is the spring constant of the system, and
〈x2〉 is the particle's mean squared displacement from equilibrium. This can be used to
determine the fundamental measurement limit for experiments based on optical tweez-
ers. By deﬁning the square root of the mean squared displacement as
√
x2 =
√
kBT/κ,
the minimum detectable limit can be determined, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Therefore, if
one wishes to measure a displacement, the displacement itself should be larger than the
Brownian motion. In Fig. 1.3, the two lines correspond to motions which are one (blue
solid) and three times (orange dashed) the Brownian motion, with their corresponding de-
tection eﬃciencies given in the caption. To measure the trap stiﬀness, a simple Lorentzian
function can be ﬁtted to the power spectrum, but this gives errors of 1020%. Further
studies have shown how to increase the accuracy of such a measurement via modiﬁcation
of the Lorentzian ﬁt [39].
The assumption that one can work at this Brownian noise limit is, of course, untrue,
as there will always be sources of error that cannot be entirely eradicated. One can,
however, work extremely close to this limit. Attempts have been made over the years
to reduce noise and increase trapping times in optical tweezers. These approaches range
from the use of laser feedback control algorithms to reducing the average laser power and,
hence, the associated noise, to the use of interferometric techniques to enhance sensitivity
[14, 40].
Although not discussed in detail here, it is worth mentioning that the problems of noise
for optical tweezers in vacuum, such as that associated with optically levitated particles,
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Figure 1.3: Log-log plot of detectable position change versus trap stiﬀness at the thermal
limit (blue solid line), which corresponds to 68.5% detection eﬃciency, and three times
the thermal limit (orange dashed line), which corresponds to 99.7% detection eﬃciency.
are diﬀerent. Earlier, we discussed an overdamped system, but, in vacuum, the system
is underdamped as there is no viscous medium to interact with the trapped particle. A
recent demonstration of this comes from Dholakia's group where they optically levitated
a particle in vacuum [41]. Aside from the other eﬀects that this has on optical trapping,
it also means that the measurement limit now becomes a problem more strongly related
to the laser intensity, or, rather, the photon ﬂux. Recoil energy is directly imparted to
the particles via interaction with the photons in the laser beam. This is, in many ways,
similar to laser cooling of atoms in a magneto-optical trap, where the thermal limit comes
not from any interaction with residual gases in the vacuum, but rather from the recoil
energy of the laser photons.
An inﬂuential demonstration of optical tweezers was performed in 1993 by Svoboda et
al. [14]. They concluded that kinesin, a type of motor protein found in eukaryotic cells,
moved in 8 nm steps. In this early application of optical tweezers, silica beads were coated
with kinesin in such a way as to allow only a single active molecule per bead. These beads
were then attached to microtubules along which kinesin can move and measurements of
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the step size were made using overlapping beams from a Wollaston prism. Phase objects,
such as silica beads, placed in the overlapping region caused varying degrees of ellipticity
in the recombined beam and this eﬀect was used to determine ﬁne movements of the
objects. This extra step was required to achieve the 8 nm resolution reported and helped
show the versatility of optical tweezers in biology.
1.3.2 Dual Beam Optical Tweezers
Single-beam traps are at a disadvantage when compared with dual- or multiple-beam
optical tweezers since only one particle can be steered or guided at any given time, un-
less Bessel beams or other optics are used to produce multiple trapping planes [42, 43].
Multiple-beam traps can be created numerous ways, such as the time sharing of a single
beam using galvonometric mirror arrays, or the splitting of a single beam via polarisation
elements to create two individual trapping potentials [44]. A particle suspended in the op-
tical gradient of a beam is somewhat decoupled from the environment, but measurements
generally require that a second object, which is directly coupled to the environment via
some physical stage or mount, be used. This second particle is subject to many forms of
external noise, such as stage drift, that often dominate the noise spectrum.
Dual-beam optical tweezers are systems that, eﬀectively, combine two single-beam op-
tical tweezers. This allows one to simultaneously trap two objects and perform diﬀerential
detection measurements, thereby improving the attainable spatial resolution [36]. Traps
of this form existed as early as 1993, although large improvements in stability occured a
decade later. Comparing the 8 nm resolution previously obtained [14] to a more recent
measurement using a dual-beam trap where a resolution of 3.7 Å was achieved [15], an
impressive leap in measurement accuracy can be seen, though admittedly, this jump was
not entirely due to the dual-beam conﬁguration itself.
In 2005, base-pair stepping by RNA polymerase was measured and step sizes of 3.7 Å
were distinguishable [15]. This level of high resolution was made possible both through the
use of a dual beam tweezers, as well as isolating the system from external air currents via
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Figure 1.4: RNA polymerase immobilised using a dual beam optical tweezers and
polystyrene beads. Tstrong and Tweak are names given to the traps which refer to them
having high and low spring constants respectively. (b) Noise density for helium enclosure,
blue, and the unenclosed system, red. (c) Steps resolved for a stiy trapped bead moved
in 1 Å increments at 1 Hz. (d) 3.4 Å steps by using a bead-DNA-bead tension of 27 pN
then moving Tstrong in 3.4 Å increments at 1 Hz. Reproduced with permission [15].
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the use of a helium-ﬁlled enclosure. By immobilizing both sides of the RNA polymerase
with separate optical tweezers, the noise induced by the motion of the stage was eﬀectively
removed. The improved signal-to-noise ratio of dual-beam traps has been quantiﬁed by
Moﬃtt et al. [45]. The system behaves like a three-spring system consisting of two
optical tweezers and a DNA strand as the extra spring. Autocorrelations in the motions
of two spheres tethered by a DNA strand, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4(a), were measured to
determine the 3.7 Å step size. This study showed strong agreement between theory and
experiment over the chosen parameter range.
Optical tweezers are also used to apply forces. One such example is the combination of
an optical trap with a three color FRET process. In a FRET system, the energy transfer
is strongly dependent on the distance between donor and acceptor chromophores [46],
which allows one to measure the changes in ﬂuorescence during the application of force
and hence infer information about the internal dynamics of the system.
Although we only discussed the application of Gaussian beams which have uniform
phase-fronts, there have been many successful optical trapping experiments using non-
standard beams. Interesting mode conﬁgurations, such as Bessel beams, have been used
and in more recent years the ability to tailor the phase of light using SLMs or DMDs
(deformable mirror devices) has begun to appear in the literature. This is of particular
interest to physicists as it allows us to investigate the eﬀects of spin and orbital angular
momentum through their eﬀects on dielectric particles, potentially providing us with some
new insight into the fundamentals of light. More information can be found in the review
paper upon which this chapter is based [1].
1.4 Trapping via Integrated Optics
Trapping nanoparticles, or submicron particles, in subdiﬀraction-limited regimes can be
achieved by using optical near-ﬁelds. These can provide high electromagnetic ﬁeld gradi-
ents near dielectric surfaces, opening up attractive avenues of research for optical trapping.
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Optical near-ﬁelds generally take the form of evanescent ﬁelds that decay exponentially
from their point of origin. The ﬁrst work that made use of the evanescent ﬁelds produced
by a dielectric channel waveguide was published in 1996 by Kawata and Tani [47]. Here,
the authors used only the evanescent ﬁeld to propel latex particles of 5.1 µm in diameter
along the length of a channeled waveguide at a speed of approximately 5 µm s-1 using
only 80 mW of input laser power. While the particles propelled were of a relatively large
size, it was the ﬁrst work that highlighted the applicability of evanescent ﬁelds to particle
trapping. Some of the following applications can be classiﬁed as tweezers, since they al-
low for full 3D conﬁnement of the particle, while others only provide conﬁnement in fewer
dimensions.
The work in this section resonates strongly with the focus of the work in this thesis
and the work of the Light-Matter Interactions unit as a whole. Near-ﬁeld devices, in the
form of ultrathin ﬁbres are used in a variety of conﬁgurations. This section introduces
a number of topics which ultimately led to the development of the devices discussed in
later chapters.
1.4.1 Channel Waveguides
Evanescent ﬁelds that extend beyond the boundary of light carrying structures, such
as waveguides, become more intense as the dimensions of the waveguide approach the
wavelength of the guided light or become smaller [48]. This arises due to the wave nature
of light that imposes certain boundary conditions on the structures in which they can exist.
Evanescent ﬁelds play an indirect role in many plasmonic structures, primarily because
they are used to excite SPPs via the Kretschmann conﬁguration [49]. However, there are
many structures where the evanescent ﬁeld can be accessed directly to trap particles. The
evanescent ﬁeld from a single beam propagating in an evanescent waveguide provides a
gradient force that attracts particles towards the surface, while a simultaneous scattering
force is applied in the direction of beam propagation. Hence, single-beam evanescent ﬁeld
traps are useful for guiding particles along the surface of a waveguide, making them ideal
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Figure 1.5: (a) E-ﬁeld intensity plot of the channel waveguide. (b) Particle velocity ver-
sus guided power of a 3 µm particle trapped and propelled along a waveguide. Reproduced
with permission [50].
for integration with microﬂuidic systems.
An example of a microﬂuidic/evanescent system is described in a paper by Schmidt
et al. [50] where they demonstrated how particles could be trapped and propelled using
channel waveguides in conjunction with microﬂuidic channels. An illustration of the
channel waveguide used is given in Fig. 1.5. This work provided a clear and concise
explanation of the physics at play in optoﬂuidic systems, as well as displaying the trapping
and propulsion of particles of varying size. Similarly, Yang and Erickson [51] have analysed
optoﬂuidic particle trapping near waveguides. Building on these works, Ng et al. showed
that gold colloidal particles as small as 17 nm could be propelled along a channel waveguide
[52]. Using branched channel waveguides, or branched microﬂuidic channels, other groups
have been able to extend these ideas to particle sorting [53, 54]. The attractiveness of these
approaches comes from the fact that microﬂuidic channels and channel waveguides can run
parallel to each other, or even inside each other. Simple waveguides can also be arranged
such that they produce resonating structures. Lin et al. [55] showed how microparticles
can be trapped above a planar silicon microring resonator with large trapping depths of
25 kBT .
There is a current trend in scientiﬁc research to encourage the development of lab-
on-a-chip devices. Channel waveguides perfectly ﬁt the requirements of a lab-on-a chip
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device as they operate at the correct scale, can be mass produced, and are easily integrated
with many existing technologies [56].
1.4.2 Optical Micro-Nanoﬁbres
Optical micro- or nanoﬁbres (MNFs), or ultrathin optical ﬁbres, are optical ﬁbres with
micron or submicron diameters that do not operate in the weakly guided regime. They are
sometimes used to trap particles in their evanescent ﬁelds [5760]. MNFs are, generally,
manufactured from standard communication-grade optical ﬁbres by heating them until
they became malleable, at which point a force is applied from either side to elongate and
taper the heated region until the central (waist) region of the ﬁbre has a diameter less
than or equal to 1 µm. A more detailed description of this heat-and-pull procedure can
be found in the literature [61, 62]. In contrast, channel waveguides typically need to be
grown on a substrate, which allows for complex geometries to be fabricated, but somewhat
limits their versatility. For example, some studies in neurobiology require a probe that
can reach deep inside tissues in vivo. Very recently, optogenetics has come to the fore in
neuroscience and relies heavily on the use of optical ﬁbres due to their ability to guide light
into areas that are inaccessible using other methods [63]. While these techniques do not
directly make use of the evanescent ﬁeld or particle trapping, they emphasise the ﬂexibility
that is introduced once one moves from a platform consisting of rigid channel waveguide
structures towards the use of ﬁbres. Fibre-based waveguides are capable of trapping and
guiding particles as eﬃciently as their substrate-grown counterparts [58, 6466].
The use of a near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscope to create a ﬁbre optical tweezers
(FOT) was realized by Xin et al. [67], and was used to reliably trap micron-sized particles.
Experiments also showed that smaller particles such as yeast, bacteria, and 0.7 µm silica
beads could be trapped, albeit with higher laser powers.
To realise a device that operates closer to that of optical tweezers, but with only the
use of the evanescent ﬁelds produced by waveguides, one must consider counterpropagat-
ing laser beams [6870]. Here, a standing wave can be formed that produces a potential
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landscape that favours the trapping of particles at certain lattice sites deﬁned by the
wavelength of light used. In practice, a standing wave is not entirely necessary for suc-
cessfully immobilising particles. Lei et al. [71] showed that, by varying the power of two
counterpropagating beams, without the formation of a standing wave, particles with a di-
ameter of 710 nm could be transported in either direction along a ﬁbre. This was a useful
study as it showed that standing waves are not necessary for the controlled guidance of
micro- and nanoparticles along a tapered optical ﬁbre.
Particle sorting using counterpropagating beams of diﬀerent wavelengths relies on the
scattering force's dependence on particle size, refractive index, and the wavelength of
light used [72, 73]. Zhang and Li [72] used a subwavelength optical ﬁbre with diﬀerent
wavelengths of light injected at either end (Fig. 1.6). The diﬀerence in scattering for
various particle sizes resulted in the particles being sorted by size.
As is the case for optical tweezers, higher-order modes can be used to trap particles in
waveguides. MNFs are an ideal platform for this, as they are capable of supporting many
higher-order modes [74, 75], including Bessel-beams [76]. Higher-order mode trapping in
straight, channel waveguides has been realised [77], but maintaining these modes in ta-
pered ﬁbres has proven to be a diﬃcult process due to the ﬁne degree of control required
during the fabrication process, although it has been performed successfully using linearly
tapered optical nanoﬁbres [78]. Adiabaticity requirements impose important shape re-
quirements on the taper proﬁle and the dimensions of the ﬁbre at the waist must also be
considered. These combined conditions require a more complex tapering system [62] than
is usually available to research groups. The use of higher-order modes in ﬁbres for the
purposes of atom trapping has been discussed elsewhere [79, 80].
1.4.3 Slot Waveguides
When two waveguides are placed in close proximity to each other, as is the case in slot
waveguides, the evanescent ﬁelds of the two waveguides overlap, producing a region of in-
creased intensity between them [81]. Yang et al. have published a series of papers [82, 83]
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Figure 1.6: (a-d) Visualisation of the diﬀerence in the forces applied to 600 nm and
1000 nm diameter particles due to two diﬀerent wavelengths counter-propagating along
a tapered optical ﬁbre. (b) and (d) are simulation results corresponding to (a) and (c)
respectively. (e) A graph of the optical scattering forces on diﬀerent particle sizes due
to diﬀerent wavelengths. Here, the blue line is the scattering from 808 nm light while
the red line shows the scattering from the 1310 nm light, ﬁnally, the black line shows the
contribution of both ﬁelds to the total scattering force acting on the particle. Reproduced
with permission [72].
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where polystyrene and gold particles are trapped in an optoﬂuidic system consisting of a
silicon slot waveguide grown on a glass substrate. The small waveguide separation, com-
bined with the overlapping evanescent ﬁelds, provides a subdiﬀraction-limited trapping
potential (Fig. 1.7). The authors were able to trap 75 nm dielectric nanoparticles and λ-
DNA molecules using this waveguide system. Lin and Crozier [84] applied this technique
to the problem of particle sorting. They used a channel waveguide that ran parallel to a
slot waveguide. By introducing a defect, in this case a microsphere that had been fused
to the channel waveguide, they were able to `kick' smaller particles out of the potential
formed by the channel waveguide and into the potential generated by the slot waveguide,
which had a higher ﬁeld conﬁnement. Initially, 350 nm and 2 µm particles were guided
along the channel waveguide. Upon reaching the defect, the 350 nm particles were pushed
more than 250 nm away from the channel waveguide where they were then captured by
the potential of the slot waveguide.
Figure 1.7: (a) Slot waveguide, (b) electric ﬁeld intensity proﬁles for 65 nm polystyrene
particles (left), and 100 nm gold particles (right). Reproduced with permission [82].
The use of evanescent devices to trap and manipulate micro- and nanoparticles contin-
ues to be of interest in the scientiﬁc community because of their versatility and customis-
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ability. Channel waveguide structures can be incorporated into almost any device at the
fabrication stage and are produced using common industrial techniques. This makes their
potential uses in commercial products more likely than other, more specialised, devices
which are produced by non-scalable, multi-stage techniques. The combination of a slot
waveguide with an ultrathin ﬁbre was one of the driving motivations behind the work in
Chapters 4 and 5.
1.4.4 Photonic Crystal Cavities
With the goal of conﬁning light to subdiﬀraction-limited sizes, many research groups
have focussed their interest on photonic crystal (PC) cavities. Photonic crystal structures
consist of a waveguide which has been periodically patterned to forbid the transmission
of speciﬁc wavelengths. If, however, one introduces a defect to this periodic lattice, it
is possible to create a region where frequencies that were previously forbidden are now
allowed to propagate. By choosing the defect carefully, a cavity can be set up within the
crystal structure [85, 86]. If the wave vector of this new cavity mode is chosen so that it is
also a conﬁned mode of the waveguide, both lateral and in plane conﬁnement is possible
[87]. Photonic crystal cavities have some interesting properties that are advantageous
for trapping particles. Robinson et al. [88] showed that the modes present in such
structures have ultrasmall mode volumes. This leads to extremely high ﬁeld gradients
over subwavelength dimensions; the conﬁnement of the electric ﬁeld is comparable to the
defect size used to create the cavity.
Particle trapping using photonic crystal cavities was shown to be theoretically possible
by Barth and Benson in 2006 [89]. They concluded that, not only could particles of varying
sizes be trapped with a PC cavity, but the presence of the particles could shift the cavity
resonance, a process known as self-induced back action (SIBA), which is discussed in more
detail in Section 6.3. PC cavity devices have distinct advantages over other evanescent
ﬁeld-based devices. For example, Lin et al. [90] showed theoretically that, by tapering the
angle of a PC cavity and including a slot, the gradient force could be signiﬁcantly improved
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over that given by a waveguide alone and that a high cavity quality (Q) factor can be
maintained. Here the Q factor is a measure of how under-damped a cavity resonance is.
By tapering a PC cavity, as shown in Fig. 1.8, an interesting method of controlling
a particle's position was achieved [91]. The angle with which such a device is tapered
controls the distance along the z -axis at which diﬀerent wavelengths are reﬂected. This,
in turn, produces trapping potentials at diﬀerent locations depending on the frequency
of the laser light. Using a tuneable laser source, particles can be moved along the axis
of a PC cavity waveguide by gradually varying the wavelength and allowing the trapped
particle to follow the changing trap position. Some uncertainity in the particle's position is
introduced since the potentials created have multiple minima. However, input powers of 7
mW could, theoretically, trap 50 nm particles stably. PC cavities have also been integrated
into optical ﬁbres via femtosecond laser ablation processes, as well as composite systems
comprising of MNFs in optical contact with external nanostructured gratings [92, 93]. PC
cavities oﬀer an eﬀective way of trapping dielectric particles. Recently, van Leest and
Caro [94] were able to stably trap single bacteria of two diﬀerent species with an inplane
trap stiﬀness of 7.6 pN nm-1 mW-1.
Figure 1.8: Tapered photonic crystal cavity. zR, zG, and zB are the locations where
light of three diﬀerent colours  red, green, and blue  are reﬂected. Reproduced with
permission [91].
Surface traps have also been formed using photonic crystal structures that do not rely
on the introduction of a defect. For example, Jaquay et al. [95] used a photonic crystal
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Figure 1.9: (a) Normalised transmission of the PC cavity system. (b) and (c) are
histograms of the data highlighted with the horizontal bars at the left and right of (a),
respectively. The histograms of the time series data (red) are given alongside the simulated
histogram data (blue). Simulations were performed with a mean particle diameter of 24.8
nm (b) and 30 nm (c). Reproduced with permission [97].
structure where the light was incident perpendicular to the apertures. This produced a
lattice potential that caused particles to congregate and form large self-assembled arrays, a
process that they referred to as light-assisted self-assembly (LATS) [96]. Work performed
by Mirsadeghi and Young [97] using PC cavities has shown that they are a useful tool
for trapping nanoscale particles and providing a means by which the size of the trapped
particle can be determined with nm precision. By introducing a single-mode channel to
a PC structure, particles as small as 24 nm were trapped. Analysis of the transmission
spectra obtained over a number of trapping events was used to determine the mean diam-
eter of the trapped particles by assuming some variance in the particles' polarisabilities,
as shown in Fig. 1.9. As a particle trapping device, PC cavities are promising and their
integration into existing technologies makes them an attractive choice for future progress
in the trapping of particles.
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1.4.5 Microlenses
Microlenses with diameters greater than the wavelength of light can also be used to trap
particles in regular arrays. Zhao et al. [98] used arrays of 22 µm microlenses to trap 3.1
µm polymer particles. The relative ease of operation and reliability of such a macroscopic
device makes it of interest for applications in the life sciences where high optical alignment
may not be available. More recently, a similar device was made using femtosecond laser
ablation [99].
1.5 Plasmonic Based Devices
As particle sizes become smaller, problems associated with gradient force trapping arise.
There are two options to enhance trapping at nanometre scales. One can choose to
increase the power to further deepen the optical trap, but this is not usually viable as
it is advisable to keep powers at a lower level to reduce noise and lessen power-induced
damage to the trapped object. This means that one must increase the conﬁnement of the
laser light by some other means. Plasmonic structures have come to the fore in this size
regime.
The eﬀect of surface plasmons on metallic nanostructures of varying designs is being
actively pursued for particle trapping [8, 100]. Nowadays, many research groups have ac-
cess to a wide array of lithography techniques, allowing the creation of arbitrarily shaped
designs. Furthermore, access to ﬁnite-element and FDTD software packages allow re-
searchers to model how light interacts with plasmonic materials, photonic crystals, III-V
semiconductors, etc., to a high degree of accuracy. With this arsenal of tools at hand, it
is no surprise that the number of publications in the ﬁeld has been rising rapidly in the
last decade.
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1.5.1 Surface Plasmon Polaritons and Localised Surface Plas-
mons
Using plasmonic techniques, light can be concentrated in areas that are signiﬁcantly below
the diﬀraction limit. Surface plasmons can be considered diﬀerently depending on the
geometry of the substrate in question as either localised surface plasmons (LSPs), or as
propagating surface plasmon polaritons. For brevity we will refer to the latter simply as
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). Surface plasmons are the result of coherent electron
oscillations on a metal's surface. SPPs are a means of quantifying how they behave
on larger metallic surfaces that are capable of supporting propagating plasmon waves.
SPPs cannot be directly excited with laser light since they exist as a wave propagating
along the dielectric surface interface and their dispersion curves prohibit direct phase
matching with an incident laser beam. Instead, they must be excited by an evanescent
ﬁeld. Currently, the most popular method of coupling to SPPs is called the Kretschmann
conﬁguration. This conﬁguration makes use of total internal reﬂection through a glass
prism. The required plasmonic structure need only be placed on one face of the prism, thus
enabling it to be excited by the evanescent ﬁeld generated by the reﬂection of the incident
light passed through the prism at the critical angle. LSPs, on the other hand, deﬁne
how surface plasmons behave on smaller surfaces where the boundary conditions cause
conﬁnement of the surface plasmon. LSPs are present in nanoparticles and wavelength-
scale plasmonic geometries. Due to spatial conﬁnement, phase matching is relaxed and,
therefore, only light matching the correct LSP resonance frequency is required to excite
them in a material. SPPs have a wide frequency range over which they can be excited,
which is not the case for LSPs.
The form of an SPP is dictated largely by the geometry of the substrate and the input
light ﬁeld. That is not to say they are the only factors; of course, refractive indices and
other material properties are important. A recent paper by Tsai et al. [101] showed how
an SPP with a topological charge of 2, that is to say an SPP that contains orbital angular
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momentum, could be produced by using circularly polarised light in combination with a
unique surface geometry. By etching an Archimedes spiral into a gold ﬁlm, they were able
to both conﬁne a particle, and impart angular momentum to the particle, causing it to
rotate.
Heating, due to inevitable ohmic losses in the metal, is an intrinsic property of plas-
monic devices, especially when devices based predominantly on the excitation of LSP
modes are considered. The interaction between laser light and nanoparticles causes the
generation of point-like heat sources at locations that depend on factors such as particle
type, beam polarisation, and angle of incidence. Intense light ﬁelds generated near plas-
monic nanostructures are often used to trap particles [102104]. In some cases, the heat
generated by the structures themselves was used to trap particles [105]. Because of this,
analysing heating eﬀects is important. Donner et al. [106] discussed how the plasmon-
assisted optoﬂuidics is inﬂuenced by the heat produced. In short, this paper concluded
that, for isolated nanostructures below 200 nm, the inﬂuence of heating is negligible.
The authors also state that, to increase the plasmon-assisted ﬂuid motion from tens of
nanometres to hundreds of nanometres, structures larger than 1 µm must be used. Larger
structures are easily integrated with heat sinks to help quickly dissipate the accumulated
heat [107].
A recent study by Roxworthy et al. [108] on the heating eﬀects of a 9 by 9 array
of gold BNAs (bowtie nanoantenna apertures) in a SiO2/ITO substrate has shown that
heat-induced convection currents of greater than 1 µm s−1 can be created. The study
gives both theoretical and experimental results that are quantitatively in agreement with
each other. Seol et al. [109] showed that heating involved with the trapping of gold
nanoparticles can also aﬀect the spring constant of an optical trapping system. Because of
this heating, they concluded that gold nanoparticles are not recommended when working
with biological systems. Despite this, other authors have performed experiments with
gold nanoparticles which seem to be in contradiction. For example, Demergis and Florin
[110] showed ultrastrong binding of metallic nanoparticles via the optical binding force
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and estimated that there was no heating, contrary to other reported studies on similar
systems.
1.5.2 Scalability
Plasmonic activity on metallic surfaces suﬃciently larger than the plasmon wavelength can
be characterised as SPPs. Under these conditions, it can be assumed that the dispersion
curve of the structure approaches that of an inﬁnite metallic ﬁlm [111]. This relationship
is important as it shows that plasmonic-based devices cannot be scaled down ad inﬁnitum.
Devices that may work well at a few microns cannot be expected to work analogously at
the nanometre scale. For example, in an experiment performed by Wong et al. [111], a
dielectric channel optical waveguide was integrated with an array of gold micropads of 5
µm diameter and with a pitch of 15 µm. Figure 1.10 shows a schematic of the system. The
authors trapped 5 µm polystyrene beads and yeast cells using an input beam power of 20
mW. This technique works well and relies on the formation of SPPs to create adequate
trapping potentials above the discs. A paper by Righini et al. [112], where a prism
was used to excite the SPPs, showed similar results. It should be obvious that simply
downscaling the dimensions will not yield the same results. First, the plasmon will cease
to be describable as a SPP once the pad size is reduced suﬃciently in size, behaving
instead as an LSP, and secondly, the viscous damping of suspended particles is greatly
reduced due to the decreased cross-section of smaller nanoparticles.
Gold nanopads were used by Chen et al. [113] to trap 500 nm and 100 nm nanoparticles
using the LSPs generated in subwavelength disk structures. A seven by seven array of
four gold circular nanopads was patterned on an indium titanium oxide substrate and
illuminated by a Gaussian beam (Fig. 1.11). The nanopads were 200 nm in diameter,
which produced polarisation-dependent LSPs. This work was inspired by the earlier work
in [114] and produced a similar washboard-type potential, thus drawing particles towards
the centre of the plasmonic structure.
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Figure 1.10: Channel waveguide incorporating a plasmonic gold micropad array. (a)
 (d) are a time sequence of images showing the parallel trapping of 5 µm polystyrene
beads. Reproduced with permission [111].
1.5.3 Self-Induced Back Action
Often, the calculation of the trapping capabilities of optical tweezers is done in the ab-
sence of any particles. In many cases this is an appropriate choice, as it both simpliﬁes
the physics, from a computational viewpoint, and gives quantitatively accurate results.
However, as particle sizes becomes smaller, and lower optical powers are used, it is nec-
essary to include the eﬀect of the dielectric particle on the local electric ﬁeld rather than
relying on the Rayleigh approximation, especially when plasmonic eﬀects are present.
This is because the eﬀect of the particle on the local refractive index distribution becomes
important when calculating the ﬁelds due to the proximity of the particle to the nearby
surfaces which do not arise in free space calculations. The eﬀect of a single particle tends
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Figure 1.11: (a) Plasmonic disk array placed on an objective lens. (b) Light intensity
at various heights above the disks. (c) Visualisation of the intensity proﬁle at varying
heights. Reproduced with permission [113].
to improve certain types of optical trapping via a mechanism called self-induced back
action (SIBA). This eﬀect has been studied in various systems, such as plasmonic and
photonic crystal cavity systems, as mentioned earlier [115].
SIBA is especially relevant in many plasmonic structures as the eﬀect plays a large
role at the scales typically used. Juan et al. [115] trapped 50 nm nanoparticles using 2
mW of power with the help of SIBA. By cutting a 310 nm circular aperture into a 100 nm
thick gold ﬁlm a near-ﬁeld was generated, which, in the presence of a dielectric particle,
created a system that was sensitive to small position variations (Fig. 1.12). The particle
present in the vicinity of the aperture eﬀectively "saw" a larger hole due to the shifting of
the cutoﬀ wavelength, thereby causing higher transmission of light through the aperture.
Deviations of the particle from the equilibrium position near the aperture either increased
or decreased the net transmission of light through the aperture. The authors showed that
the motion of the particle always served to create a force that pushed the particle back
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Figure 1.12: (a) An image showing the structure used to examine self-induced back ac-
tion. (b) A closer view of the nanohole in the gold substrate. Reproduced with permission
[115].
to its equilibrium position.
1.5.4 Super Resolution Optical Trapping
Localised surface plasmons can be used for enhanced trapping well below the diﬀraction
limit. Tanaka and Sasaki referred to this ability as "superresolution optical trapping"
[116]. Their plasmonic structure consisted of only two square gold nanoblocks, as shown
in Fig. 1.13. This work is indicative of this subﬁeld of plasmonic trapping, in so much
as how it highlights the importance of the choice of polarisation in LSPs. Two important
cases are considered, one parallel to the axis joining the two squares, and one at 90◦
to this. The two cases highlight the fact that the device has various available modes
and, by changing the polarisation, speciﬁc modes can be excitied individually. The ﬁrst
conﬁguration creates a single high-intensity spot between the two squares, whereas the
latter allows for the creation of multiple trapping potentials with a subdiﬀraction limit
separation. Using gold nanoblocks, the authors succeeded in trapping 100 nm polystyrene
particles and observed double well potentials with 230 nm separation.
Gold bowtie nanoantenna apertures (BNAs) such as those created by Roxworthy et
al. [102] allow for trapping using LSPs (Fig. 1.14). They created an array of BNAs
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Figure 1.13: (a) Extinction spectra of a pair of gold nanoblocks with longitudinal (blue)
and transverse (green) polarisations. (b) Plasmonic trapping of a 350 nm particle (bright
region) using 80 nm × 80 nm × 40 nm nanoblocks as the polarisation is shifted be-
tween longitudinal and transverse. The red line shows the incident wavelength for the
experiment. Scale bar = 3 µm. Reproduced with permission [116].
and, instead of using a standard continuous-wave (CW) laser source, they used a pulsed
femtosecond (fs) laser source to trap dielectric and metallic particles. They observed in-
creased trap stiﬀness over a CW approach while providing the ability to observe nonlinear
eﬀects in situ, such as two-photon absorption, second-harmonic generation, etc. The BNA
arrays, however, coupled with the fs laser source, caused some of the spheres to adhere to
the surface. The eﬀect did not seem to be caused by the melting of the spheres, since the
heat generated was not suﬃcient for this. Rather, the induced heating seemed to attract
particles to the BNA surfaces. The authors acknowledged that a theoretical model for
optical tweezing using fs laser sources did not yet exist and did not attempt to explain
the dynamics of the interaction in such a way. The increased trap stiﬀness was attributed
to the illumination spot size of the laser source. Many BNAs were illuminated at once
allowing particles to `see' the eﬀect of multiple traps, which, in turn, caused the particle's
motion within the trap to be describable as acting with an eﬀective trap stiﬀness with
multiple contributions. Once again, fs laser sources are an interesting choice since they
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have the potential to reduce the overall power transferred to the trapped particles. A
diﬀerence can be seen between the upright and inverted microscope setups. This is due to
the lack of particle lensing eﬀects while in the upright conﬁguration, reducing the amount
of second harmonic generation in the substrate. In this experiment, the power levels were
three orders of magnitude lower than the optical damage threshold, as reported in [117].
Particles with a high polarisability are good for optical trapping, especially if a high
refractive index contrast between them and the surrounding material can be obtained.
J-aggregrates, or Jelley aggregrates to give them their full name, were discovered inde-
pendently by Scheibe et al. [118], and Jelley in 1937 [119]. J-aggregrates are essentially
dye clusters with an absorption band that can be shifted. Zamecnik et al. [120] showed
that by functionalising these aggregrates onto plasmonic silver nanoparticles interesting
eﬀects could be seen. The authors considered a particular type of material, known as
 near-zero materials (ENZ). This is a branch of materials that has an eﬀective  value
near zero when illuminated at certain wavelengths, thereby signiﬁcantly enhancing the
scattering cross-section. The permitivity of a medium, , is a measure of how much re-
sistance it has to an external electric ﬁeld, which leads to the electric displacement ﬁeld
encountered in Maxwell's equations. The authors targeted this property by combining
silver plasmonic nanoparticles with J-aggregrates. By illuminating the particle near the
plasmonic resonant wavelength, the electric ﬁeld was conﬁned within the J-aggregrate,
creating a high ﬁeld in a tightly conﬁned area. The authors used this eﬀect to perform
surface-enchanced Raman spectroscopy.
1.5.5 Gratings
Gratings etched onto metallic surfaces allow coupling to SPPs since the additional grating
vector of the system allows for mode matching of the SPP to the incident light. As we
know, light ﬁelds can be combined to produce interesting electric ﬁeld conﬁgurations,
and SPPs, being a form of electromagnetic radiation, behave the same. Genevet et al.
[121] showed how placing diﬀraction gratings on a gold surface can generate a plasmonic
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Figure 1.14: Au bowtie nanoantenna arrays in upright and inverted conﬁguration and
the associated experimental setup. Two-photon ﬂuorescence measurements from a trapped
ﬂuorescent microsphere are given in (a) the upright orientation and (b) the inverted
orientation. Blue and green curves represent the horizontally and vertically-polarised
results, respectively. The yellow curve is a reference signal from a particle trapped on the
glass substrate. Reproduced with permission [102].
bottle beam (Fig. 1.15). When two 2-dimensional planes with intersecting directions of
propagation meet, what is known as a cosine Gaussian beam (CGB) is formed. CGBs
are similar to Bessel beams since they have a nondiﬀracting nature in the direction of
propagation. The authors applied this theory to SPPs. Using this property, they were
able to create an intensity proﬁle that could trap particles at the nodes of high intensity.
1.5.6 Plasmonic Nanorods and Ultrathin Fibres
Gold nanorods (GNRs) are cylindrical gold structures with dimensions of the order of a
few to a few tens of nanometres. These rods are plasmonically active and exhibit diﬀerent
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Figure 1.15: Near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy images of plasmonic bottle beams
generated at three diﬀerent grating conﬁgurations. Reproduced with permission [121].
resonant peaks depending along which axis of the rod the polarisation lies. The plasmonic
activity of such objects are described as LSPRs [122]. Some early attempts have been
made to incorporate ultrathin ﬁbres with plasmonic structures, but writing such a device
directly to the curved, dielectric surface is quite diﬃcult. Wang et al. [123, 124] have had
success combining ultrathin ﬁbres and gold nanorods in two diﬀerent geometries. Their
ﬁrst work [123] involved dispersing gold nanorods throughout a polymer solution, which
was then used to create polymer ultrathin ﬁbres through an electrospinning-like technique
see Fig. 1.16. Two samples were created with measured GNR densities of 0.8 and 0.2
µm-3 respectively.
Later, Wang et al. [124] improved upon the earlier experiment by locating a single
GNR on the surface of a silica ultrathin ﬁbre and then using this GNR to excite a whis-
pering gallery mode of the ﬁbre (see Fig. 1.17). Unlike the previous paper, where the
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Figure 1.16: (a) Fluorescence from a gold nanorod which has been excited by light
passing through the ﬁbre, (b) TEM image of a GNR embedded in the ﬁbre, and (c)
Scattering spectrum of the GNRs. Reproduced with permission [123].
distribution of the GNRs was throughout the polymer ﬁbre, here the GNRs were instead
on the ﬁbre surface, allowing better access to the enhanced electric ﬁeld, while also en-
abling excitation of the whispering gallery modes in the ﬁbre. While both of these papers
are impressive, it is important to note that the position of the rods is non-deterministic
and a technique which could place such structures on a speciﬁc ﬁbre location is desirable.
This idea was a driving motivation for the work presented in Chapter 6.
1.5.7 Subwavelength Apertures
Subwavelength aperture diﬀraction is, subject to debate, another area where plasmonics
may play a role. Previously accepted theories, such as those by Bethe and Kirchhoﬀ [125],
were used to model the propagation of light through apertures in either perfectly conduct-
ing screens, or black opaque screens. Given certain conditions, these theories worked quite
well, but did not provide an adequate explanation of how the light propagated through
structures where the dimensions were below the cutoﬀ for any mode to exist. A thorough
review of previous and current theories on this type of diﬀraction is given by Weiner [126].
It was not until 1998 that a theory of plasmon-assisted transmission through subwave-
length apertures was proposed by Ebbesen et al. [127]. The authors showed that Bethe
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Figure 1.17: (a) Graphical representation of the system, (b) Typical scattering cross-
section of the GNR with a 52 nm linewidth, (c) SEM image of the ﬁbre with nanorods
present. Reproduced with permission [124].
theory was wholly unsuitable to describe the transmission of light through subwavelength
aperture arrays in a silver ﬁlm. Surpisingly, they showed that transmission increased for
wavelengths more than 10 times the diameter of the apertures and, in some cases, more
light was transmitted than was directly incident on the apertures. These facts combined
indicated that the apertures were more than just passive elements. The authors further
showed that the behaviour seemed to be independent of hole size and material type, yet
had a strong angular dependence that could only be explained by the presence of surface
plasmons. While plasmonics may play a role in the transmission through apertures, and
for the case of gold materials they most certainly play some part, they are not entirely
required to explain the dynamics of light transmission though Bethe apertures and this
remains a point of controversy.
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Figure 1.18: Double-nanohole created using a focussed ion beam in a gold layer. Re-
produced with permission [128].
Baida and Van Labeke [129] performed work on annular aperture arrays that sought
to increase the transmission of light via the same process as that described by Ebbesen
et al. [127]. Plasmonic double-nanoholes deal with the problem of transmission through
subwavelength apertures. A typical double-nanohole is shown in Fig. 1.18. Using such
a system, Zehtabi-Oskuie et al. [128] trapped 20 nm polysterene particles using as little
as 3.5 mW of input power. A later analysis of the trapping eﬃciency was also produced
by the same group [130], where they compared the trap stiﬀnesses obtained for a double-
nanohole trap with that of a standard optical tweezers and claimed that similar trap
stiﬀnesses can be obtained, but for particles that are 10 times smaller.
Building on the work by Baida and Van Labeke [129] many groups have pursued coax-
ial plasmonic waveguide structures for trapping [132134]. Rodríguez-Fortuna et al. [132]
predicted that coaxial plasmonic structures arranged in an array could be used as a nega-
tive refractive index material. This property may be used to produce backwards travelling
electromagnetic waves. Highly hybridised structures, such as the device proposed by Liu
et al. [133], which combines gold annular aperture arrays with a photoresponsive liquid
crystal, can also produce high ﬁeld gradients in subdiﬀraction-limited regimes. All of
these studies indicate progress towards a highly tuneable technique which has promising
applications in particle trapping. Saleh and Dionne [135] published a theoretical paper
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Figure 1.19: SEM image, (a), and schematic, (b), of an NSOM tip with a bowtie
nanoantenna aperture located in the gold layer at the apex. (c) Time series of blue
ﬂuorescence from a dye doped bead (blue line) along with the trapping beam intensity
(red). A trapping event occurs at 40 s. Reproduced with permission [131].
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where a gold coaxial plasmonic aperture in a silica ﬁbre could be used to trap particles
with sizes less than 10 nm. They also showed that the creation of dual trapping potentials
at a distance of 20 nm from the surface is possible.
Subwavelength apertures in gold ﬁlms can also be used in combination with tapered
ﬁbres. For instance, Neumann et al. [136] proposed the use of tapered optical ﬁbres with
subwavelength apertures to allow the high transmission of light to subdiﬀraction-limited
regions. The end-face of a near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscope (NSOM) probe was
coated with gold and a focussed ion beam was used to etch a 45 nm aperture into the
gold layer. The NSOM taper was chosen such that it was near the cut-oﬀ diameter for
the ﬁrst excited mode. A more in-depth discussion of the transmission mechanism has
been published by Gordon [137]. He showed that transmission through the NSOM was
improved by two orders of magnitude. Later, Berthelot et al. [131] expanded on this
idea by including a bowtie nanoaperture to the end face of a tapered optical ﬁbre to
allow three-dimensional manipulation of 50 nm dielectric objects (Fig. 1.19). The ﬁelds
produced at the output of a half-tapered ﬁbre, similar to an NSOM taper, are also capable
of lensing light suﬃciently to trap particles without any enhancements from plasmonic
apertures.
1.6 Conclusion
Here we have outlined the state of the ﬁeld of optical trapping while driving home some
important points related to this ﬁeld. While the trapping of larger, micron-sized particles
has become somewhat routine, the trapping of smaller particles is an extremely active area
of research. This thesis work aimed to combine some of the techniques used to further
conﬁne light and apply them to ultrathin optical ﬁbres for use in atom and particle
systems. Namely, we took inspiration from the areas of slot waveguiding and plasmonic
trapping. Some preliminary work was done with standard ultrathin optical ﬁbres, which
is demonstrated in Chapter 3, and subsequently we explored the modiﬁcation of such
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ﬁbres and how they could be adapted for use in atom and particle trapping.
This introduction, aside from outlining the current state of the ﬁeld, serves as a mo-
tivation for many of the topics to follow. Chapter 2 contains much of the theoretical
background required to understand the phenomena of particle and atom trapping. From
there we move on to atom trapping in Chapters 3 and 4. These chapters cover an ex-
periment showing how ultrathin optical ﬁbres can be used to probe a cold atom system,
and hence, measure the temperature of the trapped atoms. We also include a theoretical
description of how one could use a nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbre to trap atoms within a
rectangular cavity etched at its waist. Chapter 5 discusses how we fabricated a nanostruc-
tured ultrathin ﬁbre and also an experiment in dielectric particle trapping where 100 and
200 nm particles were trapped using this proposed device. Chapter 6 moves in a slightly
diﬀerent direction; rather than modifying the bulk of the ﬁbres, we instead added to the
ﬁbres by using electron beam induced deposition to write plasmonic gold dimer arrays
on the ﬁbres' waists. Finally, in Chapter 7, we look at a near-ﬁeld device incorporating
Fresnel microlenses and how it could be used to trap atoms as well as fabricating such a
device.
Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Optical Fibres and
Optical Trapping
Optical near-ﬁeld phenomena, such as evanescent ﬁelds, are especially eﬀective in probing
or otherwise interacting with microscopic and atomic objects. Devices which use this prin-
ciple are excellent platforms for locally conﬁning light ﬁelds since they do not suﬀer from
the restrictions enforced by Abbe's limit, namely that a beam of light with wavelength,
λ, travelling in a medium, with refractive index n, with a converging angle of θ, can
produce, at best, a spot size of λ/2n sin(θ). Near-ﬁeld phenomena allow for devices with
long interaction lengths as well as subdiﬀraction-limited spot sizes. To understand the
motivation behind the work in this thesis we must discuss how near-ﬁeld devices operate,
as well as how one can harness the optical forces to perform useful work.
We shall begin, in Section 2.1, with a discussion of ultrathin optical ﬁbres as they are
central to this thesis and used in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. Section 2.2 focusses on the optical
forces induced in dielectric particles using classical electrodynamics. This is important in
Chapter 5 where we demonstrate the trapping of dielectric particles. Section 2.3 discusses
the problem of atom trapping, speciﬁcally the trapping of neutral 85Rb atoms. This
section is necessary to understand parts of Chapters 3, 4, and 7. Finally, in Section 2.4,
a brief description of plasmonic enhancement in the form of localised surface plasmons is
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given to help understand the device presented in Chapter 6.
2.1 Ultrathin Optical Fibres
Tapered optical ﬁbres, or ultrathin optical ﬁbres, being the main focus of this thesis, pro-
duce evanescent ﬁelds which extend signiﬁcantly, often hundreds of nanometres, beyond
their dielectric boundaries. To fully comprehend their usefulness, it is ﬁrst necessary to
understand the principles of their operation, beginning with a discussion of the diﬀerences
between ultrathin ﬁbres and untapered optical ﬁbres.
Commercial grade, single-mode optical ﬁbres have typical core diameters of about 6 µm
and cladding diameters of 125 µm. With such a macroscopic dimension for the cladding
it is reasonable to assume that the evanescent ﬁeld at the ﬁbre surface is negligible.
Micro/nanoﬁbres (MNFs), on the other hand, have overall diameters of a few micron
or lower, and the surrounding medium instead becomes the cladding. This leads to a
signiﬁcant change in the refractive index proﬁle, shown in Fig. 2.1
Figure 2.1: Refractive index proﬁles for (left) an MNF, and (right) a step-index optical
ﬁbre.
Here, we only consider step-index proﬁle optical ﬁbres, but there exist many diﬀerent
refractive index proﬁles. Some ﬁbres have a radially varying index distribution, such as
graded-index optical ﬁbres, while others can have azimuthally varying distributions as is
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the case for polarisation maintaining (PM) optical ﬁbres.
For light to be guided in an optical ﬁbre, a parameter known as the numerical aperture
(NA) is crucial in determining the acceptance angle. The NA is used to determine an
acceptance cone centred at r = 0 on the ﬁbre axis for which light can enter and become
guided into a ﬁbre mode; light which enters outside of this cone will not be guided. The
NA is determined by the refractive indices of the core and cladding. Experimentally, the
main beneﬁt for knowing the NA is that it allows one to choose appropriate lenses when
coupling light from free-space into the guided ﬁbre modes. A poor choice of lens will
drastically reduce the coupling eﬃciency. The numerical aperture is given as
sin(θmax) =
√
n2co − n2cl = NA, (2.1)
where θmax is the acceptance angle of the ﬁbre, nco is the refractive index of the core,
and ncl is the refractive index of the cladding. The NA is also used in the deﬁnition of
the V number [48]. The V number is a dimensionless quantity used to determine the
modes which can propagate in a step-index ﬁbre for a given set of radii, refractive indices,
and wavelengths. The V number is normalised by the wavelength allowing us to see the
behaviour of the modes without having to specify a particular wavelength. We will discuss
the V number later when we solve for the ﬁbre modes; it is given by
V =
2pi
λ
a
√
n2co − n2cl, (2.2)
where a is the radius of the ﬁbre. Despite the similar geometries between MNFs and
standard optical ﬁbres, the description of their optical modes is very diﬀerent. Standard
optical ﬁbres operate in what is known as the "weakly guided regime" due to the low
refractive index contrast between the core and the cladding. MNFs, on the other hand,
operate in the "strongly guided regime" due to the large diﬀerence between their core and
cladding regions. To fully understand this, we must consult Maxwell's equations.
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2.1.1 Maxwell's Equations and the Wave Equation
Maxwell's equations form the foundation of classical electrodynamics [48]. They describe
the relationship between electric and magnetic ﬁelds and also how charges and currents
generate or aﬀect the ﬁelds. The four Maxwell's equations given in diﬀerential form are:
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
,
∇× ~H = ~j + ∂
~D
∂t
,
∇ · (n2 ~E) = ρ
0
,
∇ · ~B = 0.
(2.3)
Here, ~E and ~H are the electric and magnetic ﬁelds, respectively, µ0 is the permeability of
free space, 0 is the permittivity of free space, ~j and ρ are the current and charge densities
of the system, and n is the refractive index. We assume nonmagnetic materials through-
out. If we now consider the source-free version of these equations, which is appropriate
for an optical ﬁbre system, we can set ρ and ~j equal to zero leading to the much simpler
forms
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
,
∇× ~H = ∂
~D
∂t
,
∇ · (n2 ~E) = 0,
∇ · ~B = 0.
(2.4)
It is important to note that we have not assumed an isotropic refractive index at this
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point. If we eliminate ~H from Eqn. 2.4 we get a less standard form of the wave equation
(∇2 + n2k2) ~E = −∇( ~E.∇ ln(n2)). (2.5)
This is an important equation as it shows that solving for anisotropic systems is a
nontrivial problem which can involve treating the anisotropy as a perturbation to the
unperturbed Helmholtz equation, the solution of which may also be a nontrivial problem
depending on the geometry. However, if we assume an isotropic medium, the right hand
side of Eqn. 2.5 becomes zero, yielding the familiar Helmholtz form of the wave equation
(∇2 + n2k2) ~E = 0. (2.6)
2.1.2 Optical Fibre Modes in MNFs
The modes which propagate within step-index optical ﬁbres are easily determined due to
their homogeneous, isotropic refractive indices and longitudinal invariance. For standard
optical ﬁbres, the refractive index contrast, ∆n, is relatively small and can be used to
simplify the ﬁnal step of the solution leading to the degenerate mode sets. In the case of
MNFs, this approximation is not valid, instead leading to the splitting of the degenerate
linearly polarised (LP) modes into the constituent transverse electric (TE), transverse
magnetic (TM) and hybrid electric (HE) modes. EH and HE modes correspond to cases
when the z -component of the electric or magnetic ﬁelds, respectively, is dominant, as op-
posed to the transverse modes, TE and TM, which contain either no Ez or Bz component,
respectively. The longitudinal geometry of the system leads us naturally to solutions to
the Helmholtz equation (Eqn. 2.6) of the form:
~ET (r, φ, z) = ~E(r, φ)e
iβz, (2.7)
where ~ET is the total electric ﬁeld solution. By substituting this solution into Eqn. 2.6,
and solving the associated scalar form of the resulting vector equation, we can determine
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the mode distributions of the MNFs. The theory behind the solutions is well documented
[138], and a full derivation is not given here. The important transcendental equation that
governs the propagation constants for the modes is:
[
J ′p(u)
uJp(u)
+
K ′p(w)
wKp(w)
][
n2co
J ′p(u)
uJp(u)
+ n2cl
K ′p(w)
wKp(w)
]
=
β2
k2
(
1
u2
+
1
w2
)
p2, (2.8)
where Jp and Kp are Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and second kind, J ′p and K
′
p are the
derivatives of the associated Bessel functions, β is the propagation constant, u and w are
the normalised transverse wavenumbers inside and outside of the ﬁbre, respectively, and
p is the azimuthal index. If we let p = 0 we obtain the TE and TM solutions by placing
either the ﬁrst or second term of the left-hand side of Eqn 2.8 equal to zero.
Being a transcendental equation, the solutions cannot be solved for without using a
numerical method. By plotting the left-hand side versus the right-hand side of Eqn. 2.8
with the same x axis we can determine the points of intersection and, hence, the allowed
values of β. Plotting the β values versus the V number, we arrive at the often used mode
diagram.
2.1.3 Fibre Pulling
To produce MNFs, two basic elements are required. These elements are a heat source and
a linear translation mechanism. The most rudimentary combination of these two objects
can produce submicron ﬁbres with varying degrees of success and quality. However, higher
quality tapers are produced when cleanliness and precision in the ﬁbre pulling process are
taken into account.
In the early work reported in this thesis, we used an oxygen butane (oxybutane)
ﬂame, which is a perfectly adequate candidate for producing simple taper geometries. A
combustion yield for such a ﬂame of 100% can never fully be realised and this leads to
some of the carbon in the butane gas not being converted into CO2 and deposits on the
surface of the ﬁbre as soot. This can dramatically reduce the transmission of the MNF
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as well as acting as a hot spot when light is passed through the ﬁbre leading to possible
breakages when in vacuum.
In more recent work we used a hydrogen and oxygen ﬂame. This type of ﬂame burns
cleanly and is a better candidate for a ﬁbre pulling rig. The reaction is
2H2 +O2 = 2H2O + Energy. (2.9)
In some cases, we can forgo ﬂame sources for resistive heating elements. These are not
a signiﬁcant ﬁre hazard and are arguably more reliable, provided regular calibration is
performed on the system; the physical heat element degrades over time requiring higher
currents to produce the same temperature. They are, however, more diﬃcult to work with
since the ﬁbre must be passed through a small aperture in order to reach the hot zone
near the heating element. The high voltages and currents required add to the danger of
using such a system, but a carefully constructed enclosure and strict training before use
can reduce the risk.
The size of the hot zone of a static heat-and-pull rig alters the ﬁnal taper since it
determines its length. However, the method of pulling also has a large inﬂuence on the
ﬁbre taper. Two linear translation stages pulling at a constant rate produce MNFs with
exponential taper proﬁles [61]. If more complex taper proﬁles are required, a ﬂame-
brushing rig can be used. Here, a third stage is used to translate the ﬂame allowing us to
dynamically control the hot zone size leading to diﬀerent taper proﬁles. This helps us to
achieve highly adiabatic ﬁbres, which are low loss and support higher order ﬁbre modes.
Alternatively, one can hold the ﬂame still while superimposing an oscillating motion to
the translating ﬁbre stages. A 3D rendering of the hydrogen oxygen pulling rig currently
used in our lab is given in Fig. 2.2.1
An in-depth review of this ﬁbre pulling rig is given by Ward et al. [62]. Cleanliness is
an important factor as it impacts the ﬁbre quality as well as any post-processing of the
1This rig was developed over several years with many contributors. This rig was used for the majority
of the work presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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Figure 2.2: A hydrogen-oxygen ﬁbre pulling rig. A) Primary pulling stages, B) Flame
linear motorised stage [partially obscured], C) Flame nozzle, and D) Fibre clamps and
V-grooves.
ﬁbres. The most recent incarnation of the pulling rig was designed with cleanliness as the
driving factor. A 24/7 ﬂow box is used to keep the pulling rig enclosure free from dust
and the entire room itself is kept clean through the use of air puriﬁers to collect dust.
2.2 Optical Forces
Describing the optical forces on a particle can be diﬃcult. However, if we limit our
scope to spherical particles, the problem is greatly simpliﬁed as we only need consider the
particle's diameter. Hence, we can tailor our approach with respect to what is known as
the size parameter, deﬁned as kmd, where
km =
2pinm
λ0
. (2.10)
km is the light wavenumber in the medium, d is the diameter of the sphere, nm is the
refractive index of the surrounding medium, and λ0 is the incident wavelength in vacuum.
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This statement allows us to distinguish between three diﬀerent regimes by altering our
approach to the calculation of the optical forces according to the size parameter, deﬁned
as
kmd

 1
≈ 1
 1
(2.11)
For large particles it should be clear that a ray optics approach is suﬃcient to determine
the optical forces; however, for particles with sizes close to and below the wavelength of
light, diﬀerent approaches are required.
2.2.1 Maxwell Stress Tensor
Rather than begin with a discussion on the optical forces where the approach is chosen
based on the size of the particle in question, we instead begin with a discussion on the
Maxwell stress tensor (MST) whose roots lie in classical electrodynamics without any
size-dependant approximations which would limit its applicability. The interaction of
charges and currents with electric ﬁelds is well understood and, beginning with the Lorentz
equation we can perform some simple operations which result in the MST formalism. The
MST formalism is a powerful tool which can also elucidate the interactions between light
and matter. First, we consider the Lorentz equation, ~FLor = q( ~E + ~v × ~B), for a particle
of charge q, moving with a velocity ~v, and transform this into an integral form to get
d
dt
~Pmech =
∫
V
[ρ ~E +~j × ~B]dV (2.12)
where d~Pmech/dt is the mechanical momentum, of the particles, ρ and ~j are the charge
density and current contained in a volume V bounded by a surface S. Eliminating ρ and
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~j by applying Maxwell's relations (Eqn. 2.3) we obtain
d
dt
~Pmech =
∫
V
0[(∇ · ~E) ~E + ~B × δ
~E
δt
− c2 ~B × (∇× ~B)]dV (2.13)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Using various trigonometric identities and ap-
propriate substitutions we reach an explicit form for the conservation of total linear mo-
mentum, d
dt
(~Pmech + ~Pfield)
d
dt
(~Pmech + ~Pfield) =
∫
V
(∇ · TM)dV (2.14)
with TM = 0[ ~E ⊗ ~E + c2 ~B ⊗ ~B − 12( ~E · ~E + c2 ~B · ~B)] where ⊗ is the tensor, or dyadic,
product and TM is the Maxwell stress tensor (MST). We have, of course, skipped a number
of steps in this derivation, the most notable of which is where we deﬁne a ﬁeld momentum,
~Pfield, related to the Poynting vector. Here, ~Pfield refers to a component of the force which
is a time derivative of the linear momentum density over the volume in question which
appears on the right hand side of Eqn. 2.13 once ρ and ~j have been substituted for using
Maxwell's equations. ~Pfield can be see as the portion of the momentum which is contained
within the electromagnetic ﬁelds themselves. In electrostatics this is zero since ~B = 0,
but for more interesting systems it is non-zero. Using Gauss' theorem, we can convert
the volume integral in Eqn. 2.14 to a surface integral and we ﬁnally arrive at the more
approachable expression
d
dt
(~Pmech + ~Pfield) =
∮
S
(TM · nˆ)dS. (2.15)
By taking the time average of Eqns. 2.15 and 2.14, we obtain the average force on a
particle, given by
〈
~F
〉
=
∮
S
(〈TM〉 · nˆ)dS =
∫
V
(∇ · 〈TM〉)dV (2.16)
where the brackets 〈〉 denote the time average of the enclosed quantity. Here, we have the
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MST formalism for determining the force on a particle. We can see from Eqn. 2.16 that
the MST can be viewed as a form of momentum ﬂux density. A ﬁeld with no momentum
ﬂux will consequently experience no force. For a monochromatic plane this results in a
force in only one direction due to the nature of the surface integral. The MST method is
extremely useful in calculations but, perhaps, a more intuitive picture of the forces at play
can be gleaned from an examination of those forces in the dipole approximation regime.
2.2.2 Dipole Approximation
The dipole approximation, i.e. the assumption that a ﬁeld remains approximately con-
stant across a particle at any moment in time, is equivalent to assuming that the particle
size is signiﬁcantly smaller than the wavelength of the incident light ﬁeld (in the medium).
This assumption is used extensively in many branches of physics. Here, we use it to help
simplify the problem of optical trapping.
A dielectric particle which has a radius that is much smaller than the wavelength of
the incident ﬁeld has an induced dipole, ~p = α~E(~r), where α is the polarisability given by
α =
α0
1− iα0k30/(6pi0)
, (2.17)
with α0 = 4pi0a3( − 1)/( + 2).  is the dielectric constant of the material and a is
the radius of the particle. We include the radiation reaction correction, which takes into
account the ﬁnite size of the dipole and α0 is the Clausius-Mosotti polarisability in the
absence of any radiation reaction corrections [139].
From classical electrodynamics, we know the force on a single dipole in an external
ﬁeld is F = ~p.∇ ~E; we can therefore represent our time-averaged force as
〈F (~r)〉 = 1
2
Re
{∑
i
pi∇E∗i (~r)
}
=
1
2
Re
{∑
i
αEi(~r)∇E∗i (~r)
}
. (2.18)
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Using Eqn. 2.3, along with the identities:
∑
i
Ei∇E∗i = ( ~E · ∇) ~E∗ + ~E × (∇× ~E∗),
−2iIm{( ~E∗ · ∇)} = ( ~E · ∇) ~E∗ − ( ~E∗ · ∇) ~E,
(2.19)
we transform Eqn. 2.18 to
〈F 〉 = Re(α){∇1
4
∣∣∣ ~E2∣∣∣}+ σ{1
c
〈
~S
〉
}+ σc∇× ( 0
4ωi
~E × ~E∗) (2.20)
where σ is the deﬁnition for the total cross-section of the particle k0Im(α)/0. Here, we
can see three distinct components which contribute to the force. The ﬁrst term on the
right-hand side of Eqn. 2.20 corresponds to the gradient force since it is proportional to
the electric ﬁeld gradient. This is often the limiting term in optical systems. The second
term is the familiar scattering force, which is proportional to the Poynting vector. The
last term is a spin-curl force, which is often zero since excitation from single plane wave
sources would cause the term to be identically zero. A non-homogeneous polarisation ﬁeld
would be required to produce force and, in these cases, the forces can often be negligible
[29].
2.2.3 Mie Scattering
For particles with sizes approximately equal to the wavelength of light the simple dipole
approximation begins to break down, although a distributed dipole approximation can
still give excellent results provided some care is taken when choosing the appropriate
element size for the individual dipoles [140].
To solve for the internal and external ﬁelds of a dielectric sphere in an external electric
ﬁeld we can once again fall back on the Helmholtz equation (Eqn. 2.6). When solving the
Helmholtz equation for a cylindrical geometry we had the liberty of assuming a simple
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form for the Ez components of the electric ﬁeld because of the longitudinal invariance.
For a sphere, however, this is not so simple. To reduce the associated Helmholtz equation
to a more tractable form we can use intermediate vector functions as follows
~L = ∇ψl,m
~Ml,m = ∇× ~cψl,m
~Nl,m =
1
km
∇× ~Ml,m
(2.21)
where ~c is some constant vector, ψl,m is a scalar function, and km is the wave number in
the surrounding medium. We can show that ψl,m is also a solution to the wave equation
via direct substitution into ∇2ψl,m + k2mψl,m = 0. ~Ml,m and ~Nl,m are solenoidal vector
functions which are analogous to the relationship between the ~E and ~H ﬁelds. ~L, however,
can be neglected as it represents a purely longitudinal solution.
By using this Helmholtz decomposition, we reduce the problem to a simpler, scalar
problem which we can solve by using the separation of variables technique. The solution of
this problem is somewhat lengthy and has been reproduced numerous times in textbooks
so only the important results are included here, see Appendix A for a more complete
solution.
The angular portion of the solution to the Helmholtz equation can be given in terms
of spherical harmonics. These spherical harmonic functions contain the associated Leg-
endre functions, which depend on integer numbers l and m. The radial portion has two
linearly independent solution sets which are expansions of Bessel or Hankel functions.
The asymptotic behaviour of these functions is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent and must be chosen
appropriately, i.e. singularities are not allowed at the origin and the ﬁeld must be zero at
inﬁnity.
The solution to the Helmholtz equation is, therefore, a multipole expansion. The
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scattered ﬁeld, ~Es , from a sphere of radius, a, can be expanded as
~Es(r, rˆ) = Ei
∞∑
l=0
m=l∑
m=−l
A
(1)
s,lm
~H
(1)
lm (kmr, rˆ + A
(2)
s,lm
~H
(2)
lm (kmr, rˆ)), (2.22)
where Ei is the incident E-ﬁeld, As,lm are the associated amplitudes, and Hlm(kmr, rˆ)
are the H multipoles, which correspond to the radial solutions satisfying the radiation
conditions at inﬁnity. By taking boundary conditions regarding the continuity of various
components of the ﬁeld into consideration this equation can be solved completely to give
the scattered ﬁelds of a spherical object under plane-wave illumination.
The multipole form of this equation helps us to understand the shift between the
dipole approximation and Mie theory. For small particle sizes, only the lowest pole of
the expansion contributes signiﬁcantly, which reproduces a dipole-like scattering proﬁle,
as shown in Fig. 2.3. As we increase the particle size (or rather the size parameter, kma)
we see the asymmetry of the scattering increase as more and more forward scattering
dominates. Here, the higher order poles can no longer be ignored. In practice, it is
necessary to truncate the inﬁnite sequence at some value of l, as determined by the
Wiscombe criteria [141, 142]. The Wiscombe criteria looks at the extinction coeﬃcient
and deﬁnes a minimum threshold value for when the higher order components become
negligible. Choosing a suitable value for this threshold yields the following formula which
can be used to truncate the sequence at an order N. N = x+4.05x61/3+2, where x is the
ratio of the particle's circumference to the incident wavelength with the given constraint
that, 8 < x < 4200. A complete discussion of these problem is given in [142].
2.2.4 Minkowski Force Density
The force on an object can be determined by a surface integral of the Maxwell stress tensor
given by Eqn. 2.16. However, this is sometimes a problematic quantity to determine. The
Maxwell stress tensor can be interpreted as a momentum ﬂux density which is present
not only on a particle in a ﬁeld, but also in the medium of the ﬁeld. If one considers
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Figure 2.3: A polar plot of the intensity of the scattering from a dipole. The blue
line indicates light polarised perpendicularly to the dipole's axis and orange line is light
polarised parallel to the dipole's axis.
the no-slip boundary condition from ﬂuid dynamics, it is apparent that a force applied
to the ﬂuid near a particle is also transferred to the particle. Often, researchers avoid
this problem by integrating over a sphere slightly larger than the particle. For example,
Yang et al. [51] used an integration volume which was always 120% larger than the target
sphere to produce consistent force results. Finite element method (FEM) force analyses
are often performed in such a way.
Alternatively, the Minkowski force-density approach can be used. A full derivation
of the force-density along with some interesting comparison with Abraham's approach is
provided by Mansuripur [143]. The force-density, ~FM , can be written as
~FM(~r, t) = ρfree ~E + ~Jfree × ~B − 1/2[0(∇)( ~E · ~E)− µ0(∇µ)( ~H · ~H)] (2.23)
where ρfree and ~Jfree correspond to the free charge and current, respectively. This formal-
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ism can be used to determine the force on a particle in a ﬁeld. The ﬁrst two components
of the right-hand side of this equation should be familiar as they represent the Lorentz
force. Often we deal with situations where there are no free charges or current densities,
but there are still forces present. With the Minkowski force-density we see that applying
these conditions reduces the complexity of Eqn. 2.23, but does not eliminate all sources
of force. Unlike the Maxwell stress tensor approach, where the forces are applied through
a momentum ﬂux density, here the origin of the forces due to spatial discontinuities in the
electric permittivity or magnetic permeability can be visualised. By inspection of Eqn.
2.23, it is clear that only areas where these quantities vary contribute to the total force.
Typically, this corresponds to boundaries between materials with diﬀerent properties.
Changing the contrast between the object's permittivity and the surrounding medium's
permittivity can easily cause a change in the sign of the force. By integrating over an
area of interest which fully encapsulates the object to be analysed, the force exerted by
the ﬁeld on the object can be unambiguously determined without having to control for
the integration volume in a careful and consistent way between models. This method was
employed in Chapter 5 to determine the forces on trapped particles.
2.3 Atom Trapping
The laser cooling and trapping of neutral atoms is a highly popular ﬁeld with countless
books and articles written on the topic [144, 145]. The description of laser cooling is also
a highly complex subject, since it can be approached using a variety of approximations
and simpliﬁcations. In the work reported in this thesis the 85Rb isotope is used in the
experimental work while 87Rb was used in the theoretical work to reﬂect the species
currently used in our group's cold atom experiments. Fundamentally, the cooling of
atoms is mediated by momentum transfer with photons from a laser source. Rather than
go through a rigid derivation of the theory of atom cooling, the important points required
to describe the work in this thesis are highlighted. Experimental and theoretical work on
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this subject is given in Chapters 3 and 4.
The cooling of an atom is a recoil process whereby an atom moving at a high velocity
has its speed along an axis reduced by bombarding it with photons moving in the opposite
direction along the same axis. The recoil generated by a great number of these collisions
reduces the velocity and, hence, the temperature, of an atom. One can imagine slowing
a bowling bowl as it moves towards you by repeatedly pelting it with a steady stream
of tennis balls. To eﬀectively cool an atom, this must be performed in three dimensions,
or along six axes; a single beam would eventually push an atom moving towards it along
the direction of the photon ﬂux. Other considerations such as Doppler cooling, requiring
that a velocity-dependent force be engineered, and magnetic trapping are also necessary
for an eﬀective laser cooling setup.
2.3.1 Energy Levels in 85Rb
Figure 2.4: Energy level diagram for the D2 transitions in 85Rb.
To understand this process, we must ﬁrst look at the energy levels and hyperﬁne split-
tings  we will consider 85Rb as an example. Rubidium has a large number of available
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energy levels, but for atomic cooling we only require a transition which is recyclable 
that is to say that an atom can be excited and re-excited along a closed loop with little
loss to other energy levels. Such a perfect cycle does not exist, but the D2 transitions
in 85Rb closely approximate this, only requiring that a secondary repump laser be used
to return the "lost" atoms to the correct ground state. The ground level, 52S1/2, has a
total angular momentum of J=1/2 while the excited level, 52P3/2, has a total angular
momentum of 3/2. Interactions between the total angular momentum, J, and the nuclear
angular momentum, I, (equal to 5/2 for the 85Rb ground state) result in hyperﬁne energy
level splittings. The total atomic angular momentum F = J + I has allowed values of
F which range from |J − I| ≤ F ≤ J + I. The resulting energy level diagram for the
hyperﬁne splitting known as the D2 transition is given in Fig. 2.4.
Despite the rather large energy gap between the 52P3/2 and 52S1/2 levels, we can see
from Fig. 2.4 that the separation of the F levels in the upper transition is only ≈ 120
MHz. To speciﬁcally target such an energy level without exciting neighbouring levels
requires a narrow linewidth laser. Extended cavity diode lasers are typically used in such
experiments due to their reduced linewidth.
Each of the hyperﬁne energy levels, F , has 2F + 1 degenerate magnetic sublevels,
identiﬁed by the quantum numbers mg.e, where mg is for ground state levels and me is for
excited state levels. . In the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld, the Zeeman eﬀect causes these
levels to split providing us with more energy levels to target, each with a speciﬁc set of
requirements. This eﬀect is exploited to provide a position-dependent force through the
use of polarisation preparation in the cooling laser beams.
2.3.2 Cooling and Trapping
The eﬀective cooling and trapping of neutral atoms requires a trap that is sensitive to
changes in both velocity and position. It is necessary that atoms moving towards the laser
beam be aﬀected more strongly than atoms moving away from the beam. By detuning the
cooling laser beams by an amount dictated by the Doppler shift of a moving atom (−~k.~v
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Figure 2.5: A simpliﬁed optical molasses setup combining anti-Helmholtz coils and three
counter-propagating laser beams with opposite polarisations used to cool neutral atoms.
where ~k is the wave vector of the laser and ~v is the velocity of the atom) we can produce
a three dimensional cooling scheme. A simpliﬁed optical molasses diagram is given in
Fig. 2.5. Atoms moving towards a red-detuned beam feel a stronger force as they will
be closer to the resonance condition than atoms moving away from the beam. Since the
velocity distribution is Maxwellian this proves to be an eﬀective technique. A magnetic
quadrupole ﬁeld can be used to induce a Zeeman shift in the energy levels which, due to
selection rules, produces additional sublevels. If we assume an atom with F = 0 ground
state and F ′ = 1 excited state, these three hyperﬁne sublevels (me = −1, 0, 1) are only
accessible to light of a particular polarisation, namely σ−, pi, and σ+. A diagram showing
the Zeeman energy level splitting versus atom position in a quadrupole ﬁeld (along z ) is
shown in Fig. 2.6.
For two beams of σ+ and σ− polarised light, with frequencies of ωL, red-detuned from
the |me〉 = |0〉 hyperﬁne state by an amount δ, a position dependent magnetic ﬁeld can
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Figure 2.6: Diagram showing the positional dependence of the energy of the three
hyperﬁne states |me〉 = |−1〉 , |0〉 , |1〉. The individual states can then be targeted spatially
using beams of the appropriate polarisation and wavelength.
produce a position dependent shift in the hyperﬁne energy levels, see Fig. 2.6. This
shift allows us to target speciﬁc transitions depending on the distance from the centre
of the quadrupole ﬁeld. For example, a σ+ beam propagating in the positive z direction
has an on-resonance condition for atoms located at a position of −Z ′ but is largely oﬀ
resonance for positions much greater or lower than this. This allows for excitation from
the |mg〉 = 0 state to |me〉 = 1 state, and atoms are thereby pushed towards the centre
of the trap. Similarly a beam with polarisation σ− travelling in the negative z direction
is on-resonance with atoms located at Z ′. This, combined with the velocity-dependent
force present due to the Doppler shift, provides us with an adequate cooling and trapping
scheme for neutral atoms. This cooling mechanism is further enhanced by the addition of
Sisyphus cooling to produce sub-Doppler cooling through the use of polarisation gradients.
The laser cooling and trapping of 85Rb is presented in Chapter 4, while 87Rb is used in
Chapter 5.
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2.4 Plasmonic Enhancement
Another approach to produce optical traps for particles below the Rayleigh limit is that
of plasmonics. As discussed in the Introduction, plasmons can be broadly categorised into
two types: surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and localised surface plasmon resonances
(LSPR). The description of the plasmon varies largely due to the geometry of the system
in question. Here, we shall only discuss LSPRs, since they are an appropriate choice
for integration with an ultrathin ﬁbre. There are a number of theoretical approaches to
LSPRs. For simplicity, the case of a spherical metallic object will be discussed here. As
we shall see the problem is directly related to the scattering problem discussed in Section
2.2 with regards to spheres of diﬀerent sizes and when it is appropriate to use a dipole
approximation. There are two approaches to the problem; a simpler quasi-static approach
that we shall discuss here, and the more involved Mie scattering problem for a metallic
sphere.
2.4.1 Quasi-static Approximation
In the quasi-static approximation, we look at the interaction of particles with dimensions
much smaller than the wavelength of light in the surrounding medium. In this regime
we can treat the phase as being approximately constant over the particle volume and
merely add the harmonic time dependence later. For a homogeneous, isotropic sphere of
radius, a, in a uniform electric ﬁeld, ~E = E0zˆ, we can approach the system as a simple
electrostatics problem, see Fig. 2.7 . For a charge free system we know that the solution
to the problem must be a solution of the Laplace equation, ∇2Φ = 0.
Due to the azimuthal symmetry of the problem, the solutions are expansions of the
well-known Legendre polynomials. The general solution is given as:
Φ(r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0
[Alr
l +Blr
−l+1]Pl(cos(θ)) (2.24)
where Pl are the Legendre polynomials of order l and θ is the angle between the line OP
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Figure 2.7: Homogeneous sphere of radius a and dielectric constant (ω) in an electro-
static ﬁeld. The surrounding medium has a dielectric constant of m. The origin is at
O.
and the z-axis in Fig. 2.7. The internal and external ﬁelds have diﬀerent forms due to the
requirement of ﬁnite potentials at the origin. Using boundary conditions of the tangential
and normal components of the ﬁeld allows us to come to the following solutions for the
internal, Φint, and external, Φext, potentials [146]
Φint = − 3m
+ 2m
E0rcos(θ),
Φext = −E0rcos(θ) + − m
+ 2m
E0a
3 cos(θ)
r2
.
(2.25)
In the external ﬁeld we see the appearance of a term, ( − m)/( + 2m), which is
related to the polarisability, α, of the particle if we rewrite Φext from Eqn. 2.25 as
Φext = −E0rcos(θ) + ~p.~r
4pi0rr3
, (2.26)
with ~p = 4pi0ma3[ − m/ + 2m]E0 = αE0. Importantly, for particles with a function
of Re[(ω)] that crosses zero for some frequency, ω, it is possible to introduce a resonant
enhancement. This condition is known as the Frölich condition where Re[(ω)] = −2m
[146]. This may seem like a singularity, but there is always a non-vanishing imaginary
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component to balance the ﬁeld. Both the external and internal ﬁelds experience a res-
onant enhancement for this condition. For extremely small particles, the quasi-static
approximation is indeed valid. Further analysis of the dipole as an oscillating dipole can
improve the model. However, for larger particles it should be obvious that the static
solution cannot be true. In this situation a more complete solution must be found. The
problem as laid out is little more than a scattering problem. Hence, it can be approached
in exactly the same fashion as for the scattering problem in Section 2.2.3 for intermediate
sized particles. In this thesis work we do not deal with large plasmonic devices and a
description of this approach is, therefore, not required.
2.4.2 The Dipole Hybridization Model
The resonances of localised plasmons can be shifted by altering the shape and size of the
particle, and through the electromagnetic interactions of the localised modes of multiple
plasmonic particles. This can only occur when the particles are close enough to each
other to interact. To help simplify this interaction and provide a working "intuitive"
model the dipole hybridization model was created [147]. The authors showed how a
simple dimer consisting of two plasmonic spheres could be easily modelled in such a way,
with the plasmon energies decreasing with decreasing values of the separation between
the spheres. By modelling the electrons as a charged incompressible liquid sitting on the
surface of a sphere, they were able to determine a surface charge for the system and by
including the dipole approximation an expression for the interaction energy was found.
This result can be simpliﬁed in light of other known systems. When dipoles are placed
side-by-side they interact and shifts in their energy levels are observed depending on
how the dipoles are oriented [148]. If we accept that, for particular situations LSPRs
behave like dipoles, this model is valid. At extremely close distances this approximation
breaks down, and the shifts become stronger and vary faster than the 1/D3 change in
the interaction energy predicted by classical theory would account for, where D is the
separation distance of dimer pair. This change is well-described in the full hybridization
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model outlined by Nordlander et al. [147]. The additional changes at small distances
were contributed to anti-symmetric splitting of the plasmons attributed to interactions
of the lower and higher order plasmon modes between the two structures, which have
an interaction involving higher orders of 1/D. When particles are closely spaced the
near-ﬁeld interactions strongly aﬀect the resonance wavelength. This is only signiﬁcant
for spacings much less than the wavelength. Other analogies can be drawn between the
dipole hybridization model and molecular orbit theory [147]. This model is important in
virtually all dimer systems since the spacing for plasmonic dimers is typically chosen to be
of the scale of a few tens of nm, providing enhancements in the form of gap plasmons. The
exact details of this interaction are not hugely important for the work presented in this
thesis, but their existence needed to be addressed since we discuss a gold dimer system
in Chapter 6.
2.5 Conclusions
Here, we have outlined the theory required to understand the optical near-ﬁelds of ultra-
thin ﬁbres and plasmonic devices, as well as discussing the problems of atom and particle
trapping. It is important to cover the basics of how the modes propagate in an ultrathin
ﬁbre as an understanding of this helps one to visualise how an ultrathin ﬁbre could be
used in an experimental setting as an active and passive probe, as well as allowing us
to understand how one could modify a ﬁbre to enhance the ﬁelds. We also discuss two
types of trapping, namely atom and particle trapping. Although we do not discuss it
explicitly here, there are many similarities between these two types of trapping. If we
approach atom trapping using the simple two-level atom model, we can treat the per-
turbation to the Hamiltonian as the energy of a dipole in an electric ﬁeld, which is the
same approximation used in particle trapping, provided the particle is suﬃciently small.
Further parallels can be drawn if one considers small metallic particles, such as silver
nanoparticles, where their narrow surface plasmon resonances allows one to tune the real
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part of their polarizibilities between positive and negative values thus changing the sign
of the optical force. This is somehow analogous to how the sign of the force on an atom
can be altered by changing the wavelength of the incident light due to the Stark eﬀect.
Finally, we introduced the concept of plasmonic enhancement in the form of a localised
surface plasmon resonance. It can be easily understood in the quasi-static approximation,
and from there it is not too much of a stretch to imagine the process as a Mie scattering
process, very similar to that outlined in Section 2.2.3.
Chapter 3 will draw heavily on the theory outlined in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 while also
introducing a few core concepts of atom cooling that are also required to understand the
experiment in that chapter.
Chapter 3
Forced Oscillation Temperature
Measurement Using an Ultrathin Fibre
1
An early topic studied in this PhD work was that of a laser cooling-experiment which
incorporated an ultrathin optical ﬁbre into a cloud of cold 85Rb atoms. For any exper-
iment in cold atoms, temperature is an essential parameter which must be measured.
Thermodynamically, we see the eﬀects of temperature most commonly through the use of
partition functions, which quickly allow us to see the relationship between temperature
and energy. Since the ﬁrst magneto-optical trap (MOT) was reported by Raab et al. [149]
there have been many proposals for experimentally measuring the average temperature
of an atom cloud, although the description of temperature in an atomic ensemble can be
somewhat tricky to deﬁne. Here, we shall consider the temperature of a cold atom cloud
to be related to the average kinetic energy of the atomic system, invoking the idea that
1This work led to a publication: Russell, L., Deasy, K., Daly, M. J., Morrissey, M. J. & Nic Chormaic,
S. Sub-doppler temperature measurements of laser-cooled atoms using optical nano-ﬁbres. Measurement
Science and Technology 23, 015201 (2012). M. Daly contributed throughout the experiment and some of
the data analysis. The development of the timing scheme described in this chapter was the sole work of
M. Daly. The work was conducted in UCC-Tyndall National Institute, Ireland.
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temperature and energy are related, through the standard formalism
1
2
kBT = 〈Ek〉 , (3.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and 〈Ek〉 is the
ensemble-averaged kinetic energy. This may be recognised as an application of the
equipartition theorem. To apply this theorem to a cloud of cold atoms, we need only de-
mand that our velocity distribution is well-deﬁned and we assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution.
If we consider the natural linewidth of the atomic transition in question, we can
equate the associated energy to the thermal energy and arrive at the Doppler-limited
temperature, TD,
TD =
~γ
2kB
(3.2)
where γ is the natural linewidth of the excited state under consideration and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. For 85Rb atoms with γ=2 pi× 6.0666(18) MHz, this corresponds to
a temperature of approximately 143 µK.
One of the earlier techniques used to measure the average temperature of decelerated
atoms was based on the velocity distribution using a thin probe beam propagating at
a small angle to the atomic beam [150]. The frequency of the probe beam was slowly
scanned over the atomic transitions and the absorption is directly related to the velocity
distribution of the atoms. Hence, the average temperature of the atoms in the atomic
beam could be measured. This is a precursor to what would later be called the time-of-
ﬂight technique, outlined in the following section. This method is limited by the natural
linewidth of the excited state, so alternative methods were sought to improve the resolu-
tion.
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3.1 Alternative Measurement Techniques
Many temperature measurement techniques have been proposed for cold atomic systems
to overcome the limits of the time-of-ﬂight measurement. Their merits and demerits are
brieﬂy discussed here. Ideally, a temperature measurement should be high resolution,
low error, non-destructive, and minimally invasive. However, an ideal method with all of
these requirements is diﬃcult to obtain.
3.1.1 Time-of-Flight
The time-of-ﬂight measurement (TOF) was ﬁrst introduced in the context of measuring
sub-Doppler temperatures once it was realised that a simple two-level approach to the
problem of laser cooling was insuﬃcient to fully describe the system. When one compares
the light-induced energy shifts (≈GHz) to the Zeeman induced energy shifts (≈ 100 MHz),
it is clear that the light shifts can be signiﬁcantly larger, unless one adheres strictly to
the low intensity limit which leads us to the conclusion that a sub-Doppler theory relying
wholly on the Zeeman shifts is an inappropriate approach. To investigate this eﬀect, the
temperature of the cloud which can be related to its eﬀective spring constant, should
be measured with higher resolution. The TOF measurement, simply put, is a ballistic
measurement where a probe beam is placed at diﬀerent distances from the cloud centre
and the absorption of the beam is measured over time once the MOT cloud is switched
oﬀ. This is somewhat diﬀerent to the initial measurements made by Molenaar et al. [151]
where an alkali-metal atom beam was investigated, but the principle is the same. The
measurement can be done under gravity, where atoms simply "fall" from the trap, or in
a fountain-type setup where the probe is placed above the atom cloud and the maximum
height that the atoms are able to achieve, given their initial velocity distribution, is
measured. In either case, the measurement is destructive, leading to a loss of the initial
atom cloud.
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3.1.2 Release and Recapture
The release-and-recapture method was ﬁrst used by Chu et al. in their study of Doppler
cooling in an optical molasses setup [152]. The technique itself is conceptually simple.
Once a fully formed atom cloud has been achieved, both the quadrupole magnetic ﬁeld and
the cooling lasers are switched oﬀ momentarily to allow the cloud to ballistically expand.
After a predetermined period of time, typically of the order of a few milliseconds, the
magnetic ﬁelds and lasers are switched back on. By monitoring the atomic ﬂuorescence,
which is an indication of the atom number, the change in atomic density and number
can be determined and, hence, used to estimate the temperature of the cloud. Once
again, it is the Maxwellian nature of the atoms' velocity distributions which makes this
measurement possible. Like all atomic measurements, the timing of the experiment is
crucial. The termination of the quadrupole ﬁeld is also nontrivial due to the inductive
currents in the coils as the ﬁelds are shut oﬀ. The release-and-recapture method has
also been performed using an optical nanoﬁbre to provide a sensitive measurement of the
temperature gradient of the cloud as well as providing information about the alignment
of the system [153].
3.1.3 Forced Oscillation Method
In the work reported in this thesis, we used a variant of the forced oscillation method
introduced by Steane and Foot in 1991 [154]. To understand this method we must consider
the forces present on an individual atom. For a single atom in the presence of a laser
beam, the optical Bloch equations can be solved to give a scattering rate, γp, using a Rabi
two-level system. This is reasonable representation of a 85Rb atom for our purposes [151].
Here, we have
γp =
s0γ/2
1 + s0 + (2δ/γ)2
, (3.3)
where γ is the decay rate of the excited state and s0 = I/Is is the saturation parameter,
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i.e. the ratio of the cooling beam's intensity to the saturation intensity. The saturation
intensity is the intensity of light at which the population of atoms in the ground state
is three times the number in the excited state. Exceeding this value by a few times
the saturation intensity would saturate the transition quickly and only result in power
broadening. It is interesting to note that, at higher values of the saturation parameter,
γp  1 + [2δ/γ]2, the scattering rate becomes equal to γ/2, therefore it is prudent to keep
this in mind when performing experiments to prevent saturation. Well above saturation
we can expect the system to reach an equilibrium where the ground and excited states
have the same population since the scattering interactions would dominate. Since the
excited state has a decay rate equal to γ/2, it only makes sense that the scattering rate
would have to be equal to this value at high intensities.
We can include the Zeeman and Doppler eﬀects into the detuning term, δ. Note that
we are still excluding eﬀects from the optical light shifts. In this case, the detuning can
now be written as δ±, depending on the orientation of the incident beam, and it is given
by
δ± = δ ± ~k · ~v ± µ
′B
~
. (3.4)
Here, δ is the physical detuning of the beam, ~k.~v is the Doppler shift term, and µ′B/~
is the Zeeman shift term. Here, µ is the magnetic moment of the atom and B is the
magnetic ﬁeld strength. Since the force on an atom is related to how it scatters a photon,
Eqn. 3.4 can be combined with Eqn. 3.3 to produce a new expression for the optical
forces in the low-intensity regime. Here, we simply multiply the scattering rate by the
momentum of a single photon to give a force expression, ~F±, of
~F± = ±~
~kγ
2
s0
1 + s0 + [2(δ ± ~k · ~v ± µ′B/~)/γ]2
,
~Fom ≈ 8~k
2δs0~v
δ(1 + s0 + [2δ/γ]2)
≡ −β~v
, (3.5)
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where ~Fom is the sum of the forces from the counter-propagating optical beams, ~F+ and
~F−, corresponding to light travelling in the positive and negative directions respectively.
We have neglected terms of the order (kv/γ)4 in the expansion which leads to a velocity-
dependent damping force. This velocity dependent force can be combined with the spa-
tially varying force due to the linearly varying magnetic ﬁeld near the trap centre, intro-
duced by the anti-Helmholtz coils to be discussed in Section 3.2, to produce the familiar
damped harmonic oscillator equation (in one dimension). The magnitude of the total
force, F , can be then written as
F = −κx− βvx, (3.6)
with κ = µ
′A
~kβ , where A is the gradient of the magnetic ﬁeld which we assumed to be linear
within the conﬁnes of the magneto-optical trap. There are, of course, stochastic heating
eﬀects present which contribute additional forces to our system but time-averaging eﬀec-
tively removes them; hence, we will ignore stochastic eﬀects throughout our calculations.
κ can be viewed as the spring constant of the system.
Steane and Foot [154] showed how a laser beam can be used to temporarily shift
the trap centre. By measuring the time it takes for such an overdamped system to
return to equilibrium, they were able to determine the spring constant and compare the
values to the theoretically determined values in the absence of any correction terms. For
lower detunings the eﬀect is not appreciable, but, at large detunings, there is an order of
magnitude diﬀerence between the measured and expected values, proving that light-shifts
play a large role in the trapping behaviour. Despite these issues, we chose to use this
theory as the foundation of our temperature method since it, at worst, underestimates
the stiﬀness of the optical trap and provides us with a suitable framework with which to
perform an experiment.
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3.2 Sub-Doppler Temperature Measurements using an
Ultrathin Fibre
In our work, we spatially translate an atom cloud across an MNF and use the time varia-
tion of the collected ﬂuorescence signal coupled into the nanoﬁbre to determine the tem-
perature of the cold atoms. The signal is detected using a single photon counting module
(SPCM) to monitor the atom cloud's motion with high signal contrast and nanosecond
time resolution, limited only by its response. By reworking Eqn. 3.6 in the presence of
an external force, we can solve the problem by determining the phase diﬀerence between
the measured oscillating ﬂuorescence signal and the oscillation of the trap centre.
To theoretically determine the temperature, we must transform the damped harmonic
oscillator into a forced, damped harmonic oscillator. This can be realised by superim-
posing an oscillating magnetic ﬁeld on top of the quadrupole trapping ﬁeld in the MOT
setup. In our case, we superimposed a sinusoidally varying current on top of the DC
current supplied to the anti-Helmholtz coils by using a frequency generator. With this
applied current, the trap centre periodically oscillates in 1-D according to the following
equation, ∆x(t) = 0cos(ωt). Here, 0 is the amplitude of the motion and ω is the fre-
quency of the oscillation. This will cause the force on the atoms, Fforced, to vary (in 1-D)
by
Fforced = −κ(x+ ∆x)− βvx = −κx+ Fosc − βvx. (3.7)
This applies to the atoms in the trap, but the concept can be extended to the motion
of the centre of an atom cloud. It is also important to note that the axis used is deﬁned
relative to the orientation of the anti-Helmholtz coils in the MOT setup, as the slope of
the gradient depends on the axis chosen. The presence of the oscillating term in Eqn. 3.7,
Fosc = κ0cos(ωt), allows us to treat the system as a forced, damped harmonic oscillator.
Two important equations can be obtained when solving this ordinary diﬀerential equation:
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the amplitude of the motion, A(ω), and the tangent of the phase of the system, φ(ω),
such that
A(ω) =
κ0√
((κ−mω2)2 + (βω)2) ,
and tan(φ(ω)) =
βω
κ−mω2 ,
(3.8)
where m is the mass of a single 85Rb atom. At a phase diﬀerence of φ = pi/2 the tangent
is undeﬁned; this corresponds to the denominator equalling zero, or κ = mω2. Therefore,
a measurement of the phase diﬀerence at diﬀerent oscillation frequencies, ω, can help us
determine our trap frequency, which is related to the average atom cloud temperature
through the equipartition theorem κ 〈x2〉 = kBT , where 〈x2〉 can be interpreted as the
mean square radius of the atom cloud. The deﬁnition of the cloud radius is discussed
later in the results section of this chapter.
3.2.1 Ultrathin Optical Fibres in a Vacuum Chamber
In these experiments, we used a tapered optical ﬁbre with a waist diameter of ≈ 700
nm, which qualiﬁes it as an optical nanoﬁbre (ONF) as opposed to the microﬁbres which
are used elsewhere in this thesis. This nanoﬁbre was produced using a standard heat-
and-pull rig with an oxygen-butane ﬂame. This earlier iteration of the heat-and-pull rig
produced relatively low quality ﬁbres and the ONF transmission was found to be ≈ 60%.
Despite this, the coupling eﬃciency of the atom ﬂuorescence into the ﬁbre was more than
adequate to allow accurate measurements. The 'low' transmission quoted is only in light
of the more recent advances in ONF fabrication and was quite an acceptable value for
atom-ONF systems during the early days.
Mounting optical nanoﬁbres in vacuum chambers is a very delicate task. Not only are
nanoﬁbres inherently fragile, their exposure time to air between fabrication and mounting
must be minimised to prevent contamination. Thus, we have a sensitive process that needs
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to be accomplished in a very short time frame. We use a U-shaped aluminium mount
to support the nanoﬁbre after fabrication. Thorlabs UV cureable glue (NOA 61) is used
to aﬃx the nanoﬁbre to this mount; this glue has excellent adhesion between metal and
glass and is safe for use in ultra high vacuum systems due to its low-outgassing property.
Often, some extra tension is applied to the nanoﬁbre through the translation stages of
the heat-and-pull rig to reduce the amount of slack at the ﬁbre waist after the heat-and-
pull process. The U-mount is then attached to a CF ﬂange with two ﬁbre throughput
holes, which allow the nanoﬁbre pigtails to enter and exit the vacuum chamber. Teﬂon
ferrules are used to seal the holes in the CF ﬂange while still allowing the ﬁbre pigtails
to enter the chamber. The increased pressure during pumpdown of the vacuum chamber
forms a very tight seal between the Teﬂon and silica pigtails. The pumpdown process is
a three-stage process involving the initial use of a roughing pump before transferring to a
turbomolecular pump, and ﬁnally switching to an ion pump to achieve ultra high vacuum
conditions. To reduce any eﬀects of gravity on the shape of the ﬁbre waist, the ﬁbre is
mounted vertically in the vacuum chamber.
3.2.2 Experimental Setup
Magneto-optical traps (MOTs) use a quadrupole magnetic ﬁeld which is generated from
two coils of current carrying wires in the anti-Helmholtz conﬁguration, as indicated in
Fig. 3.1. The MOT used in this chapter was built and developed over many years with
contributions from many team members2. By deﬁnition, the coils should be separated by
a distance equal to their radii, though, in practice, this separation is typically diﬀerent
as it is dictated by the size of the vacuum chamber. By passing currents with opposite
handedness through the coils, a ﬁeld with an approximately linear magnetic ﬁeld at the
centre of the two-coil system is generated. In the temperature measurement reported
here, this quadrupolar ﬁeld, shown in Fig. 3.2, can be perturbed by superimposing an
oscillating current on top of the DC current to provide the necessary oscillation of the
2S. Nic Chormaic, K. Deasy, M. Morrissey, S. Yarovitskiy, S. Chakraborty, and L. Russell
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trap centre, as described by Eqn. 3.7.
Figure 3.1: Orientation of anti-Helmholtz coils. By deﬁnition the separation should be
the same as the coil diameter and the current, Iin, should be propagating in a diﬀerent
direction in each coil.
Rather than applying the AC current to the primary trapping coils, we instead applied
this oscillation to secondary coils, which were used to control the lateral positions of the
atom cloud. When the AC current was applied, the trap centre oscillated across the
ONF and the emitted ﬂuorescence, which coupled into the guided modes of the ﬁbre,
was detected using an SPCM. To enhance the signal, we oﬀset the position of the atom
cloud such that its centre never fully crossed the ﬁbre. The diameter of the ﬁbre was 700
nm, which is much smaller than the macroscopic, millimetre size of the atom cloud. We
controlled the oscillation so that at one apex of the oscillation the atom cloud was almost
completely removed from the ﬁbre surface and at the other apex of its motion the centre
was directly over the ﬁbre waist. This gave us high contrast in our detected signal, see
Fig 3.3.
We made some minor assumptions about the atom cloud in order to perform this
experiment. Firstly, we assumed that the cloud had a Gaussian density proﬁle, thence we
assume that the number of atoms which ﬂuoresced into the guided mode at any given time
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Figure 3.2: (a) Contour plot showing the B-ﬁeld distribution along the xz -axis of a
pair of anti-Helmholtz coils where z is the longitudinal axis with respect to the coils. (b)
B-ﬁeld gradient along the x -axis (blue) and z -axis (dashed orange).
was proportional to the atom density at any point in the cloud. Observation of the atom
cloud ﬂuorescence using CCDs supported the argument that the atom cloud distribution
remained Gaussian throughout the experiment. The second assumption was that, for
small amplitude oscillations of the atom cloud position, we could take the variation in
the atom density to be approximately linear. This results in the atom cloud's oscillation
being transferred directly to the monitored SPCM signal. Both of these assumptions are
minor, and even without these assumptions, the experiment could proceed in a similar
fashion.
For this experiment we used the 85Rb isotope due to its naturally higher abundance
(72.2%). The cooling laser was locked to the crossover peak [156], 52S1/2Fg = 3 →
52P3/2Fe = (2, 4)co and then detuned from this frequency using an acousto-optical mod-
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Figure 3.3: As the atom cloud oscillates over the ﬁbre the maximum ﬂourescence in-
tensity, as measured by an SPCM, occurs at diﬀerent displacements of the cloud. (a)
Location of the cloud relative to the ﬁbre surface. The centre of the cloud moves across
the ﬁbre. (b) Intensity of the cloud as measured by the SPCM if one were to fully trans-
late over the ﬁbre. (c) Output of the SPCM as we oscillate between Imin and Imax. Fibre
and cloud size not to scale. The ﬁbre and cloud diameters are approximately 700 nm and
2 mm, respectively. Figure adapted from Fig. 2 in [155].
ulator (AOM). The crossover peak is an 'artiﬁcal' peak generated due to the saturated
absorption spectroscopy (SAS) technique used to lock the cooling and repump lasers.
SAS is a spectral hole burning process, which can cause crossover peaks when the fre-
quency diﬀerence between two ground to excited state transitions is lower than that of
the Doppler shifted frequency. Due to the Maxwellian nature of the velocity distribution,
two velocity classes of atoms can be in resonance at the same time causing an artiﬁcial
peak to appear which can often be larger than the real peaks.
The detuning of the cooling laser was initially chosen to be 12.4 MHz, but later
we changed this detuning to observe the temperature dependence. The cooling laser
was then split into three beams which were employed in the standard magneto-optical
trap (MOT) conﬁguration. A repump laser was locked to a diﬀerent crossover peak,
52S1/2Fg = 2 → 52P3/2Fe = (1, 3)co, and then shifted towards the repumping frequency
as appropriate. The magnetic ﬁeld gradient of the primary anti-Helmholtz coils was
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measured to be ≈ 15 Gcm−1 using a digital hall probe. The number of atoms in the
cloud was found to vary between 104 and 106 during this experiment due to changes in
the detuning, rubidium supply current, etc.
There was a noticeable lag time between changing the centre position of the optical
molasses setup and the motion of the atom cloud. This puts an upper bound on the
frequency of oscillation for the trap centre. We performed the experiment in the range of
5-50 Hz in intervals of 1 Hz. We also required that the frequency sweep produced a phase
diﬀerence sweep that covered a 0 − pi interval since the experiment relied on measuring
the frequency of the trap at a phase diﬀerence of pi/2.
3.2.3 Timing and Triggering
Timing and triggering of the various components of the experiment were crucial. A TTL
signal from a function generator, which produced the AC current for the anti-Helmholtz
coils, was used as a timing cue to synchronise all data acquisition, while a simple transistor
switch was used to manually trigger the data acquisition. The timing scheme was made
diﬃcult due to the limitations of the Stanford Research Systems (SRS) SR400 Gated
Photon Counter that was used. The counter itself could only store 2000 data points
before the buﬀer needed to be read and cleared. Additionally, the counter had a minimum
dwell time between consecutive count periods of 2 ms, which limited our acquisition rate.
To overcome this limitation, a timing scheme which could be reliably triggered without
causing an overﬂow error on the SR400 photon counter needed to be created. A sample
timing diagram for the various signals used in the experiment is given in Fig. 3.4, while a
ﬂow diagram showing how the equipment was daisy-chained together is given in Fig. 3.5.
Once the transistor switch was activated, a controlled burst of 1000 TTL pulses, which
had been programmed into a second function generator, was initialised and waited for the
next rising TTL edge of the ﬁrst function generator. The TTL trigger output of this
function generator was split in two to allow it to simultaneously trigger both the SRS
SR400 photon counter and the National Instrument data acquisition (DAQ) card. The
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Figure 3.4: (a-e)Timing scheme to perform the forced oscillation temperature measure-
ment. Figure taken from [155].
DAQ card recorded the time stamp of the triggering as well as the TTL output signal
from function generator A. Once the burst was complete the DAQ card extracted the data
from the SRS SR400 buﬀer, stored the data with the current time stamp, and cleared
the buﬀer in preparation for the next trial. The duration of the controlled burst could be
varied to allow diﬀerent acquisition time bins for the SPCM.
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Figure 3.5: Flow diagram of the timing scheme used in the temperature measurement
resulting in the simultaneous data collection of the TTL reference signal corresponding
to the modulation of the atom trap centre and the collection of the ﬂuorescence data.
3.2.4 Results
To measure the phase diﬀerence between the sinusoidally varying current used to move the
trap and the ﬂuorescence signal measured using an SPCM, ﬁrst we had to extract and ﬁt
the SPCM data. Using a 1000 burst cycle with a bin time of 1 ms the total measurement
time per trial was 1 second. This was repeated a large number of times to reduce error.
The output of the SPCM gave a clearly sinusoidal signal which was ﬁtted to a sine wave
using a Matlab script. Sample ﬁts are given in Fig. 3.6.
As the oscillation frequency increased, the phase diﬀerence of the ﬂuorescence signal
with respect to the oscillation signal was seen to increase. A graph of the oscillation
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Figure 3.6: Sinusoidal ﬁts to 30 Hz and 10 Hz SPCM signals.
frequency versus phase diﬀerence at a ﬁxed value of the detuning is given in Fig. 3.7,
where a photodiode was used to provide a comparison between the more conventional
measurement approach and the nanoﬁbre approach. To use a PD, we ﬁrst had to obstruct
the PD aperture so that only half of the atom cloud's ﬂuorescence could reach the sensor.
A razor edge was used for this purpose and was carefully positioned so that the plane of the
cloud's oscillation passed perpendicular to the razor's edge. When the trap centre began
to oscillate, the amount of ﬂuorescence which was able to reach the detector changed,
resulting in a clear signal at the PD output.
At equilibrium, if we treat an atom as a semiclassical object, we can show that the
equation of motion is directly analogous to that of a damped spring system, see Eqn. 3.7.
We can equate the energy of the system as: 1
2
k 〈x2〉 = 1
2
kBT =
1
2
m 〈v2〉. Therefore, to
measure the kinetic energy and corresponding temperature of the atoms, we need only
know the eﬀective spring constant, k, and the mean-squared amplitude of its oscillation,
〈x2〉. Since we cannot track a single atom and determine its mean-squared amplitude
we instead measured the size of the atom cloud using a CCD camera, and this can be
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Figure 3.7: Plot showing the linear relationship between the frequency of the trap
centre oscillation versus the phase diﬀerence accrued between the oscillation signal and
the SPCM output.
interpreted as the maximum amplitude of an atom's motion in the harmonic potential.
Since we knew the calibration factor of the CCD image from prior investigations, we could,
therefore, translate the size of the atom cloud in pixels to a real value. A sample atom
cloud proﬁle is given in Fig. 3.8. The exact size of the cloud can be hard to determine
since the density of the cloud is Gaussian. We assume the radius of the cloud to be equal
to the 1/e value, but other values were also investigated since there exists some ambiguity
in the literature regarding this deﬁnition.
As we increased the pump beam detuning, we saw that the phase diﬀerence between
the SPCM and the oscillation signal increased, see Fig. 3.9. In the low-intensity limit, we
have shown that the spring constant is proportional to 1/β. The expression for β can be
determined from Eqn. 3.5 to be
β =
8~k2δs0
γ(1 + s0 + [2δ/γ]2)2
. (3.9)
An increase in δ results in the value of β decreasing which, in turn, increases the
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Figure 3.8: CCD image of an atom cloud used to measure the horizontal and vertical
proﬁles, the proﬁles along the yellow lines are given above and to the right of the image.
eﬀective trap stiﬀness, resulting in lower atom cloud temperatures. Our experiment was,
of course, not in the low-intensity limit, since our pump beams were close to saturation,
but we were able to assume a similar trend which was conﬁrmed by this measurement.
The error in measurement was calculated using the standard empirical formulation
Error = ∆T =
(
2
∆ωn
ωn
+ 2
∆ 〈rx〉
〈rx〉
)
T, (3.10)
where ∆ 〈rx〉 is the chosen deﬁnition for the radius of the cloud, as will be discussed in
this section. In general, the error is represented as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the fractional errors, but this can be shown to be always less than or equal to
the error ∆T [157]. The error in measuring the size of the atom cloud using the CCD
camera is taken as 0.5 pixels, equivalent to 0.023 mm, and ∆ωn is the error associated with
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Figure 3.9: Larger pump beam detunings result in lower atom cloud temperature as
can be seen by the increase in the natural trap frequency as the detuning is increased.
Detunings given in units of the natural line width γ.
determining the natural frequency of the system. Using the values of the trap frequency
as determined by ﬁnding the oscillation frequency at a phase diﬀerence of pi/2 allowed us
to determine the trap stiﬀnesses, which was combined with the atom cloud radius to ﬁnd
the atom cloud temperature. Due to the ambiguity in the deﬁnition of the atom cloud
radius, as discussed earlier, we also use the 1/e2 value and full-width-at-half maximum
(FWHM). The choice of the atom cloud radius is important as it drastically aﬀects the
measured temperature. The temperature versus pump detuning is given in Fig. 3.10. We
can see large discrepancies in the determined temperature values using diﬀerent metrics
for the cloud size.
3.3 Conclusions
Using large enough detunings, we observed sub-Doppler cooling regardless of our deﬁnition
of the atom cloud radius. This seemed to agree with the ﬂuorescence based-measurements
performed externally to the ﬁbre. High signal-to-noise ratios could be obtained with care-
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Figure 3.10: Atom cloud temperature versus pump probe detuning using diﬀerent esti-
mates for 〈r2x〉 as determined from ﬁts to CCD images.
ful alignment of the MOT with respect to the CCDs and the ultrathin ﬁbre. Though
not explicitly shown here, we demonstrated that the ultrathin ﬁbre is especially sensitive
to misalignments in the system. Small misalignments of the trapping beams result in
large amounts of coupling into the guided mode of the ﬁbre resulting in reduced signal-
to-noise ratios. This can be sensitively detected using the ultrathin optical ﬁbre output
as measured using an SPCM. The presence of sub-Doppler temperatures is a reassuring
measurement in our MOT system, proving that we are indeed working with a Sisyphus
cooling mechanism. When we compared the ultrathin ﬁbre measurement to the measure-
ment obtained using the CCD camera we obtained marginally higher temperatures. This
could be attributed to interactions with the "hot" ﬁbre surface, perhaps through collision
events or other forms of radiative energy transfer. Additionally, the ﬁbre acts as a scat-
terer, causing the cooling beams to be scattered at the ﬁbre. Indeed, even the presence of
the ﬁbre alone may change the mode structure of the surrounding electromagnetic ﬁelds
which could cause small, but noticeable, shifts in the resonant frequencies of the nearby
atom, potentially decreasing the eﬃciency with which they are cooled. Unlike the ﬂuo-
rescence measurement taken using the CCD, the ultrathin ﬁbre only interacts with atoms
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that are near the ﬁbre surface. This may slightly increase the temperature of the atoms
locally, and inﬂuence the measured temperature. These may account for the increased
temperatures reported, though further investigation is required on the subject.
Chapter 4
Slotted Tapered Optical Fibre for Atom
Trapping1
In Chapter 3 we discussed and demonstrated one of the advantages of using an ultra-
thin ﬁbre in a cold atom system, namely the ability to non-invasively collect ﬂuorescence
from an atom cloud. There are many other advantages, including the increased coupling
to the guided modes of the ﬁbre being one of the most important factors, and as we shall
discuss shortly, their ability to also trap atoms near their surface. The work presented
in this thesis is primarily concerned with enhancing the overall eﬀectiveness of ultrathin
optical ﬁbres. In this section, we shall discuss how we can modify an ultrathin ﬁbre to im-
prove the local electric ﬁelds with a focus on trapping atoms, 87Rb. This work represents
the ﬁrst foray into this idea.
Evanescent wave devices have been commonly used with atomic systems for the past
few decades [158, 159]. More recently, the integration of optical nanoﬁbres, i.e. optical
ﬁbres with dimensions smaller than the wavelength of the guided light [160162] into
cold atomic systems [59, 153, 163], as discussed in Chapter 3, has been the focus of
increasing research interest and a comprehensive review of progress is contained within
1This section was largely adapted from Daly, M., Truong, V. G., Phelan, C., Deasy, K. & Nic Chormaic,
S. Nanostructured optical nanoﬁbres for atom trapping. New Journal of Physics 16, 053052(2014). M.
Daly performed all the calculations except for the initial work relying on the eigenmode expansion method.
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[59]. In particular, it has been shown that optical nanoﬁbres can be used for trapping
and manipulating cold atoms. Surface traps, such as those presented by Ovchinnikov et
al. [164], adapted for use on curved optical nanoﬁbre surfaces, make use of the evanescent
ﬁeld present when light is guided through thin optical ﬁbres. The induced potential from
a red-detuned ﬁeld produces an attractive potential, while the atom-surface interaction
potential is balanced using a blue-detuned potential barrier that prevents atoms from
migrating to the ﬁbre surface. In particular, trapping of alkali atoms in the evanescent
ﬁeld surrounding an optical nanoﬁbre using a combination of red- and blue-detuned optical
ﬁelds, the so-called two-colour trap, has been proposed [17, 165167] and demonstrated
[60, 168], thereby proving the eﬀectiveness of the technique. In these experiments, the
trapped atoms are coupled to a mode that is on resonance with the atom transition, and
exhibit strong coupling and a large optical depth. These features are desirable for quantum
information applications and have led to much research on similar nanophotonic systems
for trapping and probing atoms [169, 170]. Red-detuned light traps in hollow ﬁbres
have also been used to guide atoms [171]. Alternative methods for guiding and trapping
atoms outside optical nanoﬁbres have been proposed by several groups, but practical
implementation is still quite limited. Single colour traps that make use of higher order
modes above slab waveguides [172], non-Gaussian beam shapes [173], or mode interference
[174] to create stable traps have been proposed. Alternative ﬁbre trapping schemes, such
as helical trapping potentials around the nanoﬁbre [175], an induced ﬁctitious magnetic
ﬁeld around the ﬁbre [176], or diﬀracted laser light oﬀ the ﬁbre [177], also exist. All of
these recently proposed methods have a common feature: the atoms are trapped outside
the nanoﬁbre, thereby limiting the eﬃciency of interaction with any light guided by the
ﬁbre.
The fabrication of optical nanoﬁbres with very high transmission (>99%) for the fun-
damental mode has become a relatively standard technique [178] and alteration of either
the chemical or physical properties of optical ﬁbre surfaces is becoming commonplace. For
example, the generation of a Bragg grating on an optical nanoﬁbre by selective milling
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of the surface using a focussed ion beam [179] and the fabrication of a humidity detector
using subwavelength ﬁbres via the application of 80 nm gelatin layers [180] have been
reported. More recently, optical nanoﬁbres that permit relatively high transmission of
higher order modes have also been fabricated [75, 162] and this opens up the possibility of
experimentally investigating a number of heretofore theoretical ﬁbre-based atom trapping
schemes.
In this work, we propose a method to trap and probe atoms inside a rectangular slot
cut through the waist region of a silica optical nanoﬁbre. The design of this device is
analogous to that of a slot waveguide [81]. In a slot waveguide, the slot width is chosen so
that it is smaller than the decay length of the evanescent ﬁelds. For such structures, a high
mode conﬁnement between the two waveguides is possible. Mirroring this structure in an
optical nanoﬁbre could allow us to trap atoms in the slot area, thereby resulting in several
advantages over systems where the atoms are trapped outside the ﬁbre. The simplicity
of the design also opens up many possibilities for atom trapping, whether through single
colour, higher mode trapping, or the addition of more rectangular slots allowing for the
creation of spatially localised trapping regions. Here, we focussed on a two-colour setup
for producing trapping potentials both at the ﬁbre surface and within the slot. With a
suitable choice of slot size, deep potentials with substantial trap lifetimes are predicted,
with local minima located at positions of 140 nm - 200 nm from the inner surfaces of the
slot.
4.1 Guided Modes of the System
4.1.1 Optical Mode Distributions
The system under study, shown schematically in Fig. 4.1, consists of an ultrathin, vacuum
clad, silica MNF with a rectangular shaped slot removed from the centre of the ﬁbre. We
assumed that ﬁbre diameters were of the order of the wavelength of the guided light. We
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deﬁned the axes such that the z -direction corresponded to the ﬁbre axis, the direction
parallel to the slot and orthogonal to the z -axis was the x -direction, and the remaining
axis perpendicular to the slot was the y-direction.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the slotted ﬁbre for a vacuum-ﬁbre system n1 = 1 and n2 =
1.45991. (a) Tapered region with slot present, (b) slot region only.
For wavelengths of 1064 nm and 720 nm, chosen for their red- and blue-detunings
from the 780 nm Rb cooling transition, respectively, and nanoﬁbre diameters ranging
from 0.6-1.2 µm, four distinct guided optical modes were identiﬁed. Using an approach
similar to that developed by Anderson et al. [81], the modes were viewed as being either
symmetric or anti-symmetric. The symmetry we refer to here is related to the supermode
created by the superposition of the modes in either side of the slotted ﬁbre. For diﬀerent
phase diﬀerences between the two modes that make up the supermode a distinct anti-
symmetric or symmetric pattern can be seen in the electric ﬁelds. Furthermore, each
mode can propagate with two orthogonal polarisations, giving rise to the four distinct
modes.
The supported optical modes of the slotted ﬁbre were determined from Maxwell's wave
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equation, Eqn. 4.1. Using commercially-available ﬁnite element (COMSOLMultiphysics),
ﬁnite diﬀerence method (CrystalWAVE), and eigenmode expansion (FIMMWAVE and
FIMMPROP) software packages, the spatial variation of the electric ﬁeld along a waveg-
uide of any geometry could be calculated. For a waveguide as shown in Fig. 4.1, there is
symmetry along the z -direction, hence the electric ﬁeld is translationally invariant in this
direction resulting in the following form of the wave equation
[∇2 + n2k2] ~Et(x, y) = β2 ~Et(x, y). (4.1)
Here, ~Et(x, y) is the transverse component of the electric ﬁeld, n is the refractive
index, k is the wavenumber and β is the propagation constant. In the slot region, light
propagates as two separate modes, one travelling in the ﬁbre section at the top of the slot
region and the other in the lower portion of ﬁbre. The total ﬁeld is written as
~E(x, y) = ~E1t(x, y) exp
−ιβ1z + ~E2t(x, y) exp−ιβ2z
= [ ~E1t(x, y) + ~E2t(x, y) exp
−ι(β2−β1)z] exp−ιβ1z . (4.2)
For cases where the two propagating modes have the same, or almost the same, eﬀective
index Eqn. 4.2 can be greatly simpliﬁed and this also allows us to neglect any mode
beating eﬀects since the mode beat length, LB = 2pi/(β2−β1), becomes much longer than
the length of the slot cavity, Ls. For a slot waveguide, the value of Ls will always be much
lower than the beat length. In the following, we shall treat the solutions as supermodes,
travelling with a single propagation constant, β, which has a value higher than either
of the initial constants, β1 and β2, for symmetric modes. Moreover, we assume the two
modes to be degenerate, which is true for a symmetric structure of this type. We can
also consider the two modes given in Figs. 4.2(a) and (b) as being analogous to the two
polarisation states of the HE11 modes in a standard tapered optical ﬁbre, albeit with
larger diﬀerences between their propagation constants.
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Figure 4.2: Electric ﬁeld normal of modes generated in a 1 µm diameter ﬁbre using
(a) 720 nm light with parallel polarised light and (b) 1064 nm light with perpendicularly
polarised light. The arrow ﬁelds in both pictures refer to the orientation of the polarisation
at those points. (c) and (d) are the normalised electric ﬁelds along the y-direction for (a)
and (b), respectively, for diﬀerent slot widths.
When the waveguide dimensions are comparable to the wavelength of light, the po-
larisations of the modes have greater inﬂuence over the intensity distributions. This is
most noticeable within the slotted region. Figures 4.2(a) and (b) show two extreme cases
where the electric ﬁeld is polarised parallel and perpendicular to the slot walls. Figures
4.2(c) and (d) give the electric ﬁeld norms for parallel and perpendicular polarisations,
respectively, and for slot widths, W s, varying from 250-450 nm. In the case of perpendic-
ular polarisation, high intensities can be realised in the vacuum region between the slot
walls since the component of the electric ﬁeld normal to the boundary has no continuity
requirement. Figure 4.3 shows the transverse ﬁeld distributions corresponding to two
modes for one polarisation at 1064 nm in a 1 µm diameter ﬁbre with a 350 nm wide slot.
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Figure 4.3(a) shows a symmetric mode, while Fig. 4.3(b) shows an anti-symmetric mode.
All calculations throughout this section were performed using the total electric ﬁeld.
Figure 4.3: Symmetric and anti-symmetric modes for a single polarisation. The plots
show the normalised x -component of the electric ﬁeld across the slotted ﬁbre centre in
the y-direction.
4.1.2 Mode Deﬁnition
It has been shown that, in waveguides with a circular sector cross-section (i.e. a section of
a circle which is enclosed by two radii and an arc) the mode numbers are non-integer, i.e.
m = (ppi)/φ0 , where p is an integer and φ0 is the sectoral angle [181]. This non-integer
mode number serves merely to indicate that full circular symmetry has been lost. Here,
we are dealing with circular segments, as opposed to sectors (Fig. 4.4). Hence, it is clear
that the modes for this system will diﬀer slightly, but one can assume that, in general,
they will have similar behaviour.
It is important to distinguish between what can be considered as single-mode or multi-
mode in this system. In the absence of full analytical solutions, we deﬁne the single-
mode regime as being the region where the only modes propagating are those which have
intensity proﬁles with a single intensity maximum in each ﬁbre segment as given in Fig.
4.2(a). Figure 4.5 indicates the deﬁned single and multimode regions for diﬀerent ﬁbre
radii and slot widths as obtained from numerical models.
Higher-order modes can give rise to interesting intensity distributions within the slot
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Figure 4.4: Left: A circular segment. Right: A circular sector. Segments of a circle
do not necessarily have a portion which cuts through the centre of the circle making
analytical solutions more diﬃcult.
Figure 4.5: Graph of the regions of single-mode and multimode operation for 720 nm
wavelength. 720 nm was chosen as the blue-detuned wavelength, used later in this chapter.
and these could also be used for atom trapping. However, in this initial work we focussed
on the fundamental mode. To this end, we only considered parameters that were in,
or near, the single-mode region, where contributions from the higher modes were either
non-existent or small enough to be neglected. It has been shown by Jung et al. that
modes can be eﬀectively ﬁltered out via selective excitation of the fundamental mode
using a tapered ﬁbre [182]. Only symmetric ﬁbre modes were considered as they are
excited with much greater eﬃciency by the HE 11 mode. Anti-symmetric modes should
not be excited by an approximately uniform phase front. It can be seen from Fig. 4.2(a)
that the parallel-polarised modes rapidly decay exponentially away from the slot walls.
Therefore, these modes are better suited for blue-detuning so as to attract the atom to
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the intensity minimum at the centre of the slot. In contrast, the orthogonally polarised
modes have a higher intensity than that of the parallel-polarised modes in the centre of
the slot, see Fig. 4.2(b), which causes atoms to be attracted towards the walls near the
centre of the trap. As we shall see later in Section 4.2.3.2, it is possible to combine these
two ﬁeld distributions with a combination of red- and blue-detuned light to draw atoms
towards the centre of the slotted nanoﬁbre.
Analytical solutions to the circular segments are diﬃcult to obtain. Despite the re-
fractive index remaining homogeneous, we lose the isotropy due to the non-symmetric
structure. If we begin from Eqn. 2.5, reproduced here for clarity
(∇2 + n2k2) ~E = −∇( ~E.∇ ln(n2)) (4.3)
we can see that the wave equation in the absence of isotropy is more diﬃcult to solve.
It would be theoretically possible to solve this equation by treating the right-hand side
term as a perturbation, but even solving the unperturbed system for the geometry at hand
is quite challenging, due to its lack of cylindrical symmetry and there is no guarantee that
we can even solve the resulting equation for such a perturbation.
4.2 Trap Design
4.2.1 Surface Interaction Potential
A common issue in atom trapping near dielectric surfaces arises from the contribution
to the total potential from the atom-surface interactions. Atoms near dielectric surfaces,
such as the inner walls of the slot waveguide, are strongly aﬀected by the attractive van
der Waals (vdW) potential [183185]. To quantify this eﬀect the Lennard-Jones (L-J)
potential [186] is often used as an approximation, such that the van der Waals potential,
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VvdW , is given as
VvdW = −C3
d3
, (4.4)
where d is the distance from the ﬁbre surface to the atom and C3 has the value of
3.362×10−23 mK m3 for 87Rb. Assumptions that the major contribution to the atomic
polarisability come from the ﬁrst six lowest P1/2 and P3/2 levels of rubidium and that the
wall is a perfect conductor have been made in this calculation [187]. It has been shown
[188], that instead of a full QED calculation of this potential, a simple interpolation for-
mula can be used. This formula agrees with the QED calculation to within 0.6%. In a
similar process we compare the L-J potential to this interpolation formula in an attempt
to justify it, as it is used extensively throughout the literature as an approximation. We
ﬁnd that it agrees to within 1.3% at distances of less than 3 µm from the ﬁbre surface,
see Fig. 4.6. Therefore, we use the L-J approximation throughout this paper.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of the simple L-J potential to the interpolation function of the
QED calculation.
The eﬀect of the van der Waals potential on neutral atoms located within the slot
results in them being pulled towards the surface. Figure 4.7(a) indicates how the vdW
potentials from either wall add to produce the total vdW potential seen by an atom in the
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Figure 4.7: The van der Waals potential for an atom located in the ﬁbre slot. (a) The
total potential, V T−slot, is created by adding the contributions from each of the two walls,
V s−slot for a 1 µm ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width. The ﬁbre walls are indicated by the grey
regions. (b) The total van der Waals potential as a function of atom-to-surface distance
for Ws values of 150 nm (dot-dash), 250 nm (dash), 350 nm (dot), and 450 nm (solid).
slot. Figure 4.7(b) explores how changing the slot width aﬀects the total vdW potential.
As atoms approach the slot walls, it is clear that the eﬀect of the vdW potential becomes
more prominent; also, as the slot width, Ws, becomes smaller, atoms at the trap centre
are aﬀected more. The addition of a blue-detuned light ﬁeld with respect to the atom
transition frequencies alters this potential and creates a region in the centre with a stable
equilibrium position.
4.2.2 Optically Produced Potential and Atom Trapping
A neutral atom interacting with an electric ﬁeld, ~E, experiences a dipole potential given
by [144]
U = −1
4
α(ω) ~E∗ ~E, (4.5)
where α(ω) = Σnfn[(e2/m)/(ω2n − ω2 − ιωγn)] and α is the atom polarisability as deter-
mined using Lorentz's model for a classical oscillator, e is the electron charge, m is the
mass, ωn is the natural frequency of the nth oscillator, γn is the damping coeﬃcient of
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the nth oscillator and f n is the oscillator strength [189]. This is a classical approach to
the problem. Semi-classical approaches can be performed by summing over the reduced
electric-dipole matrix elements for the states of interest in 87Rb. Such measurements have
been performed over the ultraviolet to infra-red regions [190]. The exact values of the
polarisability are important as they aﬀect the strength of the interaction, which, in turn,
aﬀects the distance of the potential minima from the ﬁbre surface.
It can be seen from Eqn. 4.5 that the sign of the polarisability and, hence, the trapping
potential, is determined from the detuning of the laser ﬁelds involved. In the presence
of an intensity gradient, the atom will experience a force along the gradient towards the
intensity maximum in the case of red-detuned light and towards the intensity minimum
in the case of blue-detuned light, see Eqn. 3.5. In order to trap atoms in the slot region
we can choose symmetric modes that are polarised parallel or perpendicular to the slot
walls and detuned to the red or blue of the transition frequency.
Neutral atoms in the presence of a laser ﬁeld of frequency ω, which is close to an
atomic resonance, experience a force which can be used to trap and even cool the atoms
as discussed in Section 2.3. As the laser frequency is detuned further and further from
resonance, either red- or blue-detuned, only the heating due to spontaneous scattering of
this far-detuned laser ﬁeld need be considered as the dominant mechanism for atom loss
from the atom trap. The atoms undergo a momentum recoil due to photon scattering.
To quantify the usefulness of an atom trap the scattering rates should be determined and,
hence, the trap lifetimes for atoms located near the centre of the trap. The scattering
rate, Γsc , for an atom in a dipole trap is given by [187]
Γsc =
3pic2
2~ω30
(
Γ
∆
)2
I(r). (4.6)
Here, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ω0 is the frequency at resonance, ~ is the
reduced Planck's constant, Γ is the dipole transition matrix element between the ground,
|g〉, and excited, |e〉, states and I(r) is the intensity. Generally, one would have to solve
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for Γsc by taking every atomic transition including the hyperﬁne structure into account.
For the case of 87Rb in the D1/2 ground state, we can assume that the major contributions
to this scattering rate are from the dipole transition rates from 5S 1/2 to the 5P1/2 and
5P3/2 excited states. With these simpliﬁcations Eqn. 4.6 becomes
Γsc =
3pic2
2~ω30
(
Γ1/2
3∆1/2
+
2Γ3/2
3∆3/2
)2
I(r), (4.7)
where Γ1/2 and Γ3/2 are the dipole transition matrix elements from 5S 1/2 to 5P1/2 and
5P3/2, respectively. The scattering rate will become more important later when we con-
sider recoil heating losses due to atom scattering from the atom trap.
4.2.3 Trapping Potential
While the proposed conﬁguration has the capability of trapping rubidium, it should be
clear that the methods laid out here, with the appropriate choice of dimensions and
detunings, are transferable to the trapping of other neutral atom species. Table 4.1 lists
the values chosen for the models used in this paper. Throughout this chapter we refer to
the blue-detuned power as P b and the red-detuned power as P r.
Table 4.1: Parameters used in trapping potential models.
Parameter Value
Blue-detuned wavelength λb 720 nm
Red-detuned wavelength λr 1064 nm
C3 for 87Rb 3.362 mK m3
Single Colour Slot Trapping Potential
Combining a blue-detuned light ﬁeld with the vdW potentials arising from interactions
of the atoms with both inner dielectric walls of the slotted ﬁbre, a stable position in
the y-direction can be obtained. Unlike the usual ﬁbre-based atom traps which have
potentials largely deﬁned by the ﬁbre radius, the proposed trap, in its most basic form,
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has two parameters, radius and slot width, both of which can be varied and are shown to
have a large eﬀect on the shape and eﬃciency of the atom potential, thereby giving more
degrees of freedom in the design and increasing the ﬂexibility of the system. Figure 4.8
illustrates how the potential can be altered by varying either of these two parameters. In
the following sections the blue-detuned light was always chosen to be polarised parallel
to the slot, i.e. along the x -direction.
Figure 4.8: (a) Combination of the blue-detuned potential and the van der Waals poten-
tial for a slot width of 350 nm. (b) Power, P b, of the blue-detuned light versus potential
depth, U total, for a slot width of 350 nm. (c) Combination of the blue-detuned potential
and the van der Waals potential for various slot widths and (d) dependence of trapping
potentials on slot width. P b is ﬁxed at 30 mW.
Figures 4.8(a) and (c) show the eﬀect of changing blue-detuned powers and slot widths,
respectively. By changing the power from 0-50 mW, or changing the slot width from 150-
450 nm, see Figs. 4.8(b) and (d), trap depths up to 7.5 mK are obtainable. Unfortunately,
this single colour trap provides no conﬁnement along the x -direction. To extend this idea
to a stable trap in the xy-plane, a red-detuned beam must be included, thereby creating
a two-colour trapping scheme within the slot.
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Two-colour Slot and Fibre Surface Traps
When a second electric ﬁeld with suﬃciently diﬀerent frequency is added, mode beating
eﬀects between the red- and blue-detuned modes can be neglected. Here, we assumed
that the mode beating period between the two ﬁelds, E r and E b, was much lower than
the reaction time of atomic scale motion. Thus, we could assume that the two potentials
add linearly such that the total potential was given by UT = Ub +Ur. The addition of an
attractive, red-detuned light ﬁeld, polarised perpendicularly to the slot, created a stable
equilibrium position at the centre of the potential in both the x - and y-directions.
Figure 4.9: Combined surface and contour plot of a trapping potential in the xy-plane
for a 1 µm diameter ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width. P r=30 mW and P b=30 mW.
By adding the ﬁelds linearly, it can clearly be seen that a trapping well is formed in
the xy-plane Fig. 4.9. The shape of this well varies dramatically in shape and depth with
diﬀerent choices of P b, P r, slot width, and ﬁbre diameter.
The trap depth in the centre of the slot in the x -direction is largely determined by
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Figure 4.10: Two colour trapping potential for a 1 µm ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width
in the x -direction. (a) P r is kept at 25 mW while P b is varied. (b) P b is ﬁxed at 30 mW
while P r is varied.
the red-detuned power, P r. At the trap centre, the contribution from the vdW force
was found to be negligible, and the contributions from the blue-detuned ﬁeld were also
low since the polarisation of the blue-detuned light was chosen to be parallel to the slot,
thereby causing the power to decay away from the walls (see Figs. 4.8(a) and (c)). From
Figs. 4.10(a) and (b) we see that a change in the red-detuned power caused the potential
depth to change more rapidly than an equivalent change in power of the blue-detuned ﬁeld
(b). When the blue-detuned light ﬁeld was suﬃciently large compared to the red-detuned
ﬁeld the shape of the potential in the x -direction veered away from being harmonic. To
avoid complications, such a trap geometry is not considered when we determined the
trapping eﬃciencies.
Varying the power ratio between the red- and blue-detuned ﬁelds not only aﬀected
the form of the trapping potential inside the slot, Fig. 4.11(b), but also at the outer
ﬁbre surface, Fig. 4.11(a). The traps at the ﬁbre surface resembled those proposed by Le
Kien et al. [165]. An optimal trapping potential conﬁguration for trapping atoms in the
slot would maintain a deep trapping potential within the slot while keeping the trapping
potential at the outer ﬁbre surface at a local minimum, thereby preventing atoms from
accumulating at the outer ﬁbre surface due to the strongly attractive vdW potential.
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Figure 4.11: Contributions to the two-colour trap at (a) the outer ﬁbre surface, and
(b) the slot surfaces to the total trapping potential, U total. Both plots are taken in the
y-direction. The conﬁgurations are the same for (a) and (b), with P b= 25 mW and P r =
30 mW. The grey areas in (b) represent the slot walls.
Trap Optimisation
To optimise the trapping conditions we considered four important parameters: slot width;
ﬁbre diameter; and the blue- and red-detuned intensities resulting from the powers P b
and P r, respectively. Previously, we considered the conﬁnement in the x -and y-direction.
Here, only the ﬁeld in the y-direction was investigated for trap optimisation. This allowed
us to compare the ﬁelds both inside the slot region and at the outer ﬁbre surface, whilst
ensuring the vdW potential was correctly balanced within the slot region. It is known
that the x -direction potential forms a stable equilibrium point at the trap centre provided
that one avoids the extreme situations such as those given in Fig. 4.10; therefore, only the
y-direction trapping potential need be used for determining an optimum conﬁguration.
The extreme points we refer to here are the corners of the potential, which we can see
visually in Fig. 4.10.
By varying the input powers of the blue- and red-detuned beams, it was possible to
choose an appropriate pair of values for use as default powers when considering the other
parameters, such as slot width and ﬁbre radius. The values were chosen in order to provide
a deep potential inside the slot, with a minimum value below zero to facilitate the entry
of rubidium atoms. For example, in Figures 4.12(a) and (b), we can see that, within the
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Figure 4.12: (a) Eﬀect of the power, P r, of the red-detuned light on total potential,
U total, while the power of the blue-detuned light, P b, is ﬁxed at 30 mW; (b) Eﬀect of the
power P b of blue-detuned light while P r is ﬁxed at 25 mW. All ﬁbre parameters are the
same as for Fig. 4.11.
slot region, the minimum value of the potential was only below zero for certain power
conﬁgurations.
Figure 4.13: (a) Trap depth UD−F at ﬁbre surface and (b) trap depth UD−S at slot
ﬁbre centre for diﬀerent slot width values. The inset in (a) indicates the power P r of red-
detuned light required to keep the net optical potential depth UD−F at a local minimum
value for varying slot widths. The power of the blue-detuned light P b is ﬁxed at 30 mW
and the ﬁbre diameter is 1 µm.
The power required to keep the outer surface trap depth at a local minimum as a
function of slot width and Pr was important in the choice of a suitable input beam power,
leading to values in the 30 mW range. Motivation for this was two-fold: ﬁrstly, we
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could see from Fig. 4.13(a) that the power required to maintain the ﬁbre surface trap
at a minimum became unmanageable beyond a slot width of 400 nm; secondly, we must
constrain ourselves in some respect because there is no well-deﬁned upper limit in a trap
of this type. Higher powers lead to deeper traps, higher scattering rates and, eventually,
ﬁbre performance decay. A power of approximately 30 mW is reasonable for use with
an optical nanoﬁbre in ultrahigh vacuum for slot widths in the 250 nm to 450 nm range
[17, 167].
Figure 4.14: Trap depths, UD−F , at ﬁbre surface (dotted line) and UD−S at slot ﬁbre
centre (solid line) versus slot width. The power of blue-detuned light, P b, is ﬁxed at 30
mW while the red-detuned light power, P r, is varied to place the net optical potential
depth, PD−F , at a local minimum value, see the inset in Fig. 4.13(a).
Figure 4.14 demonstrates how this choice of blue-detuned power can produce a trap
with a large diﬀerence between the trap depths inside and outside the ﬁbre. This also
provided some motivation for the choice of a slot width of 350 nm. This value allowed for
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the outer and inner potentials (UD−F and UD−S, respectively)
and this size was approximately one third of the diameter of the ﬁbre, thereby alleviating
most issues regarding the ﬁbre's structural stability following etching.
In an ad hoc attempt to, at least locally, optimise the trapping conditions we began by
using a blue-detuned power, P b = 30 mW, while varying the other parameters indepen-
dently to see their eﬀect on the potential. Figure 4.15(b) gives a range of values where it
is possible to obtain a suitable minimum potential value. Fibres of about 1 µm are located
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Figure 4.15: (a) Local minimum value of the trap depths at ﬁbre surface, UD−F , and at
slot ﬁbre centre, UD−S versus slot width. For all ﬁgures the powers of the red- and blue-
detuned light, P r and P b, are chosen to create an outer ﬁbre surface trap depth at a local
minimum value as Fig. 4.14. (b) Minimum trap potential UD−S versus ﬁbre diameter for
diﬀerent slot widths, (c) minimum trap potential versus slot width for varying P b powers,
and (d) minimum trap potential versus slot width for various ﬁbre diameters.
near the minimum of this curve for a 300 nm slot width. In Fig. 4.15(d) we showed that
the potential created using 30 mW of both red-detuned and blue-detuned power for both
1 µm and 1.2 µm ﬁbres yielded potentials that are below zero for slot widths greater than
275 nm. For a 0.7 µm ﬁbre it is clear from Fig. 4.15(b) that this condition was never
met regardless of the chosen slot width. A 0.7 µm ﬁbre still created a strong trap with an
adequate potential depth, but it lacked the capability of allowing atoms to easily enter
the trap since those coming from inﬁnity would need to overcome a net positive potential
before entering the trap centre. As the ﬁbre diameter was increased further, the mode
became well-conﬁned to the larger segment sizes, provided that the slot widths were also
in the same range, given in Fig. 4.15(d). This discussion does not preclude the use of
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smaller ﬁbre diameters; it merely requires that the wavelengths of light chosen be tailored
to the particular ﬁbre size. A 0.7 µm diameter ﬁbre, for instance, could be used provided
a blue-detuned wavelength shorter than 720 nm is used.
Data in Figs. 4.15(b) and (d) indicate that larger slot widths produce better trap
depths, but this comes at the cost of requiring higher red-detuned powers as is demon-
strated by the inset of Fig. 4.13(a). Changing the blue detuned power has relatively little
eﬀect on the potential as can be seen in Fig. 4.15(c). Fibre slot sizes much larger than 350
nm require very large red-detuned powers to compensate for the blue-detuned potential
at the outer ﬁbre surface. Our ﬁnal choice of ﬁbre was a 1 µm diameter ﬁbre with a 350
nm slot width. The diameter and slot size were chosen by inspection of Fig. 4.15(b).
Here, we see that a low potential minimum occurs at this value. Larger slot sizes were
investigated, but the power required to create a viable x -direction trap began to exceed
40 mW once W s > 350 nm slot widths were chosen.
4.2.4 Atom Trap Viability
In a two-colour trap the total scattering rate, Γtotal, is the sum of the scattering rates from
the blue- and red-detuned ﬁelds, i.e. Γtotal = Γred+Γblue . From this value, a characteristic
coherence time, τc = 1/Γtotal, can be determined [189]. Each scattered photon from either
ﬁeld contributes some recoil energy to the atom. This will lead to a loss of atoms from the
dipole trap. For a trap of depth UD, a trap lifetime, τc, which only takes recoil heating
into account for the chosen trap conﬁguration is given as
τc =
UD
2(ErblueΓblue + E
r
redΓred)
, (4.8)
where Erblue and E
r
red are the recoil energies associated with a blue and red photon, respec-
tively. Along the x -axis the contribution from the blue-detuned ﬁeld is at its minimum
value, hence the potential here reached a maximum near or below zero. In contrast, the
y-axis potential will have the same minimum value at the centre, but due to increasing
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blue-detuned intensity. As an atom approaches the walls the maximum value will be
above zero due to the ﬁeld's repulsive property. When determining the trap lifetimes, we
only considered the 1-D trap along the x-direction as it has a lower maximum depth than
the y-direction.
Table 4.2: Trap parameters found by varying P r with respect to P b, which was ﬁxed at
30 mW. Values were obtained for a ﬁbre width of 1 µm and a slot width of 350 nm
Pr Trap Depth UD Scattering rate Coherence time Trap lifetime
(mW) (mK) (s−1) (ms) (s)
24.3 1.5 98.78 10.1 42
30 2.8 105.72 9.46 75
35 4 111.81 8.94 104
4.3 Slot Endface Geometry
Early in our investigations [191], we limited our model to a pseudo-inﬁnite geometry
where the transition between the ultrathin optical ﬁbre and the slotted region did not
exist. This choice was made due to a number of factors and our inexperience with many
of the modelling software packages was chief amongst them. We later revisited the prob-
lem to see how the interface between the two regions aﬀected the ﬁelds. A simple, yet
eﬀective, method for modelling how various modes propagate through a nanostructured
ultrathin ﬁbre is to use the eigenmode expansion (EME) method. In this method, one
can decompose the electromagnetic ﬁelds present in a given structure into a basis set of
local eigenmodes. The eigenmodes are found by solving Maxwell's equations in each local
cross-section. This can be done at some ﬁnite number of locations along the length of
a waveguide, hence determining the coupling from one section to the next. For a given
ultrathin ﬁbre, all of the modes which can be excited at the input can be determined.
The ﬁrst four modes are shown in Fig. 4.16. These modes can be excited individually
at the entrance port of our ﬁbre. As the initial mode propagates through the system it
redistributes itself amongst the available modes. Finally the amount of power in each of
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the output modes can be measured and a scattering matrix for the modes of the nanos-
tructured ultrathin ﬁbre can subsequently be constructed.
Figure 4.16: The ﬁrst four modes of a nanostructured ultathin optical ﬁbre with a waist
diameter of 1.4 µm and a slot width of 300 nm.
The major drawback to this technique is that it does not consider radiation modes. The
model can only account for modes which redistribute themselves amongst the available
modes of the system at any given distance along the z -axis. Here, as before, we assume
that the ﬁbre's longitudinal axis is coincident with the z -axis. However, as we will discuss
in Chapter 5, we know that the transmission of the nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbres is very
close to that of the modelled ﬁbres, so we can assume that coupling to radiation modes
is negligible.
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The simplest geometry for such a nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbre is that shown in Fig.
4.1. The ultrathin section is simply attached directly to the structured region. However,
as one might expect, this is not the optimal geometry to allow the adiabatic transfer of
the modes from one segment to the next. Instead one might opt for a diﬀerent geometry
where the slot is slowly tapered to the desired slot size, see Fig. 4.17.
Figure 4.17: Diﬀerent slot geometries where there exists a transition region for the slot
opening with varying starting lengths, Ltap. Ltap varies from zero to the full length of the
opening and Ltran denotes the length of the transition region.
For this model we chose a ﬁbre with a waist diameter of 1.4 µm and a slot width
of 300 nm. These values are diﬀerent from those already used in this chapter, but they
were chosen to agree with the experimental dimensions in Chapter 5. While a relatively
large waist diameter supports a few modes, the nanostructured region can only support
the fundamental mode in both TE and TM conﬁgurations. Figure 4.18 shows how well
these modes of the slotted tapered optical ﬁbre propagate from left to right along the full
length of the taper region. The transition length, Ltran, was chosen as 1 µm. As may
be expected, such high transmissions are not reported when the higher order modes are
considered. If we consider the ﬁrst excited modes, both H and V, given in Fig. 4.16,
we can see signiﬁcant losses. For the V excited mode, the losses can be as high as 30%.
This is due to the fact that the lobes of this mode distribution cut across the slot. The H
mode retains a high transmission as its mode distribution more closely matches that of
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the fundamental mode of the nanostructured region.
Figure 4.18: Propagation of ﬁrst two excited modes for a tapered slot geometry. (a) First
excited mode in the TE conﬁguration. (b) First excited mode in the TM conﬁguration.
We can see that the TMmode propagates with less loss than the TE mode, but even for
an untapered slot region the transmission remains quite high at ≥ 89%. With a starting
taper opening length, Ltap, of zero, we can see that the TM mode propagates with no loss,
while the TE mode remains lossy. This result can be understood if one considers that
when the TE modes meet the discontinuity there is always some component of the E-ﬁeld
which meets the discontinuity at a 90o angle, thereby maximising the loss, whereas for
the TM mode the E-ﬁeld travels at some angle with respect to the the ﬁbre axis allowing
it to couple more homogeneously to the new modes in the taper region. An image of
the Ex ﬁelds of a tapered and untapered slot are given in Fig. 4.19. Here we can see a
diﬀerence in the ﬁelds given twodiﬀerent slot geometries. The Ex component was shown
as it contributes the most to the ﬁeld, and is perpendicular to the slot face. While it is
diﬃcult to see, there are signiﬁcantly fewer reﬂections for the tapered geometry.
Due to the low loss of the nanostructured ﬁbres, both predicted here and measured
experimentally, such a geometry was not created. For future work involving atom trapping
it would be prudent to use such a geometry. The particle trapping work presented in
Chapter 5 was less sensitive to stray light escaping the ﬁbre at the nanostructured region,
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Figure 4.19: Propagation of the fundamental ﬁbre mode, polarized in the x-direction,
along an untapered (top) and tapered (bottom) slot. The length of the taper region is
0.4 µm.
hence the fabrication of a tapered slot region was not considered essential.
4.4 Conclusion
Optical micro and nanoﬁbres have already been shown to be an invaluable tool in trapping
and probing atomic systems. We proposed that a nanostructured optical nanoﬁbre is
capable of trapping atoms inside the slot region, rather than at the surface, via the
use of blue- and red-detuned beams. We investigated the use of the slotted waveguide
structure over a broad range of conﬁgurations. By carefully choosing ﬁbre diameters and
slot widths and by using tapered ﬁbres with exponential taper proﬁles we can ensure
that any contributions from higher order modes is negligible [74]. We have also shown
that the polarisation of the light plays a crucial role in the realisation of such a trap.
With the chosen electric ﬁeld conﬁguration, atoms should be trapped in a line along the
longitudinal axis of the structured ﬁbre with potential minima located at distances of 140
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- 200 nm from the slot walls. Using fundamental modes in the slotted region we have
shown that a two-colour scheme is a viable method of producing adequate atom traps.
For 87Rb, trap depths of 4 mK, coherence times of the order of 10 ms and trap lifetimes of
approximately 100 s should be accessible using modest input powers. Using an estimate
for the optical depth per atom, namely the ratio of the on resonance scattering cross-
section to the eﬀective mode area, i.e. OD = σ0/Aeff , we obtain a value of 0.33 for the
ﬁnal conﬁguration given in Table 2. We deal exclusively with a slot that is assumed to
have an inﬁnite length, but in practice this slot would have a ﬁnite length and would be
connected to an optical ﬁbre pigtail at each end. Preliminary modelling work shows that
> 70% of the input mode can be transmitted beyond the end face of the slotted region.
Flat end surfaces are the simplest case, but by tapering the slot ends we can signiﬁcantly
increase transmission into and out of the slot if required. Further analysis of this would
require an in-depth study of how the modes couple from the slot region back into the ﬁbre
modes and is beyond the scope of this work.
This preliminary study opens up many other avenues for atom trapping, such as
standing waves, two-colour traps, single-colour traps using higher order modes, magic
wavelength traps, and the introduction of additional slots. We believe that, with this
geometry, a stronger coupling of atom emissions into the guided modes of the waveguide
should be achievable, as should more eﬃcient interactions between the atoms and any
other light ﬁelds present in the nanoﬁbre due to the atom's close proximity to the slot walls.
The scalability of this design, along with its long coherence times, high optical depth,
and direct integration to optical networks make it an excellent candidate for quantum
communication schemes. Experimentally, creating a slotted nanoﬁbre is possible using a
combination of existing techniques. Nanostructuring of an optical nanoﬁbre using focussed
ion beam (FIB) techniques has been reported [192]. Misalignment of the slot position
along the ﬁbre axis would lead to asymmetric potentials. A cursory investigation indicates
that it would be possible to create a trapping potential for misalignments of the slot
position from the ﬁbre centre of the order of 10 nm, which coincides with the accuracy of
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an FEI Helios Nanolab 650 Dualbeam FIB/SEM. Alternatively, processing of the optical
ﬁbre using tightly focussed fs laser pulses could be considered [193].
In Chapter 5, we shall discuss the fabrication of a nanostructured ultrathin optical
ﬁbre, or structured tapered optical ﬁbre (STOF), as well as some experimental evidence
for the trapping of 100-200 nm polystyrene and silica beads. This chapter shows how
the device can, at least theoretically, be extremely useful in the ﬁeld of atomic physics.
Ideally, an experimental veriﬁcation of this device in a cold atom system would be the
next step but experiments in cold atoms often take a very long time from their inception
to their experimental realisation. Instead, it is interesting to look towards the ﬁeld of
optical trapping using dielectric particles as a testbed for such a device since, as discussed
in Chapter 2, there are many similarities between the physics behind such systems. This
serves as a motivation for the work in the following chapter.
Chapter 5
Particle Trapping using Ultrathin
Optical Fibres1
Particle trapping and atom trapping are in many ways sister ﬁelds, both historically and
in their implementation. The development of new tools to probe atomic systems can often
be a long, diﬃcult process which requires rigorous experiments to test their viability before
they can be fully implemented in an experimental setup. Ideally, one would work with
these devices under ultrahigh vacuum in the same conditions as the proposed environment
for the cold atomic system, but since cold atom experiments require a lot of resources and
personnel it is often not possible to simultaneously test a new device while performing
other experiments. In this chapter we shall describe the fabrication process of a STOF,
as theoretically discussed in Chapter 4, and then go on to show how it can be combined
with a colloidal particle solution for the purpose of particle trapping. In this way, we can
test the device in a diﬀerent setting to a cold atomic system, but still show its viability.
The previous chapters have discussed ultrathin optical ﬁbres in the context of atom
trapping. However, the trapping methods which are suitable for atoms are, quite often,
also suitable for trapping microscopic particles, provided a few conditions are met; the
background to these problems has been brieﬂy discussed in Chapter 2. Typically, a trap
1Sections of this chapter have been adapted from published papers. All work presented here is the
sole work of M. Daly under guidance from V. G. Truong and S. Nic Cormaic.
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can be considered stable if the depth of its trapping potential is ≥ 10kBT . This condition
comes directly from thermodynamic considerations related to the Boltzmann energy distri-
bution. A stable trap must allow for variations from the mean energy which we can deﬁne
as requiring that the Boltzman factor be much less than one, i.e. exp(−U/kBT )  1.
Particle trapping, the focus of this chapter, can be performed in a variety of diﬀerent
conﬁgurations. Free-space beams with Gaussian or more exotic proﬁles are often used to
trap particles. For Gaussian beams it is easy to understand that the Rayleigh diﬀraction
limit fundamentally restricts the electric ﬁeld gradient across a particle, resulting in dif-
ﬁculty when trapping submicron particles without providing high-intensity ﬁelds which
can easily destroy the trapped objects.
Today, nano-optical techniques, such as near-ﬁeld optics and plasmonics, provide pri-
mary solutions to this problem [1, 194]. Photonic crystal cavities [85, 195], plasmonic
double nano-holes [128, 130], slot waveguides [196, 197], and micro-nanoﬁbres [160, 198]
are just some of the devices which can conﬁne light locally to regions smaller than achiev-
able using diﬀraction-limited systems. Aside from modifying how the trapping ﬁelds are
generated, it is also possible to change the material of the particles to be trapped, thereby
reducing the diﬃculties associated with trapping submicron particles. For example, higher
index particles, such as gold nanoparticles [73, 199] or nanodiamonds [200], are excellent
candidates for nanoscale trapping. However, biologically-relevant materials typically have
low refractive indices, thereby negating the trapping advantages associated with higher
index particles.
In this chapter, we discuss a nanostructured, evanescent optical trapping device based
on the combination of a slot waveguide with an ultrathin ﬁbre [191] which has been
described in great detail in Chapter 4. Ultrathin ﬁbres are extremely versatile due to their
compact size, enabling them to be integrated noninvasively into many systems, such as
optical tweezers [78, 201, 202] and cold atom clouds [203]. When light propagates through
an ultrathin ﬁbre, a signiﬁcant portion of the electric ﬁeld exists outside the waveguide
as an evanescent component, allowing for easy interaction between the guided light ﬁeld
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and the surrounding medium. Previously, unmodiﬁed ultrathin ﬁbres have been used
for various experimental conﬁgurations such as (i) optical trapping of dielectric particles
[65, 66, 204206], (ii) cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) using single quantum
emitters [207], (iii) light coupling in and out of whispering gallery resonators [208], and (iv)
trapping and probing cold atomic systems [209212] or atomic vapours [213, 214]. More
recently, ultrathin ﬁbres have been modiﬁed to increase their versatility across a range
of ﬁelds, through, for example, the incorporation of SNOM tips [215] or extraordinary
transmission apertures [136]. Evanescent ﬁeld trapping has also been realised using what
is known as a slot waveguide, as ﬁrst demonstrated by Yang et al. [83] who trapped 75 nm
dielectric nanoparticles. Laser powers of 250-300 mW provided stable trapping against
a constant ﬂuid ﬂow. The high refractive index contrast between the Si slot and the
surrounding water, along with the small slot separation (<100 nm), produced a quasi-TE
mode with a large ﬁeld discontinuity across the boundary that was used for trapping.
While other trapping techniques, such as self-induced back action [115] (SIBA), can
conﬁne particles in three dimensions with low optical powers, they lack adequate control
over the particle's position. For optical ﬁbres, dynamic three dimensional control over
the position of trapped particles becomes diﬃcult, but recent developments using orbital
angular momentum carrying beams for particle trapping [24] may soon allow for the
spatial translation of particles, whilst still maintaining strong trap stiﬀnesses.
The slotted tapered optical ﬁbre (STOF) used in this work is a device which exploits
the overlapping evanescent ﬁelds of a slot waveguide-like structure to further enhance its
trapping ability, both for atoms [191] and submicron particle trapping [216]. We sought to
create an entirely ﬁbre-based trapping device using evanescent ﬁelds to localise particles
with a high degree of control in regimes inaccessible to standard ultrathin ﬁbres. A
nanoscale slot is introduced at the waist of an ultrathin ﬁbre using focussed ion beam
(FIB) milling, thereby creating a slot waveguide-like region where the optical forces are
greatly enhanced. This provides three dimensional conﬁnement within a small trapping
volume, while also providing the potential for one dimensional position control of the
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trapped particles along the slot through the use of a sliding standing wave, i.e. a particle
conveyor belt. Here, we demonstrate trapping of 200 nm silica particles using a STOF.
We also show how light transmitted through the ﬁbre pigtails either side of the STOF
can be analysed to determine the trap characteristics. Finite element method (FEM)
and frequency domain time domain (FDTD) simulations are used to simulate the STOF
modes and these are subsequently used to model the forces acting on the particles using
perturbative and energy density methods.
The conﬁned geometry of the STOF, as discussed in Chapter 4, produces electric ﬁelds
within the slot which can induce optical forces in dielectric particles which are more than
suﬃcient to trap them. While there are many similarities between cold atom and particle
trapping, it should be clear that the orders of magnitude are very diﬀerent. A relatively
small trap depth may be suﬃcient to trap cold atoms, but, due to the increased Brownian
motion of the large, hotter dielectric particles, a deeper potential is required. Optically
induced forces are typically the dominant force in such traps, though in some cases the
thermophoretic force, i.e. the force induced due to temperature gradients in the system,
can also be appreciable. It is typically easy to distinguish between these two types of
trapping, as we shall discuss later.
To prove the concept of the STOF we needed to be able to trap low refractive index
contrast particles with diameters below 500 nm. A demonstration of such trapping would
be irrefutable evidence of the trapping capability of the device. In this section we will
introduce the experimental setup as well as the necessary analytical techniques necessary
to interpret the resulting data and, hence, show the trapping of submicron particles.
Here, optical trapping is discussed exclusively for situations where there is a low refrac-
tive index contrast between the trapped object and the surrounding medium, i.e. metallic
particles and high-index materials, such as gold, silver, diamond, etc. are excluded. This
choice was made since we focus on systems with optical properties comparable to biolog-
ical systems. Ultrathin optical ﬁbres have previously been used, in our group and other
groups [6466, 78], to trap micron-sized particles (with low refractive index contrast with
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respect to their surroundings) near the surface using the gradient forces exerted by their
evanescent ﬁelds. However, their application in submicron regimes is limited, with parti-
cle sizes much smaller than 500 nm becoming quite diﬀcult to trap unless other materials,
such as diamond or metallic particles, are used [65, 217].
5.1 STOF Fabrication2
The fabrication procedure for a STOF, as summarised graphically in Fig. 5.1, is a three
step process consisting of (i) optical ﬁbre tapering and mounting, (ii) coating, and (iii)
FIB milling. Each step is discussed in detail in the following sections.
Figure 5.1: Outline of the fabrication process. (a) An ultrathin ﬁbre is placed on a
microscope slide that has been pre-coated with a thin layer of MgF2 which is then sputter
coated with a 30 nm layer of ITO. (b) Using a focussed ion beam, the structure is etched
into the ultrathin ﬁbre. (c) The ﬁnished STOF after etching; typically the etch depth is
overestimated to ensure complete milling of the cavity.
2Parts of this section were adapted from Daly, M., Truong, V. G., & Nic Chormaic, S. Nanostructured
tapered optical ﬁbers for particle trapping Proc. SPIE 9507, Micro-structured and Specialty Optical
Fibres IV, 95070E (May 7, 2015)
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5.1.1 Tapering Process
The ﬁrst step of the process is tapering. This has been discussed in Section 2.1.3 so
the ﬁner details will be excluded. Here, optical tapers were produced from standard,
telecommunications-grade optical ﬁbre. All the STOFs shown in this section, and in
almost all the cases shown in this thesis, were produced using Thorlabs 1060XP single
mode ﬁbre. For our purposes, adiabatically tapered ﬁbres with an exponential taper proﬁle
were used. Tapering was performed using a heat-and-pull rig; we used either a static,
microheater based rig, or a hydrogen/oxygen ﬂame-brushed rig, as described in Ward et
al. [62]. Experimentally, little diﬀerence was observed between STOFs produced using
either heat-and-pull system although higher transmission ﬁbres were more consistently
obtained using the hydrogen/oxygen rig.
Ultrathin ﬁbres with diameters between 1 and 2 µm were produced and SEM images,
which were taken during the STOF fabrication process, show that the ultrathin ﬁbres
were uniform in diameter over a large ( 2 mm) distance. A crucial element which led to
the success of this project is cleanliness. Cleanliness is essential for all ultrathin optical
ﬁbre processes. The fabricated ultrathin ﬁbres were immediately mounted and transferred
to clean containers and either stored in a vacuum desiccator until they were needed, or
immediately transferred to the vacuum chamber of the sputter deposition system for the
next step in the process. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) was used to clean the containers used
for transferrals, as well as cleaning the work surfaces near the heat-and-pull rigs. Acetone
was also used on non-plastic surfaces since acetone is corrosive when used with certain
plastics. Between any two steps great eﬀorts were made to keep the environment clean
and minimise contamination.
5.1.2 Coating Process
The microﬁbres must be mounted on a suitable substrate prior to coating because of
requirements in the ion beam processing stage; MgF2 was chosen due to its low refractive
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index relative to that of the optical ﬁbre's cladding/core indices. This serves to prevent
light loss through coupling between the ﬁbre and the higher refractive index soda-glass
microscope slides that are typically used to mount the ﬁbres for optical manipulation
experiments. Initially, it was thought that during the transfer of the ultrathin ﬁbre from
the heat-and-pull rig to the coated slides care must be taken to ensure that the ﬁbre is in
contact with the slide at the waist region (as shown in the process diagram in Fig. 5.1),
to allow the coating process to form a semi-continuous layer between the MgF2 and the
ultrathin ﬁbre ﬁber. Later it was discovered that this was not necessary, the reasons for
which will be discussed in the following section. In practice, a freely ﬂoating ultrathin
ﬁbre coated with a thin conductive material is suﬃcient for high resolution FIB milling.
To minimise charging eﬀects induced in the dielectric ultrathin ﬁbres by the intense
incident beam of Ga+ ions from the FIB, a thin layer of conductive ITO (Indium Tin
Oxide) must be placed over the ultrathin ﬁbre + MgF2 system. ITO was chosen due to its
high conductivity and high transparency in the 700-1100 nm regime. The layer thickness
of ITO is kept extremely thin. Initially, layers of 30 nm were used, but, through subsequent
testing, layers as thin as 5 nm were suﬃcient to mitigate any charging eﬀects. Thinner
layers may have also been successful, but it was diﬃcult to accurately measure these using
simple techniques. Thinner layers also serve to prevent light from propagating in this new,
higher refractive index material and their presence in FDTD and FEM calculations can
be eﬀectively ignored. An ULVAC vacuum sputter deposition system was used to coat
the ﬁbres with ITO. The recipe for the ITO layer is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Parameters for ITO sputter process
Parameter Value
Power Supply 100 W
Deposition Time 180 s
Shutter Time 20 s
Temperature 100oC
Mass Flow Controller 20 sccm
Rotation Speed 5 rpm
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5.1.3 Etching Process
After coating, the samples were quickly transferred to the vacuum chamber of the Helios
FIB systems. Two diﬀerent FIB systems were used to create the STOFs. The system
with which we worked initially (Helios NanolabTMDualbeam 650) was heavily used by the
biological sciences community and, despite having relatively high resolution, its stability
was not ideal. Later, a new FIB system (FIB-SEM Helios G3 UC) was bought primarily
for the use of the physical and chemical sciences.
The stated operational vacuum for both FIB-SEM systems is between 10−2-10−5 Pa.
However, to achieve high resolution milling of the samples, they were often left in the
vacuum chamber overnight, if possible, or for a minimum of two hours, to achieve a
vacuum pressure at the lower limit of the operational value of approximately 2 × 10−4
Pa. Once an adequate vacuum pressure was reached, the etching process could begin.
Despite the preventative measures, some small amount of drift may remain in the system.
This can be attributed to either dielectric charging, poor adhesion of the ultrathin ﬁbre
to the MgF2 surface, or drift in the piezo stages used to translate the samples within the
vacuum chamber. The older Helios NanolabTM650 was found to have substantial stage
drift. To counteract this, the etching process was broken down into short etching periods
of a few seconds each. Using a beam voltage of 30 kV, a current of 33 pA, and a dosage of
0.27 m3/nC, the etch rate of the ultrathin ﬁbre was found to be approximately 3.5 nm/s.
Between samples, the operational current was found to vary somewhat. The software
used for the Helios Nanolab DualBeam 650 reﬂects changes in the operational current in
its calculations, so the exact etch rate was altered on a sample-to-sample basis. Fibres
with slot widths of 300 nm were fabricated in this way and are shown in ﬁgure 5.2.
The second FIB system, namely the FIB-SEM Helios G3 UC, was found to have
much higher stability. With this system, etching could be performed continuously which
removed the need to realign the structure periodically. Again, a beam voltage of 30 kV
and a beam current of 33 pA were used. However, a dosage of 0.29 m3/nC was used
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Figure 5.2: SEM images of two ﬁbres (a) and (b) from two diﬀerent viewing angles
(viewing angles shown on images, solid black line indicates line of sight). Fibre diameters
are 1.56 µm and 1.4 µm for (a) and (b), respectively.
as the depth of the etch could be more reliably tracked at these settings. Etching times
varied from 3-5 minutes depending on the thickness of the ultrathin ﬁbre. SEM images of
STOFs fabricated using this system are given in Fig. 5.3. In Fig. 5.3(b) we can clearly see
the 'shadow' cast below the etched STOF. This 'shadow' indicates that the milling has
been performed directly through the ﬁbre which conﬁrms our fabrication process. Initially
concerns were raised that the slot was not being milled directly through the ﬁbre as it
was very diﬃcult to observe using conventional imaging techniques. The image also shows
that the ﬁbre does not need to be located on the surface of a substrate to be successfully
etched. This is of particular interest when cold atoms are considered as the ﬁbre can
be left on a U-mount and still be etched successfully. This reduces the number of steps
required, thereby reducing the exposure of the device to contaminants.
STOFs fabricated in the older FIB system were produced less reliably and took a
considerable amount of time to make due to the hands-on approach required to control
the etching parameters. There exist other means of automatically controlling the etch
which were not explored, for example the use of a marker on the substrate which could
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Figure 5.3: SEM images of two ﬁbres (a) and (b) from two diﬀerent viewing angles
(viewing angles shown on images, solid black line indicates line of sight). Both ﬁbres have
a diameter of 1.4 µm, a slot width of 300 nm, and a slot length of 10 µm.
be used to automatically align the system between etchs. The Helios GC U3 system has
such an operational mode since it can be used to automate the cutting and sectioning of
large samples. We did not pursue this technique since the marker would have to be in
the same focal plane as the raised ultrathin ﬁbre. This is not easy to do since, in general,
the height of the ultrathin ﬁbre above the MgF2 substrate was not held constant between
samples.
5.1.4 Alternative Approaches
Aside from the three-step process outlined above, numerous other approaches were at-
tempted. Initially, we tackled the problem using one of the more successful approaches
which involved partially embedding an ultrathin ﬁbre in a polymer and subsequently coat-
ing the embedded ultrathin ﬁbre with a metallic layer [218]. This was a successful method
previously, but since we did not wish to embed our ﬁbre in a polymer we attempted to
do so without this step. We experimented with a number of diﬀerent coatings: carbon,
silver, gold, and titanium. Carbon coatings proved to be entirely unsuccessful, probably
due to the lack of uniformity in the evaporative coating process which made it diﬃcult
to electrically connect the coating on the ﬁbre to the FIB stage. The coating process was
also performed using an older instrument with poor calibration. Drift dominated in these
samples and every ﬁbre was destroyed in the etching process. Titanium was used brieﬂy,
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but we achieved better results when titanium was merely used as a thin seed layer to
improve the adhesion of gold and silver to the surface of the SiO2 ﬁbre. The ﬁrst success-
fully etched sample was produced using gold as the conductive layer. Despite the etch
being successful, the gold layer produced far too much absorption, which destroyed the
ﬁbre's transmission. A commercially available etching ﬂuid known as Pirahna, a mixture
of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), was used to selectively etch the
metallic coating from the ultrathin ﬁbre surface. This eventually produced some positive
results, but overall the process was very unclean and typically ruined the sample. A tech-
nique using the controlled ﬂow of Pirahna etching solutions followed by ultrapure water
was proposed, but ultimately was not followed up since the cleaner MgF2 approach was
discovered.
5.2 Transmission Characteristics of STOFs
The transmission characteristics of STOFs are quite variable. The initial analysis in
Chapter 4 shows how the ﬁelds should be strongly aﬀected by a number of parameters
and the transmission of a STOF is also strongly aﬀected by these processes. Many methods
can be used to model the transmission of a STOF. Once again we rely on a combination of
three numerical techniques to analyse the STOFs: FEM, FDTD, and EME. Initial work
was done with a rather heavy-handed FEM approach using COMSOL's RF package,
which required copious amounts of memory to solve for STOFs with length dimensions
of tens of microns. COMSOL's more recent wave optics package has since signiﬁcantly
reduced the computational requirements. Later we focussed on a combination of EME
and FDTD methods since they were more suitable for desktop calculations; the FEM
calculations were often performed on OIST's SANGO computing cluster. The codes used
for the calculation are included in Appendix.
The STOF study from Chapter 4 showed how sensitive the ﬁelds are to small changes
in both the diameter of the ﬁbre and to changes to the slot geometry. Since performing
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an analysis of the transmission for such a large parameter space would be excessively time
consuming, we restricted the scope to the parameters of the devices we fabricated. Here
we will show transmission data for a STOF with a diameter of 1.4 µm and a slot width of
300 nm. Unlike in Chapter 4, where much of the modelling was performed for an inﬁnite
STOF with no transition region from the ultrathin ﬁbre to the STOF region, here all of
the calculations were performed including the transition region to produce more accurate
models.
5.3 Experimental Setup3
5.3.1 Ultrathin Optical Fibres and Slotted Tapered Optical Fi-
bres
The ultrathin ﬁbres used in these experiment were fabricated from optical ﬁbres which
act as single-mode in the 9801600 nm regime. The slotted tapered optical ﬁbres were
created using the previously mentioned three step process (Section 5.1) while exclusively
using the hydrogen/oxygen ﬂame-brush rig. A representation of the STOF in a trapping
experiment as well as the STOF's geometry is given in Fig. 5.4.
5.3.2 Field Distribution
We have discussed, in Chapter 4, how the electric ﬁelds of a STOF diﬀer greatly from
those of a typical tapered ﬁbre. The physical asymmetry introduced to the ultrathin
ﬁbre at the slot region and the polarisation of the guided light plays a larger role in the
ﬁeld distribution than for standard ultrathin ﬁbres. To maximise the ﬁeld at the slot
for the trapping of dielectric particles with a refractive index contrast greater than 1
(nparticle/nmedia > 1), the polarisation must be chosen to be perpendicular to the walls
of the slotted region. This removes the continuity requirement of the perpendicular com-
3This section is adapted from Daly, M., Truong, V. G., & Nic Chormaic, S. Evanescent ﬁeld trapping
of nanoparticles using nanostructured ultrathin optical ﬁbers. Optics Express 24, 14470-14482 (2016).
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Figure 5.4: (a): Representation of the slotted tapered optical ﬁbre (STOF) in a solution
of red ﬂuorescent silica nanoparticles. A 63x immersion lens is used to image the system.
(b): A schematic showing the STOF section of the optical ﬁbre with the fundamental
ﬁbre mode (i) seen at either side of the cavity region and the fundamental STOF mode
(ii) at the centre. (c) and (d) show the electric ﬁeld norm along a line cutting through
the centre of the ﬁbre perpendicularly to the slot walls for polarisations parallel to and
perpendicular to the slot wall, respectively. The ﬁeld within the slot is up to 1.7 times
higher than the ﬁeld at the outer ﬁbre surfaces.
ponents of the electric ﬁeld at the dielectric boundary, thereby allowing a large portion
of the ﬁeld to exist outside of the waveguide, see Fig. 5.4(d). Once again, the strength
of the ﬁeld at the slotted region depends on a number of parameters: the diameter, the
slot width, the polarisation and the wavelength of the guided light. We chose a 1.4 µm
ﬁbre waist with a slot width of 300 nm. In general, the ﬁeld strength increases with
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decreasing slot size, but, since we have an additional requirement that the STOF opening
must be large enough to facilitate the entry of submicron particles, the slot width used
was the minimal possible, while still being practical for particle trapping. Slot widths
much smaller than 300 nm would cause particles to become occluded in the slot region
eﬀectively destroying any optical measurement.
When the slot region is excited by the fundamental mode of an ultrathin ﬁbre, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.4(b) inset (i), a 'fundamental' type mode is excited in either section,
see Fig. 5.4(b) inset (ii). Slot waveguides can exhibit symmetric or anti-symmetric modes
depending on the phase diﬀerence between the upper and lower sections. The fundamental
mode of an ultrathin ﬁbre has an approximately uniform phase front, so we neglect the
possibility of anti-symmetric modes in the following discussion.
Theoretically, one can predict the fraction of the ﬁeld that exists outside an ultrathin
ﬁbre. However, this theory is somewhat unreliable since it predicts that the fundamental
mode of an ultrathin ﬁbre continues to propagate with an increasing fraction of the ﬁeld
as the diameter of the ﬁbre tends towards zero. A comparison of the fraction of the ﬁeld
travelling in the core or cladding of a waveguide is given in Fig. 5.5 for a standard ultrathin
ﬁbre and a waveguide with a cross-section equivalent to the segment of a circle. We can
see that the amount of the ﬁeld outside of the core increases more rapidly for a circular
segment. For a real system, however, the surface roughness of the waveguide is not perfect
as one reduces the size of the ﬁbre. As discussed in [219], this surface roughness prevents
the transmission of the fundamental modes below a certain diameter dictated by the
wavelength of the guided light. To optimise our process, a balance between maximising
the external ﬁeld while maintaining high transmission was required. Experimentally, a
value for the diameter of 1.4 µm was found to be the most appropriate.
5.3.3 Experimental Outline
Optical trapping forces are typically divided into two categories in experiments. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.2, in the dipole approximation, where the particle size is smaller
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Figure 5.5: Fraction of the ﬁeld travelling in the core and cladding portions of an
ultrathin ﬁbre (left) and a segment of circle (right). The lower left corner of each graph
shows the waveguide cross-section. The radius of the segment refers the the radius of a
full ﬁbr minus the slot section. Hence, a segment with a radius of 0.4 µm corresponds to
a segment with a 'height' of only 0.25 µm.
than the wavelength of the trapping laser light, the force can be decomposed into the
gradient and scattering force components [24]. This formalism is not necessarily accurate
for very small particles, such as the ones we use in this section, but gives a qualitative and
intuitive picture of how the local electric ﬁelds aﬀect particles placed within them. We
chose not to use the dipole approximation in our calculations here as we were working with
100 nm and 200 nm particles and, hence, are working close to the limit of applicability
[nparticle/nmedia]ka 1.
Previously, in the context of atom trapping (Chapter 4), a two-colour optical trap
which was to be used to balance the van der Waals (vdW) forces near the slot walls was
discussed. However, 100 and 200 nm particles are signiﬁcantly larger than single atoms
and we can, in general, ignore the eﬀects of the vdW force in such cases. When the
particles are in contact with the slot walls, there is seldom a molecular-scale interaction
between the two surfaces; rather, asperities on the 'smooth' surface of the spheres can
interact with the surface in such a way as to drastically reduce the eﬀect of the vdW
force on the particle as a whole [220]. Of course, interactions between molecularly smooth
surfaces may exhibit non-negligible vdW forces, but we do not consider this to be the case
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in this study. Separation distances of < 10 nm are needed to even begin considering the
vdW force [220].
For the case of unidirectional excitation of a STOF waveguide, the gradient force,
which seeks to pull particles towards regions of high intensity, draws particles towards
the walls at the centre of the slot, while the scattering force propels particles in the
direction of propagation of the trapping laser ﬁeld. To produce a trap with longitudinal
conﬁnement, a standing wave is necessary. This provides an extra degree of conﬁnement
for the particles, as well as increasing the overall trap eﬃciency due to the cancellation of
the scattering force components, thereby improving the axial trapping strength. A more
in-depth analysis of the trap is made using a combination of FDTD/FEM models and
various optical trapping models.
Figure 5.6: Optical setup used to trap nanoparticles. 980 nm light from a Ti:Sapphire
laser is passed through a polarising beam splitter to split the beam while providing some
initial control over the power balance. From here the beams are passed through polarisa-
tion control optics and ﬁnally ﬁbre-coupled to the STOF. Transmission data is collected
via a photodiode.
We introduced a low density nanoparticle solution between the water immersion 63x
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lens and the STOF, shown in Fig. 5.6. The low density solution was used to prevent large
numbers of particles occluding the slot. We used a particle solution of approximately 109
particles ml−1, equivalent to an average particle occupancy of < 1 over the volume of the
slot when no light is present. Fluorescent nanoparticles (200 nm polystyrene Sicastar R©-
redF. Excitation wavelength: 569 nm. Emission wavelength: 585 nm) were used to
increase visibility of the system and we collected data visually, using a high sensitivity,
ﬂuorescence camera (Zeiss AxioCam MRc). Transmission and ﬂuorescence data were also
collected through the ﬁbre using either a photodiode, for transmission, or a single photon
counting module (Perkin Elmer), for ﬂuorescence.
5.3.4 Polarisation Preparation
Polarisation preparation of light in an ultrathin ﬁbre is often a source of contention as
temperature and pressure variations (i.e. stresses and strains) along the ﬁbre can cause
the polarisation to rotate, leading to little correlation between the input and output
polarisation states. Because of this behaviour, polarisation measurement methods, such
as the observation of Rayleigh scattering along the ﬁbre waist, need to be used [221]. In
our experiment, we counter-propagated 980 nm light from a Ti:Sapphire laser through
the STOF to provide a 3-dimensional trapping potential. The standing wave pattern that
was set up within the wave guiding structure extended to the evanescent ﬁeld, which then
interacted with nearby particles to produce a periodic potential within the cavity section
of the STOF. Two half-wave plates placed in the path of the two beams gave us ﬁne
control over the input polarisation states. By monitoring the output at opposite ends of
the STOF, we obtained an estimate for the polarisation at the slot. However, by directly
monitoring the slot region using a 63x water immersion objective lens, we were better
able to determine the polarisation state via the intensity of the scattered light. When the
light was polarised perpendicular to the plane of the slot, scattering was further enhanced
due to the increased fraction of light contained within the small region. The slot is viewed
at an angle perpendicular to both the ﬁbre and the plane of the slot face to ensure that
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maximum scattering is observed at the correct polarisation state.
5.4 Numerical Analysis
A thorough calculation of the electric ﬁelds, using both FDTD and FEM methods, pro-
vides us with reliable estimates for the optical forces in the STOF system. The optical
ﬁelds of the device were calculated both in the presence of and without the particles to
be trapped. Optical forces on small particles are often described using the dipole approx-
imation, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, where the size of the particle must be much less
than the wavelength of the trapping beams. For 200 nm particles and 980 nm light this
criterion is not quite satisﬁed. To this end, we sought to make a comparison between the
dipole gradient and scattering forces, and the more standard methods of force calculation
for medium-sized particles. The total optical force in mid-sized optical trapping systems,
~FMST , is often calculated through use of the Maxwell stress tensor, a concept discussed
in detail in Section 2.2. The force calculation in this method is calculated through the
following integral
~FMST =
∮
S
(~T .~n)da. (5.1)
While this is an accurate method, it can be somewhat diﬃcult to implement when
the boundary of the system is ill-deﬁned due to the mesh shape and/or the step size of
the FEM/FDTD method used. As an alternative, we used an equivalent form derived
from the Minkowski formalism for calculating the force; this method relies on the gradient
of the electric permittivity, a value which can be easily extracted from the optical force
calculation [222], such that the force, ~Fmin, is given by
~Fmin = −1
4
0
∫∫∫
V
~E. ~E∇rdV, (5.2)
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, r is the relative permittivity, ~E is the electric
ﬁeld and dV is the unit volume element. Accepted values of the refractive indices of
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silica and polystyrene at a wavelength of 980 nm (1.4507 and 1.5731 respectively) were
used in all calculations. The eﬀect of the 5 nm layer of ITO was ignored due to its
negligible inﬂuence on the ultrathin ﬁbre modes. Force measurements using data from
the FDTD and FEM methods give almost identical results for the trapping forces within
the slot except near the slot walls where a maximum discrepancy of 7.6% was found. The
dipole approximation for the force calculation proved unreliable in regions where the local
gradient was insigniﬁcant, but became more accurate as this gradient increased. This
method could be improved by considering the particle as a distributed dipole, but this
treatment is beyond the scope of this work. FDTD images of the optical ﬁelds of the
STOF are given in Fig. 5.7 and a comparison of the trapping forces for diﬀerent particle
locations inside the slot are given in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: (a): Results of FDTD analysis showing a cross-section of the STOF. The
mode evolves from the fundamental mode of the ultrathin ﬁbre to the fundamental mode
of the STOF at the centre and back to the fundamental mode of the ultrathin ﬁbre with
little loss. (b): Electric ﬁeld intensity within the 10 µm × 300 nm slot in a 1.4 µm
diameter ultrathin ﬁbre. The ﬁeld increases in strength near the slot walls. (c): 1D plot
of the electric ﬁeld across the centre of the STOF to show the variation in the ﬁeld as a
function of the distance along the cavity. The ﬁeld stabilises at the centre of the cavity.
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Figure 5.8: (a): Forces on a 200 nm particle moving perpendicularly between the upper
and lower walls of a STOF as determined using optical ﬁelds from FDTD and FEM
calculations and Eqn. 2.20, compared to a perturbative approach using the optical ﬁelds
of the cavity in the absence of a particle as modelled using the FEM. 1 W of power was
used in all simulations. (b): Longitudinal trapping force for two orthogonal polarisation
states showing the increased trapping forces for the vertical polarisation state.
Considering the close agreement between the FDTD and FEM simulations, we chose
to largely model the system using the FDTD method due to the reduced memory require-
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ments and regular grid pattern. The dipole approximation for the force, ~Fdipole,
~Fdipole =
1
2
α∇ ~E2, (5.3)
was also used to provide a contrast to the force calculation using the Minkowski formalism.
The nature of Mie scattering requires smaller particle dimensions before one can neglect
the higher order poles in the multipole expansion, hence the discrepancy between the two
methods.
At the ends of the slot, the local electric ﬁelds were found to increase due to reﬂections
oﬀ the walls. Proposed solutions to this problem involve the introduction of a slot with
tapered ends to allow the modes to evolve adiabatically between the ultrathin ﬁbre and
STOF modes. After a distance of ≈ 2 µm from the walls, the strength of the electric ﬁeld
within the cavity reaches a constant value, see Fig. 5.7(c). The trapping forces along the
directions which run parallel to the STOF wall are considered to have normal restoring
forces, but the trap which runs perpendicularly between the upper and lower walls of the
STOF does not experience a standard restoring force. Here, the optical forces seek to pull
particles towards the wall, at which point any restoring character is lost. Nevertheless,
we determined a trap strength for this direction, indicated by keff in Table 5.2.
An FDTD mesh size of 20 nm was used throughout the calculations. We began with
models that ran with much smaller mesh sizes and gradually increased the mesh size while
calculating the force. At a value of 20 nm there was little deviation in the calculated forces,
but for larger mesh sizes the force estimation was found to become unreliable. A 20 nm
mesh size considerably increased the time-performance of our modelling as it depends on
the number of mesh elements, which has a cubic scaling law. An image plot of the ﬁelds
for a 200 nm particle near the centre of the STOF with a 20 nm mesh size is given in Fig.
5.9. The simulations were performed for counter-propagating ﬁelds.
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Figure 5.9: FDTD simulations for the Ex, Ey, Ez, and Enorm ﬁeld components for a 200
nm particle at the centre of a STOF.
5.5 Additional Considerations
5.5.1 Multiple Particle Scattering
As is often the case for optical trapping experiments, the inﬂuence of multiple scatterers
can make analysis more diﬃcult. Light-mediated interactions between particles induce
what is known in the ﬁeld of optical trapping as optical binding eﬀects. In the discussion
on Mie scattering in Chapter 2, a plane wave illuminating a spherical object results in
a scattered electric ﬁeld of non-negligible amplitude. Similarly, superpositions of plane
waves induce scattered ﬁelds. For particles situated near each other, the scattered ﬁelds'
interaction with nearby particles induces forces on the particles as well as producing
secondary scattered ﬁelds. This multiple scattering regime is extremely diﬃcult to de-
termine in three-dimensional systems though some work has been done to quantify the
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eﬀects of such interactions in 1-D by modelling each scatterer as a type of beam splitter
with reﬂected and transmitted components [223].
Figure 5.10: (a) Particle A is kept ﬁxed at a certain position of the standing wave while
particle B is moved away along the z -axis of the trap. (b) Force on particle A as a function
of the separation. (c) Force on particle B as a function of the separation.
Using FDTD analysis it is possible to see how the interactions between particles be-
have. However, the diﬃculty of such calculations dramatically increases with the number
of particles as the parameter space of every possible combination of particle position
within the ﬁeld increases as
(
Nm
Np
)
where Nm is the number of available particle positions
and Np is the number of particles. Here, we perform the calculation for two particles to
quantify their eﬀect on the system.
To simplify the problem, we ﬁx the position of one particle while translating the other
particle along the z -axis of the trap away from the ﬁrst particle. The particles are placed
at the centre of the STOF to keep them away from the walls. From Fig. 5.10 we can see
how the force on each particle varies. The particle which is moving primarily sees the force
of the trap since it is crossing over large changes in the potential landscape. However,
since particle A has its position ﬁxed, it is more susceptible to the small changes induced
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by the re-scattered light. The change in the force felt by particle A can vary by as much
as 4% due to the re-scattered light from particle B. Such binding eﬀects are more visible
in larger particle systems and tend to reduce as the particle size reduces. For 200 nm
particles, we are in an interesting regime where the forces are still present, but their
inﬂuence is reduced. These small changes in the force should be noted since, for multiple
particle trapping, their inﬂuences on the measured trap stiﬀness can be non-negligible.
5.5.2 Thermophoretic Forces
Under certain conditions, it was possible to see the eﬀects of thermally-induced forces
using the slotted ultrathin ﬁbre. Typically, the experiments were performed with low
optical powers and the slot area of the ﬁbre was free from contamination. However,
on occasion the slot region could be either poorly formed during the milling process,
or otherwise obstructed with dust particles. In this case a large amount of heat was
generated at the slot region, thereby introducing a thermal gradient in the surrounding
water. When particles are in the presence of a thermal gradient, they can display a steady
drift velocity on top of their Brownian motion [224]. The magnitude of the drift velocity,
vT ,is characterised as
vT = −DT∇T, (5.4)
where vT is the thermal drift velocity, ∇T is the thermal gradient, and −DT is a thermal
diﬀusion coeﬃcient. It is the thermal diﬀusion coeﬃcient which is important in optical
trapping experiments as it is the deciding factor on whether particles move with or against
thermal gradients. A parameter known as the Soret coeﬃcient, ST = DT/D where D is
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, determines the sign of the particle drift velocity. This parameter
is well known for many materials. For silica particles this parameter is negative, causing
them to congregate at sources of heat.
During our experiments we observed this eﬀect in devices with imperfections at the
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slotted region. The presence of the defect caused heating due to the absorption of the
laser light which propagated through the device. At optical powers greater than 40 mW,
large scale assembly of particles near the slot could be seen. A time series of micrographs
is shown in Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.11: Time series of images showing the eﬀect of thermophoresis. A unidirectional
beam with 40 mW of power was used.
At time t = 0, we can see that the slot is somewhat obstructed by an unknown
contaminant. Additionally, the shape of the slot seems somewhat imperfect near the
right slot edge, though this aberration may be an optical artefact due to the presence
of the contaminant. Greatly increased scattering can be observed in the dark ﬁeld when
contaminants are present. Since we know the optical ﬁelds to be well conﬁned within
the ﬁbre and slotted regions, we can assume that such a large scale assembly of particles
cannot be due to purely optical forces. Rescattered light from the contaminant would also
produce insuﬀucient optical forces to trap 200 nm silica particles. The type of particle
assembly shown in Fig. 5.11 is indicative of thermophoretic trapping [225]. It is important
to know that this eﬀect is only present in our device when there is an imperfection and high
optical powers are used. For well-fabricated devices this eﬀect is not present, even at high
optical powers. This helps to alleviate any fears that the observed trapping might be due
to thermal eﬀects rather than purely optical eﬀects. This is often a source of contention
in optical trapping experiments. We also observed the trapping of polystyrene particles,
which have a positive Soret coeﬃcient causing them to seek equilibrium at regions of low
temperature. This also helps to conﬁrm that the observed trapping was indeed an optical
one.
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The investigation of thermophoretic forces, while a very interesting topic, was not the
focus of this thesis so the eﬀect was not pursued further. It may be worth investigating
in more detail at a later date.
5.6 Results and Trap Analysis
The small dimensions of the STOF make it hard to image the slot adequately without
resorting to SEM imaging, see Fig. 5.12(a). This problem also applies to the much smaller
dimensions of the particles we wish to trap. Fluorescence imaging, see Fig. 5.12(b),
however, allows us to capture live video of the particles' motion; due to the low-light
levels, exposure times of ≈ 70 ms are required to actually image the particles. This
limits our ability to perform Fourier analyses of the visual data since the trap operates at
relatively low trap frequencies, requiring prohibitively long data collection times [226]. We
can, however, track the particles and bin their positions to observe interesting behaviour in
their motion, as shown in Figs. 5.12(e) and (f). With an imaging resolution of 13.3 pixels
per micron we were able to track the particles' positions to a high degree of accuracy.
Gaussian ﬁtting of the positions showed trapping occurs at regular intervals along the
central axis of the STOF. After performing the experiment further SEM images were
taken of the ﬁbres, see Figs. 5.12(c) and (d). Here, we can see that the slotted region
remains intact, allaying any fears that the slot may have collapsed during the experiment,
as well showing that particles were able to enter the slot.
In the bright-ﬁeld, it was diﬃcult to distinguish single particle trapping events from
multiple particle trapping, but ﬂuorescent imaging indicates that typically more than one
particle is trapped. The dynamics of multiple particle trapping may shed some light on the
larger spacing between "stable" trapping positions. Simulations show that two particles
in the trap have non-negligible interactions over distances of ≈ 1 µm and this may explain
the observation of stable trapping positions which are multiples of the approximately 350
nm standing wave separation, λ/2neff , where neff is the eﬀective refractive index, as
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Figure 5.12: (a) SEM image of a STOF. (b) Microscope image of a trapped ﬂuorescent
particle with an outline of the STOF for clarity. (c) and (d) show SEM images of the ﬁbre
after the experiment was performed. Particles can be seen inside the slot was well as on
the surface. (e) Particle position versus time along the z -axis of the STOF. The particle
is seen to spend most of its time near the slot centre. Each pixel was found to correspond
to a 100 nm × 100 nm area and Gaussian ﬁts to the particle centre enable high resolution
tracking. (f): Histogram of the particle positions given in (e) showing bunching at regular
intervals.
evident from the histogram in Fig. 5.12(f).
The unrestricted motion of Brownian particles leads to a characteristic 1/f 2 noise
spectrum. In contrast, for a trapped particle, the power spectral density (PSD) follows
a Lorentzian distribution, A/[f 2 + f 2c ], which is derived from the Langevin equations of
motion [39]. Log-log plots of these data allow one to visually interpret this Lorenztian
lineshape as the combination of two regimes, which overlap at the corner frequency, fc. All
frequencies higher than fc can be viewed as the unbound motion of free Brownian particles,
which behaves as 1/f 2, while everything below this value represents the restricted motion
of the trapped particles.
Throughout our experiments we recorded the transmission through the STOF during
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Table 5.2: Trap stiﬀnesses for varying input powers
Trap Stiﬀness 2 mW 5mW 10 mW
k˜x 28 fN µm−1 69 fN µm−1 138 fN µm−1
ky 102 fN µm−1 255 fN µm−1 510 fN µm−1
kz 202 fN µm−1 510 fN µm−1 1020 fN µm−1
keff 78 fN µm−1 124 fN µm−1 176 fN µm−1
trapping and non-trapping events. Analysing the power spectral density of this signal
can be diﬃcult when low trap frequencies are considered (Fig. 5.13). Additionally, our
detected signal is coupled to the three non-degenerate trap stiﬀnesses and it is diﬃcult to
distinguish between single-particle and multiple-particle trapping; this adds more noise to
the detected signal. To overcome some of these issues, we opted for autocorrelation mea-
surements which are analogous to the PSD, but do not suﬀer from some of the associated
measurement problems. Data was taken in 50 s intervals at a sample rate of 2 kHz. The
autocorellation data, given in Fig. 5.13(b), exhibits a not quite exponential decay rate,
as would be expected for a clean optical trap.
The introduction of "random" forces, can alter the lineshape [227]. We expect the
interactions of multiple particles, as well as the motions of the slot walls in the particle
solution, to be sources of these 'random' forces. Despite these random contributions, the
trap stiﬀnesses are seen to increase proportionally to the input powers, as determined by
closest exponential ﬁts to the data. The increase is directly proportional to the input
laser power, see Fig. 5.13(c), and the experiment yielded results which were of the same
magnitude as the expected theoretical values, given in Table 5.2. If we instead take the
root mean square value for the power to adjust for the losses along the ﬁbre and use this
power to calculate kx, ky, and kz and then average these contributions we arrive at an
eﬀective spring constant, keff ,
keff =
√
2
P
(kx + ky + kz)
3
, (5.5)
where P is the power at the input of the STOF. Consideration of multiple particle in-
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Figure 5.13: (a) Power spectrum density of the transmitted signal for 5 mW of trapping
power. A corner frequency of 0.6 Hz is measured.(b) Autocorrelation signals at 2 mW,
5 mW and 10 mW. The observed decrease in the slope of the autocorrelation signal at
diﬀerent powers indicates a linear increase in trap strength with power as is expected.
(c) Plot of the spring constant as determined using the autocorrelation measurement vs.
the power in the trapping beams. The subsequent plot is linear with respect to power as
predicted.
teractions and surface-particle interactions such as the Faxen corrections would reduce
this value further. We assume that the longitudinal trap stiﬀness, kz, may have a smaller
contribution to the eﬀective trap strength and we note that removing this value from our
average signiﬁcantly bridges the gap between the experimental and theoretical values.
Following the experiment SEM images of the device were taken as well as allowing us
conﬁrm that particles could diﬀuse into the slot region of the STOF it also allowed us to
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Figure 5.14: SEM image of ﬂuorescent particles with a stated diameter of 200 nm on
an MgF2 substrate combined with an overlay showing the particle boundaries in yellow.
check the size distribution of the ﬂuorescent particles. Using imaging software we were
able to determine the sizes of the particles. A mean diameter of 161±11 nm was found
5.14. This is much smaller than the stated diameters of 200 nm4. The polydisperity index
for the particle solution was given as 0.2. This is a measure of the square of the width
of the Gaussian describing the diameter distribution to the square of the mean of the
Gaussian (PDI = [width/mean]2). This discrepancy in the diameter was not included in
the simulations as all the simulation work had been done before the experiment though we
may expect this to lower the expected trap stiﬀnesses helping to bring the experimental
and theoretical values closer together. Since the force has an r3 dependence we can expect
the total force to trap as a cube of the ratio between the stated and measured diameters
(≈ 50%).
5.7 Conclusion
The previous chapter discussed how one could theoretically design an ultrathin ﬁbre with
a slot to trap atoms. While an interesting topic in and of itself, without any method of
fabrication any discussion about the device would be pointless. Here we have shown that
we can not only fabricate nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbres but that we could do so with
4http://www.micromod.de/pdf/aktuell/40-00-202_tds_en.pdf
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a high degree of precision and still maintain a high transmission. This is a vital step
towards the realisation of an atom trap using such a device. The creation of the device is
an important part of this chapter, but, the creation of the technique to reliably fabricate
such structures in ultrathin ﬁbres is a much more important achievement. The literature
outlines a number of similar techniques to create structures in ultrathin ﬁbres [92, 218].
However, these techniques are dirty and generally irreproducible without a large invest-
ment in time and manpower. Our addition of an ITO coating to the fabrication process
allowed us to produce nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbres with a high success rate. Of course,
much of this success comes with experience in the ﬁeld, but we believe the technique can
be easily adopted by many groups worldwide provided they have the equipment at hand.
Here, we have shown deﬁnitively that a nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbre can be used
to trap 100 and 200 nm dielectric particles. In some ways it is more challenging to trap
colloidal dielectric particles than cold atomic gases. The environment is much noisier,
scattering plays a larger role, larger potential depths are required, and it is more diﬃcult
to isolate the system from external contaminants. The unique trapping geometry we have
shown here which conﬁnes particles, and perhaps atoms in the future, within the slot
leads us to believe that spectroscopic measurements are also possible by passing probe
beams of diﬀerent wavelengths through the ultrathin ﬁbre while simultaneously record-
ing the transmission or captured ﬂuorescence at the output ﬁbre pigtail. A substantial
improvement to earlier work, such as the self-organisation of atoms along nanophotonic
waveguides [228], should also be possible since light coupling into the STOF is increased
compared to for standard optical nanoﬁbres.
Chapter 6
Plasmon Enhanced Ultrathin Fibres
Plasmonic devices have been extensively used in the trapping and manipulation of par-
ticles with submicron dimensions. This topic has been thoroughly discussed in the in-
troduction of this thesis. Combining plasmonic structures with an ultrathin optical ﬁbre
would provide large local ﬁeld enhancements over a bare ultrathin ﬁbre alone, either as
an | E2 | increase in the ﬁeld when dealing with surface plasmon polaritons or an increase
which is proportional to the ﬁgure-of-merit (FOM), i.e. (Re(n2m)/Im(n
2
m).), for the case
of localised surface plasmons. The process of combining these two techniques is a diﬃcult
task. Conventional lithographic techniques are diﬃcult to work with on glass substrates,
let alone the curved surface of an ultrathin ﬁbre. The problems previously associated
with etching structures on dielectric materials also arise here, but with additional factors.
Electron beam lithography is often done 'blind', where no direct imaging of the surface is
performed other than using a laser to determine the height from the surface. This makes
it exceedingly diﬃcult to locate the waist region of an ultrathin ﬁbre, eﬀectively ruling
out a lithographic technique requiring the use of a photoresist. Alternative approaches
that allow imaging during structuring have been investigated. For example, a plasmonic
bowtie-aperture has been etched at the end-face of an ultrathin optical ﬁbre half taper.
Since this was on the end-face, rather than the surface of a ﬁbre, some of the advan-
tages that come with using an optical ﬁbre are lost, primarily the ability to collect the
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light which has propagated through the ﬁbre which can be used to monitor the state of
the system. Groups have worked on this by scattering plasmonically active objects over
an ultrathin ﬁbre [123, 124], and then investigating the absorption spectra using various
techniques. Unfortunately, this is a highly non-deterministic process, which results in
gold nanorods with random alignments and orientations on the ﬁbre surface.
In this chapter, we show how plasmonic devices can be written directly onto the surface
of an ultrathin ﬁbre with a high degree of control and accuracy using a technique called
electron beam induced deposition (EBID). Using EBID, a small array of elongated gold
nanodisk dimers at the central waist region of a 5 µm ﬁbre were created. Rather than
bulk modiﬁcation of the ﬁbre waist itself, the inclusion of plasmonic structures to the
surface allows for hotspots with submicron dimensions at very precise locations along the
ﬁbre waist. This could be used to trap particles and also has potential uses in surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy due to the plasmonic nature.
6.1 Design and Fabrication
The design of the plasmonic structure was chosen with the consideration of a few con-
straints. Firstly, the plasmonic peak of the structure should be accessible using a Ti:Sapphire
laser. This limited the scope to 700 nm1000 nm. We decided on a gold nanodisk-like
structure with a 3:1 aspect ratio and a large plasmonic peak at 800 nm in water, as il-
lustrated later in simulation work. To increase the active area of the device, and to also
prove the concept of designing custom plasmonic structures on a ﬁbre, an array of such
structures, with a small gap between the rods along their long axis, and a larger gap along
the shorter axis, was considered. Such an array is depicted in Fig. 6.1.
The larger gap distance was chosen to be approximately equal to the Bragg spacing
of 800 nm light in water. The shorter gap between the elongated gold nanodisks causes
the resonance to shift slightly due to the dipole-dipole interaction between them and also
results in a more signiﬁcant hot spot. The larger array size also makes it easier to locate
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Figure 6.1: Elongated gold nano disk dimers patterned on the surface of an MNF. Fibre
diameter 5 µm/
the structure using conventional microscopy techniques and, hence, perform measurements
on the array. The exact dimensions of the gold dimer array are given in Fig. 6.2. We
chose a major axis size of 210 nm and a minor axis size of 60 nm. Post fabrication, we
found the minor axis length to be closer to 70 nm.
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Figure 6.2: Layout used to create the elongated gold nanodisk dimer.
6.1.1 Electron Beam Induced Deposition
To deposit a gold structure on a dielectric ﬁbre the EBID method was used. In EBID,
or focussed-electron-beam-induced deposition (FEBID), as it is sometimes referred to, is
a direct-write technique which can produced precise structures on a substrate. EBID or
FEBID is performed by using a focussed electron beam to decompose precursor molecules
adsorbed on a surface. The precursors used for gold are often organic in nature and this
can be a problem. The abundance of organic material results in structures with poor
conductivity. However, it was shown by a number of groups [229, 230] that, if one uses
a common precursor gas, in our case dimethylgold-acetylacetonate (C7H13AuO2), post-
processing treatments can dramatically increase the quality of the deposited gold. This
can be done via annealing the sample at high temperatures or through oxygen plasma
cleaning. Either treatment can result in exceptionally high Au fractions (>70%) [229, 230]
as measured by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). We opted for oxygen plasma
cleaning since we had access to such a system in our university and it was the recommended
option from our collaborators at FEI. Typically, the gas precursor is brought near the
sample surface via a capillary tube and, in the focus of the electron beam, the adsorbed
precursor molecules are dissociated followed by a desorption process. A more in-depth
review of the ﬁeld can be found here [231]. After deposition and post-processing the
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remaining gold forms a polycrystalline structure.
The fabrication of the device was performed by the group of Dr. Hans Mulder of FEI.
While the technique has been around for some time now, the application to plasmonic
structures is still a relatively unexplored ﬁeld, hence the interest of FEI in working with
us.
6.1.2 FEM Simulations
We modelled the structure at a planar glass-air interface as shown in Fig. 6.3. This
was used to determine the approximate wavelengths of the plasmon resonances in air.
The ultimate goal would be to excite the devices in a water environment, but, due to
the limited quantity of manufactured devices by FEI (quantity:2) we were hesitant to
introduce them into a water environment which could contaminate the devices over a
much shorter time frame. Future plans do involve investigating the trapping ability of
these devices. We chose to ﬁnally model the structures using the FEM rather than
the FDTD method for two reasons. Firstly, a rather ﬁne mesh is needed to accurately
model plasmonic nanostructures and the dynamic meshing ability of COMSOL proved
to be more memory eﬃcient. Secondly, COMSOL permits the empirical values of the
permittivity of gold to be used in the simulation while CrystalWave, the FDTD software,
required the use of approximating models such as the Lorentz-Drude or Debye models.
Given the relatively low mesh around the gold nanostructure, we were often left with
best approximation functions to the permittivity which varied as much as 15% from the
true value. COMSOL also has a well-developed system for analysing data post-simulation,
allowing us to easily extract it. In the model, given in Fig. 6.3, a plane wave propagating
in the positive z -direction, was used to excite the structure from below. A polarisation
value of 0o corresponded to polarisation along the x -direction, while 90o corresponded to
a polarisation along the y-direction. This polarisation convention is used in all of the
following ﬁgures.
The FEM simulations show peaks in the transmission spectra; these can be shifted
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Figure 6.3: Layout used in the FEM simulation using COMSOL. The 3D image shows
the three diﬀerent materials used in the simulation. We ignore the eﬀects of the < 5 nm
ITO layer. The entire structure was surrounded by a perfectly matching layer to remove
reﬂections at the boundaries.
slightly by adjusting the distance between adjacent gold nanodisks due to the eﬀect pre-
viously discussed in Section 2.4.3. A further shift can be achieved by changing the ratio
between the major and minor axes of the elliptical structures. The results of the sim-
ulations are given in Section 6.2.3. The important peaks in the transmission spectra of
the device can be attributed to the two modes shown in Fig. 6.4, corresponding, to the
longitudinal and transverse modes of the gold dimers.
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Figure 6.4: COMSOL simulation of a gold dimer on silica substrate for two orthogonal
polarisations. A plane wave was used to illuminate the structures from below.
6.2 Characterisation
6.2.1 SEM Imaging
A test sample was prepared on a ﬂat silicon substrate to determine the deposition pa-
rameters. An SEM image of this is given in Fig. 6.5(a), showing a deposition with good
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resolution, agreeing well with the proposed design. Figure 6.5(b) shows the same pat-
tern deposited on a 5 µm microﬁbre and post treated with the oxygen plasma cleaning
technique mentioned early. In this image, we can see that the structure is somewhat less
deﬁned, though some of the discrepancy can be linked to the poor imaging conditions.
Signiﬁcant charging-like eﬀects can be seen in the image as bright white spots. Deposition
on glass is diﬃcult for the very same reasons outlined in Chapter 5 with regards to the
focussed ion beam milling of silica ﬁbres, namely the excessive charge build-up in the
dielectric material.
Figure 6.5: SEM images from FEI of the gold nanodisk structures.
Upon receipt of the devices from FEI, we performed SEM analyses at OIST. Unfortu-
nately, of the two samples received only one was of a good quality. Sample 1 is shown in
Fig. 6.6. Here, we can see a uniform structure which is well aligned with the axis of the
ﬁbre. This sample was not oxygen plasma cleaned.
The second sample can be seen in Fig. 6.7. In Fig. 6.7(a) we see that the ﬁbre waist
is not uniform near the plasmonic structure and a slight bend in the ﬁbre is visible. Such
ﬁbre defects were observed when high electron beam voltages and currents were used,
typically for voltages in excess of 10 kV. We believe this to be the source of the strange
depression on the ﬁbre surface, shown in more detail in Fig. 6.7(b) where the structure
was imaged at an acute angle with respect to the plane of the device.
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Figure 6.6: SEM images of the gold nanorod structures. Images were taken after exten-
sive use, hence the presence of small dust particles. A higher resolution image was not
possible due to signiﬁcant charge build-up during the SEM imaging.
Figure 6.7: SEM images of the gold nanorod structures. (a) A slight bend in the ﬁbre
can be seen with a small indentation visible near the structured region; (b) The large
depression formed during fabrication.
6.2.2 Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy and Oxygen Plasma
Treatment
To characterise the fabricated device, we needed to know the relative ratio of carbon to
gold in it. This can help us to understand how well the post deposition oxygen treatment
puriﬁed the gold precursor. For this, we performed energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). EDS measurements rely on the detection of X-rays emitted from atoms when
electrons from higher energy shells move to lower energy shells. These "hole" states are
generated either through bombardment with X-rays or high energy electrons. We used
a beam of electrons to liberate the inner shell electrons as the EDS sensor is integrated
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in a Quanta SEM. Individual atom isotopes have characteristic X-ray lines which can
be used to identify them. This technique can often be problematic, since some atoms
have overlapping lines. However, our devices are relatively clean systems with known
elements present. The most abundant elements are silicon, oxygen, carbon, and gold.
Trace amounts of other elements are present.
We performed the EDS measurement on a ﬁbre which had been oxygen plasma treated
and spectra are given in Fig. 6.8. The spectrum with the black line is for the ITO coated
ultrathin ﬁbre alone. Here, we can see the presence of indium from the ITO coating at
approximately 3.35 keV, indicating that the EDS process can detect even a 5 nm layer
of ITO. Gold is diﬃcult to measure using EDS since it has many X-ray lines. This is
evident in the broadness of the Au peak. Because of this, it is diﬃcult to quantitatively
compare the ratio of carbon to oxygen directly. Instead, we hoped to compare the spectra
before and after oxygen treatment to see the relative change in the carbon peak. Figure
6.8 shows the the EDS spectrum of the second sample, which had already been oxygen
plasma treated. We compared the EDS spectrum of just the ITO-coated silica ﬁbre to
that of the section of ﬁbre containing the gold structures. We can see a rather large,
broad peak at ≈ 2.2 keV corresponding to gold. Unfortunately, further imaging with the
EDS process resulted in destruction of the ﬁbre. A beam voltage of 20 kV proved to be
too intense and cleaved the ﬁbre at the imaging spot. Because of this we were hesitant to
analyse the remaining sample with this technique.
Figure 6.8: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurement on an ultrathin ﬁbre
plasmonic structure. The black line shows the EDS spectrum of the gold structures while
the orange histogram shows the spectrum on the gold structures.
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Despite this, we were able to glean some important facts from the EDS spectra. We
see that there is a large amount of gold present and this level of purity should allow for
plasmonic activity. We can use this spectrum as a benchmark for future studies. We can
also see that the presence of the structure does not seem to inﬂuence the silica and oxygen
ratios of the plain ﬁbre itself.
Sample 1 was oxygen treated in a Plasma Prep III Plasma Asher for 5 minutes at 100
W. A signiﬁcant change in the spectra before and after treatment was observed.
6.2.3 Absorption Measurements
To detect the presence of the gold nanorod array on the surface of the optical ﬁbre a
microspectrophotometer (CRAIC 20/30 PV) was used. This piece of equipment combines
a microscope, broadband light sources, and high resolution spectrometers to allow the
transmission and reﬂectance spectra of a sample to be accurately recorded. This is further
enhanced by the use of pinhole apertures, which can collect light from precise locations in
the sample. Using a 100x objective we were able to pinpoint the location of the structure
on the waist region of the ultrathin ﬁbre and determine the transmission and reﬂection
spectra for the nanorod array. The sample shown in Fig. 6.6 was analysed twice; once
before plasma treatment and once following the plasma treatment. The absorption spectra
are given in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10
We can see a major change in the absorption spectrum of the device after the plasma
treatment. This change can be attributed to an increase in the purity level of the gold
nanostructures. The pre-treated structure exhibits some scattering behaviour with little
polarisation dependence, whereas the post-treated structure exhibits a large polarisation
dependence typical of plasmonic structures. The CRAIC system uses both Si and InGaAs
detectors to measure light levels in the visible and NIR, respectively. The region over
which the detectors switch is at 850 nm, leading to slight discontinuity in the spectrum
at that region so it was best avoided.
The simulations agree qualitatively with the obtained data, see Fig. 6.11, though
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Figure 6.9: Absorption spectra for the gold nanodisk array on the surface of an ultrathin
ﬁbre prior to oxygen plasma cleaning, taken using a microphotospectrometer with a 0.8
µm by 0.8 µm aperture size.
Figure 6.10: Absorption spectra for the gold nanodisk array on the surface of an ultra-
thin ﬁbre after oxygen plasma cleaning, taken using a microphotospectrometer with a 0.8
µm by 0.8 µm aperture size.
the positions of the peaks are red-shifted. Deviations from theory are expected for a
number of reasons. The position of the peaks is largely dependent on the aspect ratio
of the ellipses, which can be hard to determine from the SEM images, see Fig. 6.6.
Additionally, the exact purity of the gold ﬁlm is hard to determine, meaning that the
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values for the permittivity of gold used in the simulations may not agree well with the
actual values of the material. There is also the possibility of a thin, continuous gold ﬁlm
remaining on the surface which may introduce surface plasmon polaritons. In Fig. 6.7(b)
one can easily see the residual gold forming a halo around the plasmonic gold dimer array.
One would assume the eﬀect of this layer to be negligible, but it should not be removed
from consideration. The simulations, shown in Fig. 6.11, predict a large peak at ≈ 1000
nm for polarisation parallel to the long axis of the elliptical structures, corresponding to
the longitudinal mode shown in the top image of Fig. 6.4, while, for light perpendicular
to the long axis of the elliptical structures, we see a peak at 600 nm, and a smaller peak
at 400 nm. The 400 nm peak may correspond to the gap plasmon formed between the two
components of the gold dimer. As with all plasmonic simulations, the wavelengths can be
shifted and toyed with by varying parameters such as the thickness, shape, and separation
of the disks. However, the beneﬁt of altering the model to ﬁt obtained data is questionable.
We believe that the model used closely matches the parameters we determined from SEM
imaging, although the thickness of the gold layer is diﬃcult to estimate. The greatest
deviations probably arise from the values used as the permittivity of gold in the models.
We used the values given by Rakíc et al. [232], but, due to the questionable gold purity,
one could expect large deviations from the permittivity of a pure gold structure.
6.3 Conclusions
Accurately producing plasmonic structures on glass substrates is a diﬃcult task and here
we showed how one could write a plasmonic structure directly on the surface of a micron-
sized optical ﬁbre. This is an important step forward. Unlike the work in Chapter 5,
which sought to push the boundaries of ultrathin optical ﬁbres through increasing the
evanescent ﬁeld alone, in this chapter, we sought to sidestep the problem by adding
elements directly to the surface of the ﬁbre. Many groups have sought to plasmonically
modify ultrathin ﬁbres as was discussed earlier, but, to-date, no group has been able to
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Figure 6.11: The spectra for light scattered from a single gold dimer for various polar-
isations. Two polarisation dependent peaks are located at approximately 600 and 1000
nm, corresponding to the transverse and longitudinal plasmonic modes, respectively.
write, in a controlled manner, plasmonic structures onto the curved face of an ultrathin
ﬁbre to our knowledge.
Perhaps the most exciting outcome of this chapter was that the fabrication process was
successful. We can foresee many applications of this technique, such as the production of
plasmonic structures with chiral scattering properties, as well as creating more traditional
trapping structures on the ultrathin ﬁbre, such as bowtie nano apertures. Unlike the
previous modiﬁcations, plasmonic modiﬁcations provide an E2 enhancement of the ﬁeld.
This is a much more eﬃcient process for increasing the local electric ﬁeld which would
allow for particle trapping with very low input powers. Some future work would involve
reducing the ﬁbre diameter to allow more light in the evanescent ﬁeld thereby providing
a stronger interaction with the gold dimer array.
Chapter 7
Fresnel Microlens Array for Atom
Trapping
Aside from ﬁbre-based work, our group had previously proposed trapping neutral atoms
using Fresnel diﬀraction at a thin aperture [233]. During the early stages of my PhD
work (conducted as a student of the University College Cork and at the Tyndall National
Institute, Cork, Ireland), fabrication methods to combine the Fresnel microlens with an
atom chip were explored [233]. Atom trapping is an area of interest in the physics com-
munity, something we have discussed at length throughout this thesis. In the early stages
of cold atom experiments, attention was paid to ensure that atoms would stay within a
certain region of the vacuum chamber, but, as techniques advanced, novel methods of
trapping atoms emerged. Trapping atoms in a cloud via the use of a MOT, useful when
large numbers of cold atoms are required, has become a straightforward process. By now,
there are numerous trapping conﬁgurations e.g. 2-D lattices using counter propagating
beams, mirror MOTs [234], pyramidal mirror MOTs [235] and atom chips [236, 237], to
mention but a few.
Our atom chip design aimed to combine existing techniques, namely mirror MOTs,
U-chips and Z-chips, with a Fresnel atom microlens. The purpose of the atom chip is to
trap atoms extremely close to a surface (< 2 µm) to investigate surface eﬀects. This atom
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trap proposal has generated some interest from the quantum information community due
to its potential for large arrays of single occupancy trapping sites [238, 239].
Note that this work does not involve the use of ultrathin optical ﬁbres as it was
undertaken at an early stage while still in Ireland.
7.1 Fresnel Atom Microlens
In summary, the Fresnel atom microlens [240] uses the electric ﬁeld generated by the
diﬀraction of laser light through micron-sized apertures, which have been patterned into
a gold layer on the surface of a borosilicate wafer to create an optical trap for cold neutral
atoms, see Fig. 7.1. The Fresnel atom microlens operates on the basis of diﬀraction optics
as described in the following.
Figure 7.1: Representation of a Fresnel microlens array with individual trapping sites.
7.1.1 Wave Diﬀraction Optics
Wave diﬀraction optics has been studied quite rigorously since the 17th century and
although huge advances have been made in optics, the basic laws that govern how classi-
cal light propagates have essentially remained unchanged since Christiaan Huygens and
Augustin-Jean Fresnel proposed their theory of light as a wave.
There are many diﬀerent theories that can be used to solve problems in diﬀraction,
but the applicability of these theories depends on the situation in which they are to be
used. Kirchhoﬀ's diﬀraction theory is often used to solve such problems, but it becomes
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inaccurate as we approach the plane of the aperture. To determine the electric ﬁeld closer
to the plane of an aperture the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (R-S) integrals can be used, although
it should be noted that neither theory is appropriate for solving the ﬁeld at the plane of
the aperture. For planes far from the aperture the Kirchhoﬀ and R-S theories are equal,
leading to the commonly held belief that the R-S theory is somewhat superior since it is
"manifestly consistent" over a wider range of distances from the aperture surface than
the standard Kirchhoﬀ theory. The R-S theory requires an aperture which only varies in
two dimensions to be valid. The R-S integral, E(ρ, z), is given as
E(ρ, z) =
E0
2pi
∫ ∫ (
1
R
− ik
)
z
R
exp(ikR)
R
dx′dy′, (7.1)
where R is the distance from the aperture plane to a point P at some distance from the
aperture and E0 is the input ﬁeld. For a circular aperture, it is simpler to change the
integral in Eqn. 7.1 to polar coordinates over the area of the aperture, such that
E(ρ, z) =
E0
2pi
∫ a
0
∫ 2pi
0
(
1
R
− ik
)
z
R
exp(ikR)
R
dϕρ′dρ′, (7.2)
where R =
√
z2 − ρ2 + ρ′2 + 2ρρ′cos(ϕ), ϕ = φ−φ′ is the relative angular coordinate and
ρ is the radial coordinate.
7.1.2 Atom Potential
We have already discussed the trapping of atoms in an electric ﬁeld in Chapter 2, so we
need not discuss the theory deeply here. Instead, we shift our focus to the speciﬁc problem
at hand, namely the Fresnel aperture atom trap. This theory was originally developed by
other group members [233]. The atom trapping eﬀect is only signiﬁcant if the apertures
have a radius, a, comparable to that of the wavelength of light used, λ, as determined by
the Fresnel Number, Nf = a2/(λzm) ≈ 1. zm is a characteristic vertical distance from the
aperture to the maximum of the electric ﬁeld intensity. Using this, we can estimate an
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appropriate aperture radius of a = 1.5λ. For values of NF  1 Fraunhofer or Kirchhoﬀ
diﬀraction can be applied.
The atom trap discussed here is a one-colour, red-detuned trap. For a single Fresnel
microtrap, a single atom will see a potential, U , given as
U = −U0 |E|
E20
, (7.3)
where U0 = (−3γE20)/(8 |δ| k3). The solution of this equation is typically non-analytical,
but if only the on-axis solutions are required they can be determined. The expansion of
the integrand in Eqn. 7.2 for ρ  a is quite cumbersome so we omit the details here.
The full derivation can be found in [240]. In summary, the integrand is broken down
appropriately since only on-axis terms are required and the higher order terms in the
resulting expansion are omitted. The ﬁnal result for the potential, U(ρ, z), is
U(ρ, z) =− U0
(
1 +
z2
R2a
− 2z
Ra
cos[k(Ra − z)]
− k
2a2zρ2
2R3a
[
(
1− 3
k2R2a
)( z
Ra
− cos[k(Ra − z)]
)
+
3
kRa
sin[k(Ra − z)]
)
,
(7.4)
where Ra =
√
a2 + z2. This potential has a minimum at z = zm ≈ 1.46a deﬁned by the
transcendental equation
cos[k(Ra − z)− χ] = a
2z2
(a2 + z2)3/2
1
(A+B)1/2
, (7.5)
which allows us to pick a suitable aperture radius of 1.5λ.
To get a clearer picture of what is happening, and to allow us to fully characterise
the trap, a numerical solution of Eqn. 7.2 was sought using Mathematica's Monte Carlo
NIntegrate method. To determine the minimum potential depth value along z, i.e. above
the aperture, for a ﬁxed aperture size, a surface plot of the potential for varying values of
ρ and z was created, see Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Fresnel atom trap potential along central axis. A clear minimum can be
seen at z = 1.46a.
By inspection of Fig. 7.3, we can see how the potential evolves as we move further away
from the surface of the chip. For a value of z = 1.5a, Fig. 7.3(b), a rather sharp, deep
potential is produced. Closer to the surface the potential is shallower, due to the value of
ρ-independent terms in Eqn. 7.4 (the ﬁrst three terms) increasing in value towards z=0.
As we move further from the surface, a roughly harmonic potential is maintained, but the
depth gradually decreases due to the increasing ratio of the z/Ra terms in Eqn. 7.4. The
trap depth near the surface is adequate to trap atoms, but, since the potential rapidly
drops oﬀ as we move away from the surface, the loading of the trap may be problematic.
In order to rectify this problem, a combination atom chip using U- and Z-chips is required.
7.1.3 U- & Z-chips
In order to draw atoms gradually closer to the atom chip surface, we propose a combination
of U- and Z-chips. U- and Z-chips are current carrying wires in diﬀerent conﬁgurations
which resemble the shapes of the letters U and Z (Fig. 7.4).
A single Fresnel atom lens creates a stable potential at a height of approximately 1.5
µm above the aperture. U- and Z-chips can produce stable traps as far as a few millimetres
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Figure 7.3: Fresnel atom trap potential for three diﬀerent z -planes. (a) z = 0.5a, (b) z
= 1.5a, and (c) z = 5a. The depth of the potential is much deeper at z = 1.5a, agreeing
with earlier data.
from the surface of the wires [236]. The trap is formed by combining the magnetic ﬁeld
generated from the current carrying wires, as determined using the Biot-Savart law, with
a bias ﬁeld. This combination produces a magnetic ﬁeld with a well-deﬁned minimum.
U-shaped wires and Z-shaped wires have similar magnetic ﬁeld magnitudes, but a very
diﬀerent ﬁeld distribution; this is not apparent when the total B-ﬁeld is viewed. If we
instead look at the three components of the ﬁelds we ﬁnd some important diﬀerences, see
Fig. 7.5, even at large distances. These diﬀerences carry over to the types of trapping
potentials which can be obtained. For U-chips, due to the wire geometry, when an ap-
propriate bias-ﬁeld is applied, a quadrupole trap with a minimum B-ﬁeld norm of zero is
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Figure 7.4: (a) and (b) U- and Z-wire trap designs respectively. (c) and (d) example
ﬁelds generated from U- and Z-wires at a height of 0.5 m above the wires. Large values
for the distances were chosen to give better visual representations of the ﬁelds.
produced. Z-chips, however, can have potentials which do not have a minimum of zero.
These traps are more commonly referred to as Ioﬀe-Pritchard traps and are preferred
for ultracold atoms in Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) since they help to reduce the
losses due to Majorana spin ﬂips. For U-chips, the literature often represents the total
ﬁeld, Btot = BUchip +Bbias, without the additional ﬁelds from the two 'arms' of the chip.
Instead, only the central bar of the U-chip is modelled. This is not an adequate approx-
imation for chips with mm-scale dimensions. A comparison of the simple model versus
the complete model is given in Fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.5: Top: The ﬁeld for a Z-shaped wire. Bottom: The ﬁeld of a U-shaped wire.
Simulations were performed for the same conditions as Fig. 7.4.
Z-chips are typically modelled in full so this does not pose a problem. This slight
displacement in the y-direction is important in this application since it may aﬀect the
atom loading of the Fresnel lenses since the trap will be formed preferentially above the
Frensel microlens array rather than directly above the U- or Z-shaped wire of the atom-
chip.
7.1.4 Fabrication
As the name atom-chip might imply, they are fabricated using a lithography technique on
a wafer substrate. This design and fabrication work was conducted in Tyndall National
Institute with the assistance of the microfabrication engineering staﬀ. Initially, a quartz
material was chosen as the substrate for the device due to its high transmission in the
NIR range. However, a 200 mm diameter quartz wafer was diﬃcult to obtain so we had to
opt for a borosilicate wafer. Borosilicate, more commonly known by its commercial name
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Figure 7.6: (a) Magnetic ﬁeld versus the distance from the trap surface when the chip is
approximated as a straight wire. Here, the minimum is located directly above the central
bar of the U-chip. (b) Model of a full chip. The required bias ﬁelds are diﬀerent and the
trap minimum is displaced in the y-direction by as much as 40 µm depending on the bias
ﬁeld.
of Pyrex, also has a high transmission value for the region of interest. Gold was chosen as
the material for the Fresnel apertures, as well as the U- and Z-shaped wires. This choice
was decided upon after considering a few factors: (1) Gold is relatively easy to work with
in lithographic device fabrication, (2) gold is highly reﬂective, which is necessary since we
intend to also use the device as a reﬂective surface for the creation of a mirror-MOT, and
(3) gold is highly conductive allowing us to print wires directly in the gold layer. The
AutoCAD layout for the wafer, along with a single element is given in Fig. 7.7.
Any single device is symmetric under 180◦ rotations. On either side of the cental
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Figure 7.7: Left: Atom-chip layout for full wafer. Right: Single element of the wafer.
Apertures not shown due to the large number of elements (> 100,000). The ﬁnal device
also had large bond-pads at the ends of each of the wires to allow electrical connectivity.
Here, only the wires are highlighted in gold. In reality the entire device is covered in gold
with the obvious exceptions of the apertures and the insulating gaps between the U- and
Z-shaped wires.
bar of the Z-wire, there are two U-shaped wires and a large array of Fresnel microlenses.
Sixteen diﬀerent Fresnel microlens array conﬁgurations were created with varying pitches
between the Fresnel microlens arrays as well as diﬀerent radii. Each chip was labelled
uniquely in the bottom right-hand corner.
Table 7.1: Device parameters
Device number Array size Radius (µm) Pitch (µm) Distance from edge (µm)
1 500x323 1.20 4.80 11.20
2 500x431 1.20 3.60 10.00
3 400x259 1.20 6.00 10.00
4 350x216 1.20 7.20 10.00
5 500x369 1.40 4.20 11.20
6 400x277 1.40 5.60 11.20
7 400x222 1.40 7.00 10.50
8 350x158 1.40 8.40 11.20
9 500x323 1.60 4.80 11.20
10 400x243 1.60 6.40 9.60
11 300x195 1.60 8.00 12.00
12 250x162 1.60 9.60 11.20
13 350x216 1.80 7.20 10.00
14 300x195 2.00 8.00 8.00
15 300x173 1.80 9.00 10.00
16 250x156 2.00 10.00 9.00
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The devices were fabricated using electron beam lithography, gold sputtering, and
gold lift-oﬀ techniques1. First, the wafer was coated with a photoresist (SPR220). Next,
the pattern, given in Fig. 7.7, was lithographically etched using an electron-beam. The
untreated resist was then removed and a sputter deposition process created a 200 nm
layer of gold across the entire device. A lift-oﬀ process was subsequently used to remove
the unwanted gold leaving the patterned device behind. Since current carrying wires are
prone to large heating eﬀects, wires of 200 nm thickness would not survive the relatively
high currents required, often as large as 1A, hence, electroplating was used in the ﬁnal
step to raise the thickness of the U- and Z-shaped wires.
After fabrication, the atom chips were mounted on a speciﬁcally fabricated printed
circuit board (PCB), see Fig. 7.8. The mount was created to allow direct handling of the
devices as well as providing ease-of-access to the U- and Z-shaped wires through the use
of larger bond-pads. A photograph of the ﬁnished device is given in Fig. 7.9.
SEM imaging shows that the apertures were well formed using the lift-oﬀ process, see
Fig. 7.10. The separation of the wires after the electroplating process was very close
to the expected gap of 16 µm. The initial gap was much larger since the electroplating
process raises the thickness of the wires in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The
wire thickness was estimated to be 4 µm, which seems to agree with the SEM imaging
results shown in Fig. 7.10(d).
7.2 Reﬂection Spectra
To ensure that the device could transmit light and that the lift-oﬀ process was successful
a measure of the devices reﬂection spectrum was performed. We again used the CRAIC
Microphotspectrometer system at OIST. The reﬂection spectrum of a device is given in
Fig. 7.11. This was performed for device number 7 as given in Table 7.1. A section of the
1The fabrication work itself was performed by Richard Murphy, Thomas Healy and Dan O'Connell
of the Tyndall National Institute. They contributed in some way to the chip design either through
converting the original CAD design to the appropriate format or with the actual fabrication process.
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Figure 7.8: Diagram of the printed circuit board for use with atomchips. The central
section contains a small 'window' to allow light to pass through the Fresnel microlenses.
The red wires serve as a connection between the small bond pads on the atom chip and
the larger green bond pads on the PCB. PCBs were manufactured by Shipco Circuits
Ltd., Ireland.
gold surface without any Fresnel apertures was used as the reference for this measurement.
A 10x objective lens was used so that a large number of the apertures could be included
in the measurement. A peak in the transmission was observed at approximately 1050 nm.
Device 7 had an aperture radius of 1.4 µm, allowing light to pass through it over a large
range of wavelengths. As one approaches smaller aperture radii, a consideration of the
plasmonic nature of the gold coating becomes important.
7.3 Conclusion
Balykin and Minogin's early proposal [240] of how a Fresnel atom microlens would operate
in a cold atom system led to the development of the Frensel lens array atom-chip. Un-
fortunately, as this project was part of early work before moving to OIST, we never truly
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Figure 7.9: Packaged Fresnel microlens atom trap with U- and Z-wires. The U- and Z-
shaped wires can clearly be seen, the Fresnel microlens array is more diﬃcult to distin-
guish, but the slight discolourations of the gold to the left and right of the centre of the
chip indicates their position.
had time to investigate the device's operation in a cold atom system. We did, however,
manage to create a promising device with a high degree of accuracy in its production.
The SEM imaging of the device after the lift-oﬀ and electroplating processes show that all
of our goal dimensions were well met. The electrical contacts were tested at low currents
and were found to be in working order. A reﬂection spectrum in the visible-NIR range
shows that the apertures do transmit light, though it would be preferable to map out the
optical near ﬁeld. Perhaps a near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscope would be up to such
a task as very low surface-to-sensor distances are required.
The future of this device is quite uncertain as the direction of the cold atom section
of this unit has moved towards higher-order mode trapping and the use of the STOF
in the vacuum chamber, but the device may still be tested. The ﬁnished atom chip,
as planned, is a self-contained device. The 'atom chip' aspect means that it could be
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Figure 7.10: (a) Low-magniﬁcation image showing the corner of an array of Fresnel
microlenses. (b) Close-up of a small number of Frensel microlenses. (c) Gap between two
closely spaced wires. (d) Angled view showing the thickness of the wires.
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Figure 7.11: Reﬂection spectrum of Device 7.
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implemented with few problems since it can be installed as a single device with few
requirements. Problems only arise when the geometry of the cold atom chamber prevents
the operation of the device as a mirror-MOT. There are, of course, technical problems, but
none should be insurmountable. The ability to control the atom-surface distance using
three separate techniques Z-chip, U-chip, and Fresnel atom microlens array would
allow one to investigate the lineshape of the atom species at many diﬀerent heights. This
could potentially be used to measure the interaction eﬀects of the atoms with the surface.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
Optical near-ﬁelds are an excellent way to probe and control matter at length-scales
smaller than the wavelength of light. In the work presented in this thesis, we show how
optical near-ﬁelds, in various forms, can be used to interact with atoms and submicron
particles both theoretically and experimentally. Optical near-ﬁelds can be formed in a
plethora of diﬀerent ways, for example, through the total internal reﬂection of light at the
face of a prism, or the passage of light through subwavelength apertures. We investigated
a number of these techniques and in some cases applied them to physical systems to
gauge their eﬀectiveness. Ultrathin optical ﬁbres play a central role in this thesis work,
primarily due to the signiﬁcant evanescent ﬁeld present at their surfaces, as well as their
small dimensions which allow them to be placed minimally invasively into many systems.
8.1 Thesis Summary
We have discussed a number of techniques for generating optical near-ﬁelds, while fo-
cussing on their application to physical systems. In cold atom systems  Chapter 3 
we used the evanescent ﬁeld generated at the surface of an ultrathin optical ﬁbre to probe
a gas of 85Rb. In Chapter 4 we showed, theoretically, how one could modify an ultrathin
ﬁbre through the addition of a slot at the ﬁbre waist to further increase the strength of
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the local evanescent ﬁeld. This could allow for the enhanced emission of the atoms' ﬂu-
orescence into the guided modes of the ultrathin optical ﬁbre, provided that atoms were
trapped in the slotted region of the nanostructured ultrathin optical ﬁbre, which we also
showed to be possible with relatively low trapping powers. Both of these chapters deal
with the problem of atom trapping.
Moving to applications in dielectric particle trapping in Chapter 5, we exploited the
increased evanescent ﬁeld of such a nanostructured ultrathin optical ﬁbre to trap 100 and
200 nm dielectric particles, as well as discussing the fabrication process. The trapping of
dielectric particles of this size with low refractive index contrasts around ultrathin ﬁbres
had yet to be demonstrated in the community and this paper showed how it could be done
provided some modiﬁcations were made. While we have initially demonstrated only the
trapping ability of this device, in the future we would like to show how the device could be
used to passively and actively probe the trapped particles through various spectroscopic
techniques such as ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy.
In Chapter 6, we demonstrated how localised surface plasmons can produce optical
near-ﬁelds and, hence, produced a device which combines ultrathin optical ﬁbres with gold
dimer arrays. The creation of the device was successful and while further investigation
into this device needs to be performed, we have shown solid evidence for the presence of
plasmonic peaks in the transmission spectrum of the device.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we outlined how a Frensel microlens [233] in an array con-
ﬁguration could be used to trap 85Rb atoms, and created an atom chip device which
incorporated U- and Z- wires, Fresnel microlens arrays and a mirror-MOT which could
be used to trap atoms with extremely low atom-surface distances.
8.2 Impact and Future Work
For the nanostructured ultrathin optical ﬁbre, the ultimate goal was to trap cold atoms;
namely 85Rb. As mentioned in the conclusions of Chapter 4, the device could have a
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signiﬁcant impact due to its ability to capture an increased fraction of the light emitted
from trapped atoms as well as providing a cavity like structure which can further enhance
this signal. We also commented on how the geometric nature of the atom trap would
necessitate small atom-surface distances, potentially leading to the investigation of inter-
action forces. However, undertaking experiments under ultra high vacuum is both time
consuming and resource consuming so it was important to prove that the device could
trap in a diﬀerent environment before it could be brought to the cold atomic subgroup.
These problems led us to the ﬁeld of colloidal particle trapping where one could test the
device in a diﬀerent, but somehow analogous system.
The success of the device in particle trapping proved that the fabrication of a low
loss nanostructured ultarthin optical ﬁbre was possible, and served as a step towards
the realisation of more complex applications involving the incorporation of diﬀerent slot
geometries as well as custom ultrathin ﬁbres Bragg gratings [211] to further increase the
ﬁelds of the nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbre. We have shown that multiple slots can be
written on the ﬁbres while maintaining high transmission, but the work has yet to be
followed up. Whether as a platform for studying optical binding eﬀects, as an analytical
tool, or as a trap for cold, neutral atoms, nanostructured ultrathin ﬁbres have many
exciting applications which remain to be investigated.
Chapter 6 showed how gold structures with strong localised surface plasmons can be
combined with an ultrathin optical ﬁbre. Here, we showed a direct-write solution allowing
us to deterministically place a gold dimer array on a ﬁbre. This technique could prove
quite valuable as it allows one to accurately design a structure to be used in an experiment
which could potentially combine many ideas. For example a ﬁbre Bragg grating could be
combined with a plasmonic device on an ultrathin ﬁbre to produce an enhanced cavity
region for particle or atom trapping. Work has also been performed on "controlling the
ﬂow of light with nanoparticles" [241] using gold nanoparticles on ultrathin ﬁbres, and the
technique outlined in Chapter 6 could be extremely useful in this application. While we
were able to show the plasmonic nature of the device, further work needs to be performed.
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Ideally we would seek to detect the transmission spectra through the optical ﬁbre in a
fashion similar to one of the works of Tong et al. [160] by detecting the scattered light
along through the guided ﬁbre modes. However, we have a very small number of gold
structures on the ﬁbre surface meaning the amount of light scattered into the guided
modes of the ﬁbre would be exceptionally small. This can potentially be overcome using
a combination of highly sensitive detectors with lock-in ampliﬁcation techniques. This is
an experiment we would like to conduct immediately.
In Chapter 7 we successfully fabricated a composite device which included Fresnel
microlens arrays, U- and Z-chips, and a Mirror-MOT. Through SEM imaging and trans-
mission measurements we veriﬁed that the device was well-fabricated, but we did not
manage to experimentally test the device in a cold atom system. This represents an area
of future work which could be pursued.
8.3 Final remarks
Ultrathin optical ﬁbres have come to be used in multiple areas of physics [59]. This thesis
focusses, in part, on methods to push the boundaries of ultrathin ﬁbres in experimental
settings. Without venturing into areas involving the higher order modes of ultrathin
optical ﬁbres, the use of ultrathin optical ﬁbres is limited by the ﬁnite extent of the
evanescent ﬁeld. For simple applications, such as the trapping of larger, micro-sized
particles or atoms around a ﬁbre, ultrathin optical ﬁbres in their current state are more
than adequate, but if we want to continue using them in an experimental setting it is
necessary to seek ways to enhance the ﬁelds even further. Currently it is possible to
create high transmission optical ﬁbres for both the fundamental and higher order modes
[78], which indicates that little can be improved in the initial ﬁbre fabrication process to
improve their versatility.
With this in mind modiﬁcations involving the addition of cavities or plasmonic struc-
tures are very important to the ﬁeld. By correctly developing the techniques to modify
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ultrathin ﬁbres we can make perfect the process of creating such devices and allow them
to become widely used throughout the ﬁeld. In the case of the nanostructured ultrathin
ﬁbres presented in Chapters 4 and 5, the FIB etching technique has been perfected and
can be used not only to created slots, but also FBGs, and perhaps other as of yet undis-
covered modiﬁcations. The work demonstrated in Chapter 6 needs to be perfected, but
it paves the way for combining ultrathin ﬁbres and plasmonic structures with arbitrary
geometries.
In summary, the techniques outlined in the work of this thesis can be relatively easily
adopted by many groups and potentially allow the investigation of interesting physical
phenomena through the enhanced near-ﬁeld interactions that they facilitate.
Appendix A
Solutions to the Scalar Helmholtz
Equation  Mie Scattering
In Section 2.2.3 we brieﬂy discuss the scattering solutions for a sphere. Here I will outline
how one could obtain the solutions to the scalar Helmholtz equation.
Let us start with the scalar Helmholtz equation given in-text in Section 2.2.3
∇2ψl,m + k2mψl,m = 0. (A.1)
To solve this we must ﬁrst make the assumption that the function ψl,m is separable.
Hence, we have ψl,m = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ). Here, r, θ, and φ represent the three coordinates in
spherical coordinates. Remaining in a spherical coordinate system the scalar Helmholtz
equation can be expanded as
1
R
d
dr
[
r2
dR
dr
]
+ k2r2 +
1
Θsinθ
d
dθ
[
sinθ
dΘ
dθ
]
+
1
Φsin2θ
d2Φ
dφ2
= 0. (A.2)
When solving for a similar equation for step-index optical ﬁbres we use cylindrical
coordinates since we have the liberty of assuming a form of the solution for the inﬁnitely
long cylinder along the z-axis. However, here we do not have the same freedom, instead
we must solve for each part of the function. On inspection of this equation we see that
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the last term depends only of φ, provided we multiply the entire equation by sin2θ. This
allows us to write
1
Φ
d2Φ
dφ2
= −m2 (A.3)
where m is some integer chosen so that the boundary condition, Φ(φ + 2pi) = Φ(φ), is
satisﬁed. The form of the right-hand side of this equation is chosen since we have some
prior knowledge of how the solutions to such equations behave and this will simplify the
problem later. This is easily solved with the function Φ(φ) = eimφ. We can then substitute
this solution into Eqn. A.3 to obtain
1
R
d
dr
[
r2
dR
dr
]
+ k2r2 +
1
Θsinθ
d
dθ
[
sinθ
dΘ
dθ
]
− m
2
sin2θ
= 0. (A.4)
We can now repeat this process as we now see that the last two terms in this equation
depend only on the θ variable. We set these terms equal to −l(l + 1), where l is a
non-negative integer, and letting z = cosθ. After rearranging we obtain
d
dz
[
(1− z2)dΘ(z)
dz
]
+
[
l(l + 1)− m
2
1− z2
]
Θ(z) = 0. (A.5)
This is another well known class of problems which can be solved directly using the
associate Legendre functions, Plm(z). This leaves us with the remaining radial function
to solve for. Let us substitute this solution into Eqn. A.4 to obtain
r2
d2R(r)
dr2
+ 2r
dR(r)
dr
+
[
k2r2 − l(l + 1)
]
R(r) = 0, (A.6)
where we have also multiplied the equation by R(r). If use the substitution z = kr we
obtain the more familiar form of
z2
d2R(z)
dz2
+ 2r
dR(z)
dz
+
[
z2 − l(l + 1)
]
R(z) = 0, (A.7)
which has solutions known as the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, jl(z) and yl(z),
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respectively.
These are the solutions to the scalar Helmholtz equation, and a general solution con-
sists of a summation of these solutions over the allowed values of l and m, where m is
bounded by ±l. The Spherical Bessel and Neumann functions behave similarly to the
cylindrical Bessel and Neumann functions in so much as that they are non-zero or zero
at the origin, respectively. Hence, we have conditions restricting their use inside and out-
side of the spherical scatterer. For the complete Mie scattering solutions we must adapt
the scalar solutions using Eqn 2.21. This leads to the use of the multipole expansions
mentioned in Section 2.2.3. Though we do not explicitly make use of the Mie solutions
in this thesis, a knowledge of how the scattering is caused is crucial to understanding the
problems of the ﬁeld.
Appendix B
Relevant Code and Model Files
Many programs were used to create the plots and data shown in this thesis. Rather than
include the code and model ﬁles here, which would be impossible in some cases, we instead
include a link to a public GitHub account which contains the most pertinent models used.
The programs required to run the models are COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.2+, FIMM-
WAVE, FIMMPROP, CrystalWave, and Matlab.
Please follow the following link to gain access to this models: https://github.com/
MarkJDaly/Appendix.
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Abstract
We propose an optical dipole trap for cold, neutral atoms based on the electric
ﬁeld produced from the evanescent ﬁelds in a hollow, rectangular slot cut
through an optical nanoﬁbre. In particular, we discuss the trap performance in
relation to laser-cooled rubidium atoms and show that a far off-resonance, blue-
detuned ﬁeld combined with the attractive surface-atom interaction potential
from the dielectric material forms a stable trapping conﬁguration. With the
addition of a red-detuned ﬁeld, we demonstrate how three dimensional con-
ﬁnement of the atoms at a distance of 140–200 nm from the ﬁbre surface within
the slot can be accomplished. This scheme facilitates optical coupling between
the atoms and the nanoﬁbre that could be exploited for quantum communication
schemes using ensembles of laser-cooled atoms.
Keywords: optical nanoﬁbre, cold atoms, nanostructure, rubidium, nano-optics
1. Introduction
Evanescent wave devices have been commonly used with atomic systems for the past few
decades [1, 2], but more recently the integration of optical nanoﬁbres, i.e. optical ﬁbres with
dimensions smaller than the wavelength of the guided light [3–5], into cold atomic systems
[6–8] has been the focus of increasing research interest and a comprehensive review of progress
is contained in [9]. In particular, it has been shown that optical nanoﬁbres can be used for
trapping and manipulating cold atoms. Surface traps, such as those presented by Ovchinnikov
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et al [10], adapted for use on curved optical nanoﬁbre surfaces, make use of the evanescent ﬁeld
present when light is guided along thin optical ﬁbres. The induced potential from a red-detuned
ﬁeld produces an attractive potential, while the atom-surface interaction potential is balanced
using a blue-detuned potential barrier that prevents atoms from migrating to the ﬁbre surface. In
particular, trapping of alkali atoms in the evanescent ﬁeld surrounding an optical nanoﬁbre
using a combination of red- and blue-detuned optical ﬁelds, the so-called two-colour trap, has
been proposed [11–14] and demonstrated [15, 16], thereby proving the effectiveness of the
technique. In these experiments, the trapped atoms are coupled to a mode which is on resonance
with the atom transition and exhibit strong coupling and a large optical depth. These features are
desirable for quantum information applications and have led to much research on similar
nanophotonic systems for trapping and probing atoms [17, 18]. Red-detuned light traps in
hollow ﬁbres have also been used to guide atoms [19]. Alternative methods for guiding and
trapping atoms outside optical nanoﬁbres have been proposed by several groups, but practical
implementation is still quite limited. Single colour traps which make use of higher order modes
above slab waveguides [20], non-Gaussian beam shapes [21], or mode interference [22] to
create stable traps have been proposed. Alternative ﬁbre trapping schemes, such as helical
trapping potentials around the nanoﬁbre [23], an induced ﬁctitious magnetic ﬁeld around the
ﬁbre [24], or diffracted laser light off the ﬁbre [25], also exist. All of these recently proposed
methods have a common feature in that the atoms are trapped outside the nanoﬁbre, thereby
limiting the efﬁciency of interaction with any light guided by the ﬁbre.
The fabrication of optical nanoﬁbres with very high transmission (>99%) for the
fundamental mode has become a standard technique [26] and alteration of either the chemical or
physical properties of optical ﬁbre surfaces is becoming commonplace. For example, the
generation of a Bragg grating on an optical nanoﬁbre by selective milling of the surface using a
focused ion beam (FIB) [27] and the fabrication of a humidity detector using subwavelength
ﬁbres via the application of 80 nm gelatin layers [28] have been reported. More recently, optical
nanoﬁbres that permit relatively high transmission of higher order modes have also been
fabricated [5, 29] and this opens up the possibility of experimentally investigating a number of
heretofore theoretical ﬁbre-based atom trapping schemes.
In this paper, we propose a method to trap and probe atoms inside a rectangular slot cut
through the waist region of a silica optical nanoﬁbre. The design of this device is analogous to
that of a slot waveguide [30]. In a slot waveguide, the slot width is chosen so that it is smaller
than the decay length of the evanescent ﬁelds. For such structures a high mode conﬁnement
between the two waveguides is possible. Mirroring this structure in an optical nanoﬁbre allows
us to trap atoms in the slot area, thereby resulting in several advantages over systems where the
atoms are trapped outside the ﬁbre. The simplicity of the design also opens up many
possibilities for atom trapping, whether through single colour, higher mode trapping, or the
addition of more rectangular slots allowing for the creation of spatially localized trapping
regions. Here, we focus on a two-colour setup for producing trapping potentials both at the ﬁbre
surface and within the slot. By a suitable choice of slot size, deep potentials with substantial trap
lifetimes are predicted, with local minima located at positions of 140–200 nm from the inner
surfaces of the slot.
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2. Guided modes of the system
2.1. Optical mode distributions
The system under study, shown schematically in ﬁgure 1, consists of an ultra-thin, vacuum clad,
silica nanoﬁbre with a rectangular shaped slot removed from the centre of the ﬁbre. We assume
that ﬁbre diameters are of the order of the wavelength of the guided light. We deﬁne the axes
such that the z-direction corresponds to the ﬁbre axis, the direction parallel to the slot and
orthogonal to the z-axis is the x-direction, and the remaining axis perpendicular to the slot is the
y-direction.
For wavelengths of 1064 nm and 720 nm, chosen for their red- and blue-detunings from
the 780 nm Rb cooling transition, respectively, and nanoﬁbre diameters ranging from
0.6– μ1.2 m, four distinct guided optical modes can be identiﬁed. Using an approach similar
to that developed by Anderson et al [30] the modes are viewed as being either symmetric or
anti-symmetric. Furthermore, each mode can propagate with two orthogonal polarizations,
giving rise to the four distinct modes.
The supported optical modes of the slotted ﬁbre can be determined from Maxwellʼs wave
equation, equation (1). Using commercially-available ﬁnite element (COMSOL Multiphysics)
and ﬁnite difference method (FIMMWAVE) software packages, the spatial variation of the
electric ﬁeld along a waveguide of any geometry can be calculated. For a waveguide as shown
in ﬁgure 1, there is symmetry along the z-direction, hence the electric ﬁeld is translationally
invariant in this direction resulting in the following form of the wave equation:
β∇ + ⃗ = ⃗⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ( ) ( )n k E x y E x y, , . (1)t t2 2 2 2
Here, ⃗ ( )E x y,t is the transverse component of the electric ﬁeld, n is the refractive index, k is the
wavenumber and β is the propagation constant. In the slot region, light propagates as two
separate modes, one travelling in the ﬁbre section at the top of the slot region and the other in
the lower portion of ﬁbre. The total ﬁeld is written as:
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Figure 1. Schematic of the slotted ﬁbre for a vacuum-ﬁbre system n1 = 1 and
n2 = 1.45991. (a) Tapered region with slot present, (b) slot region only.
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For cases where the two propagating modes have the same, or almost the same, effective
index equation (2) can be greatly simpliﬁed and this also allows us to neglect any mode beating
effects since the mode beat length, π β β= −(L 2B 2 1), becomes much longer than the length of
the slot cavity, L s. For a slot waveguide, the value of L s will always be much lower than the beat
length. In the following, we shall treat the solutions as super-modes, travelling with a single
propagation constant, β, which has a value higher than either of the initial constants, β
1
and β
2
,
for symmetric modes. Moreover, we assume the two modes to be degenerate, which is true for a
symmetric structure of this type. We can also consider the two modes given in ﬁgures 2(a) and
(b) as being analogous to the two polarization states of the HE11 modes in a standard tapered
optical ﬁbre albeit with larger differences between their propagation constant.
When the waveguide dimensions are comparable to the wavelength of light, the
polarizations of the modes have more inﬂuence over the intensity distributions. This is most
noticeable within the slotted region. Figures 2(a) and (b) show two extreme cases where the
electric ﬁeld is polarized parallel and perpendicular to the slot walls. Figures 2(c) and (d) give
the electric ﬁeld norms for parallel and perpendicular polarizations, respectively, and for slot
widths,Ws, varying from 250–450 nm. In the case of perpendicular polarization, high intensities
can be realized in the vacuum region between the slot walls since the component of the electric
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Figure 2. Electric ﬁeld normal of modes generated in a 1 μm diameter ﬁbre using (a)
720 nm light with parallel polarized light and (b) 1064 nm light with perpendicularly
polarized light. (c) and (d) are the potentials along the y-direction for (a) and (b),
respectively.
ﬁeld normal to the boundary has no continuity requirement. Figure 3 shows the transverse ﬁeld
distributions corresponding to two modes for one polarization at 1064 nm in a 1 μm diameter
ﬁbre with a 350 nm wide slot. Figure 3(a) shows a symmetric mode, while ﬁgure 3(b) shows an
anti-symmetric mode. All calculations throughout this paper are performed using the total
electric ﬁeld.
2.2. Mode definition
It has been shown that, in waveguides with a circular sector cross-section (i.e. a section of a
circle which is enclosed by two radii and an arc) the mode numbers are non-integer, i.e.
π ϕ= ( )m p 0, where p is an integer and ϕ0 is the sectoral angle [31]. This non-integer mode
number serves merely to indicate that full circular symmetry has been lost. In this paper we are
dealing with circular segments, as opposed to sectors. Hence, it is clear that the modes for this
system will differ slightly, but one can assume that, in general, they will have similar behaviour.
It is important to distinguish between what can be considered as single-mode or multi-mode in
this system. In the absence of full analytical solutions, we deﬁne the single-mode regime as
being the region where the only modes propagating are those which have intensity proﬁles with
a single intensity maximum in each ﬁbre segment as given in ﬁgure 2(a). Figure 4 indicates the
deﬁned single and multimode regions for different ﬁbre radii and slot widths as obtained from
numerical models.
Higher-order modes can give rise to interesting intensity distributions within the slot and
these could also be used for atom trapping. However, in this initial work we focus on the
fundamental mode. To this end, we only consider parameters that are in, or near, the single-
mode region, where contributions from the higher modes are either non-existent or
small enough to be neglected. It has been shown by Jung et al [32] that modes can be
effectively ﬁltered out via selective excitation of the fundamental mode using a tapered
ﬁbre [32]. Only symmetric ﬁbre modes are considered as they are excited with much greater
efﬁciency by the HE11 mode. Anti-symmetric modes should not be excited by an approximately
uniform phase front. It can be seen from ﬁgure 2(a) that the parallel-polarized modes rapidly
decay exponentially away from the slot walls. Therefore, these modes are better suited for blue-
detuning so as to attract the atom to the intensity minimum at the centre of the slot. In contrast,
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Figure 3. Symmetric and anti-symmetric modes for a single polarization.
the orthogonally polarized modes have a higher intensity than that of the parallel-polarized
modes in the centre of the slot (ﬁgure 2(b)) which causes atoms to be attracted towards the walls
near the centre of the trap. As we shall see later, it is possible to combine these two ﬁeld
distributions with a combination of red- and blue-detuned light to draw atoms towards the
centre of the slotted nanoﬁbre.
3. Trap design
3.1. Surface interaction potential
A common issue in atom trapping near dielectric surfaces arises from the contribution to the
total potential from the atom-surface interactions. Atoms near dielectric surfaces, such as the
inner walls of the slot waveguide, are strongly affected by the attractive van der Waals (vdW)
potential [33–35]. To quantify this effect the Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential [36] is often used as
an approximation, such that
= −V C
d
, (3)vdW
3
3
where d is the distance from the ﬁbre surface to the atom and C3 has the value of
× −3.362 10 mK m23 3. Assumptions that the major contribution to the atomic polarizability
come from the ﬁrst six lowest P1 2 and P3 2 levels of rubidium, and that the wall is a perfect
conductor, have been made in this calculation [37]. It has been shown [38] that instead of a full
QED calculation of this potential a simple interpolation formula can be used. This formula
agrees with the QED calculation to within 0.6%. In a similar process we compare the L-J
potential to this interpolation formula in an attempt to justify it, as it is used extensively
throughout the literature as an approximation. We ﬁnd that it agrees to within 1.4% at distances
of less than 3 μm from the ﬁbre surface. Therefore, we use the L-J approximation throughout
this paper.
The effect of the vdWs potential on neutral atoms located within the slot results in them
being pulled towards the surface. Figure 5(a) indicates how the vdW potentials from either wall
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Figure 4. Graph of the regions of single-mode and multimode operation for 720 nm
wavelength.
add to produce the total vdW potential seen by an atom in the slot. Figure 5(b) explores how
changing the slot width affects the total vdW potential. As atoms approach the slot walls, it is
clear that the effect of the vdW potential becomes more prominent; also asWs becomes smaller
atoms at the trap centre are affected more. The addition of a blue-detuned light ﬁeld with respect
to the atom transition frequencies alters this potential and creates a region in the centre with a
stable equilibrium position.
3.2. Optically produced potential and atom trapping
A neutral atom interacting with an electric ﬁeld ⃗E experiences a dipole potential given by
α ω= − ⃗ · ⃗*( )U E E1
4
, (4)
α ω Σ
ω ω ιωγ
=
− −
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( ) f
e m
, (5)n n
n n
2
2 2
where α is the atom polarizability as determined using Lorentzʼs model for a classical oscillator,
e is the electron charge, m is the mass, ωn is the natural frequency of the nth oscillator, γn is the
damping coefﬁcient of the nth oscillator and f
n
is the oscillator strength [39]. It can be seen from
equation (5) that the sign of the polarizability and, hence, the trapping potential is determined
from the detuning of the laser ﬁelds involved. In the presence of an intensity gradient, the atom
will experience a force along the gradient towards the intensity maximum in the case of red-
detuned light, and towards the intensity minimum in the case of blue-detuned light. In order to
trap atoms in the slot region we can choose symmetric modes that are polarized parallel or
perpendicularly to the slot walls and detuned to the red or blue of the transition frequency.
Neutral atoms in the presence of a laser ﬁeld of frequency ω, which is close to an atomic
resonance, experience a force which can be used to trap and even cool the atoms. As the laser
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Figure 5. The van der Waals potential for an atom located in the ﬁbre slot. (a) The total
potential, V −T slot, is created by adding the contributions from each of the two walls,
−Vs slot for a 1 μm ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width. The ﬁbre walls are indicated by the grey
regions. (b) The total van der Waals potential as a function of atom-to-surface distance
for Ws values of 150 nm (dot-dash), 250 nm (dash), 350 nm (dot), and 450 nm (solid).
frequency is detuned further and further from resonance, only the heating due to spontaneous
scattering of this far-detuned laser ﬁeld need be considered as the dominant mechanism for
atom loss from the atom trap. The atoms undergo a momentum recoil due to photon scattering.
To quantify the usefulness of an atom trap, the scattering rates should be determined and, hence,
the trap lifetimes for atoms located near the centre of the trap. The scattering rate, Γsc, for an
atom in a dipole trap is given as [37]:
Γ π
ω
Γ
Δ
= ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
c
I r
3
2
. (6)sc
2
0
3
2
Here, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ω0 is the frequency at resonance,  is the reduced
Planckʼs constant, Γ is the dipole transition matrix element between the ground g and e
excited states, and I(r) is the intensity. Generally, one would have to solve for Γsc by taking
every atomic transition including the hyperﬁne structure into account. For the case of 87Rb in
the D1 2 ground state, we can assume that the major contributions to this scattering rate are from
the dipole transition rates from S1 2 to the P1 2 and P3 2 excited states. With these simpliﬁcations
equation (6) becomes:
Γ π
ω
Γ
Δ
Γ
Δ
= +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
c
I r
3
2 3
2
3
, (7)sc
2
0
3
1 2
1 2
3 2
3 2
2
where Γ1 2 and Γ3 2 are the dipole transition matrix elements from the S1 2 to the P1 2 and P3 2
states, respectively. The scattering rate will become more important later when we consider
recoil heating losses due to atom scattering from the atom trap.
3.3. Trapping potential
While the proposed conﬁguration has the capability of trapping rubidium, it should be clear that
the methods laid out here, with the appropriate choice of dimensions and detunings, are
transferable to the trapping of other neutral atom species. Table 1 lists the values chosen for the
models used in this paper. Throughout the paper we refer to the blue-detuned power as Pb and
the red-detuned power as Pr.
3.3.1. Single colour slot trapping potential. Combining a blue-detuned light ﬁeld with the vdW
potentials arising from interactions of the atoms with both inner dielectric walls of the slotted
ﬁbre, a stable position in the y-direction can be obtained. Unlike usual ﬁbre-based atom traps
which have potentials largely deﬁned by the ﬁbre radius, the proposed trap, in its most basic
form, has two parameters, radius and slot width, both of which can be varied and are shown to
have a large effect on the shape and efﬁciency of the atom potential, thereby giving more
degrees of freedom in the design and increasing the ﬂexibility of the system. Figure 6 illustrates
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Table 1. Parameters used in trapping potential models.
Parameter Value
Blue-detuned wavelength λb 720 nm
Red-detuned wavelength λr 1064 nm
C3 for Rb
87 3.362 J m3
how the potential can be altered by varying either of these two parameters. In the following
sections the blue-detuned light is always chosen to be polarized parallel to the slot, i.e. along the
x-direction.
Figures 6(a) and (c) show the effect of changing blue-detuned powers and slot widths,
respectively. By changing the power from 0–50 mW, or changing the slot width from
150–450 nm (ﬁgures 6(b) and (d)) trap depths up to 7.5 mK are obtainable. Unfortunately, this
single colour trap provides no conﬁnement along the x-direction. To extend this idea into a
stable trap in the xy-plane, a red-detuned beam must be included, thereby creating a two-colour
trapping scheme within the slot.
3.3.2. Two-colour slot and fibre surface traps. When a second electric ﬁeld, with sufﬁciently
different frequency, is added, mode beating effects between the red- and blue-detuned modes
can be neglected. We assume that the mode beating period between the two ﬁelds, Er and Eb, is
much lower than the reaction time of atomic scale motion. Thus, we can assume that the two
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Figure 6. (a) Combination of the blue-detuned potential and the van der Waals potential
for a slot width of 350 nm. (b) Power Pb of the blue-detuned light varse potential depth
Utotal for a slot width of 350 nm. (c) Combination of the blue-detuned potential and the
van der Waals potential for various slot widths and (d) dependence of trapping
potentials on slot width. Pb is ﬁxed at 30 mW.
potentials add linearly such that the total potential is given by = +U U UT b r. The addition of an
attractive, red-detuned light ﬁeld, polarized perpendicularly to the slot, creates a stable
equilibrium position at the centre of the potential in both the x- and y-directions.
By adding the ﬁelds linearly, it can clearly be seen that a trapping well is formed in the xy-
plane (ﬁgure 7). The shape of this well varies dramatically in shape and depth with different
choices of Pb, Pr, slot width, and ﬁbre diameter.
The trap depth in the centre of the slot in the x-direction is largely determined by the red-
detuned power, Pr. At the trap centre, the contribution from the vdW force is negligible and the
contributions from the blue-detuned ﬁeld are also low since the polarization of the blue-detuned
light is chosen to be parallel to the slot, thereby causing the power to decay away from the walls
(see ﬁgures 6(a) and (c)). From ﬁgure 8 we see that a change in the red-detuned power (a)
causes the potential depth to change more rapidly than an equivalent change in power of the
blue-detuned ﬁeld (b). When the blue-detuned light ﬁeld is sufﬁciently large compared to the
red-detuned ﬁeld the shape of the potential in the x-direction veers away from being harmonic.
To avoid complications, such a trap geometry is not considered when we determine trapping
efﬁciencies.
Varying the power ratio between the red and blue-detuned ﬁelds not only affects the form
of the trapping potential inside the slot, ﬁgure 9(b), but also at the outer ﬁbre surface,
ﬁgure 9(a). The traps at the ﬁbre surface resemble those proposed by Le Kien et al [11]. An
optimal trapping potential conﬁguration for trapping atoms in the slot would maintain a deep
trapping potential within the slot while keeping the trapping potential at the outer ﬁbre surface
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Figure 7. Combined surface and contour plot of a trapping potential in the xy-plane for a
1 μm diameter ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width. Pr = 30 mW and Pb = 30 mW.
at a local minimum, thereby preventing atoms from accumulating at the outer ﬁbre surface due
to the strongly attractive vdW potential.
3.3.3. Trap optimization. To optimize the trapping conditions we must consider four important
parameters: slot width, ﬁbre diameter, and the blue and red-detuned intensities resulting from
the powers Pb and Pr respectively. Previously, we considered the conﬁnement in the x-and y-
direction. Here, only the ﬁeld in the y-direction is investigated for trap optimization. This allows
us to compare the ﬁelds both inside the slot region and at the outer ﬁbre surface, whilst ensuring
the vdW potential is correctly balanced within the slot region. It is known that the x-direction
potential forms a stable equilibrium point at the trap centre provided that one avoids the extreme
situations such as those given in ﬁgure 8; therefore, only the y-direction trapping potential need
be used for determining an optimum conﬁguration.
By varying the input powers of the blue- and red-detuned beams, it is possible to choose an
appropriate pair of values for use as default beam powers when considering the other
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Figure 8. Two colour trapping potential for a 1 μm ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width in the
x-direction. (a) Pr is kept at 25 mW while Pb is varied. (b) Pb is ﬁxed at 30 mW while Pr is
varied.
Figure 9. Contributions to the two-colour trap at (a) the outer ﬁbre surface, and (b) the
slot surfaces, to the total trapping potentialUtotal. Both plots are taken in the y-direction.
The conﬁgurations are the same for (a) and (b), with Pb = 25 mW and Pr = 30 mW. The
grey areas in (b) represent the slot walls.
parameters, such as slot width and ﬁbre radius. The values are chosen in order to provide a deep
potential inside the slot, with a minimum value below zero to facilitate the entry of rubidium
atoms. For example, in ﬁgures 10(a) and (b), we can see that, within the slot region, the
minimum value of the potential is only below zero for certain power conﬁgurations.
The power required to keep the outer surface trap depth at a local minimum as a function
of slot width and Pr is important in the choice of a suitable input beam power, leading to values
in the 30 mW range. Motivation for this comes from two major facts: ﬁrstly, we can see from
ﬁgure 11(a) that the power required to maintain the ﬁbre surface trap at a minimum becomes
unmanageable above a slot width of 400 nm and, secondly, we must constrain ourselves in
some respect because there is no well-deﬁned upper limit in a trap of this type. Higher powers
lead to deeper traps, higher scattering rates and, eventually, ﬁbre performance decay. A power
of approximately 30 mW is reasonable for use with an optical nanoﬁbre in ultrahigh vacuum for
slot widths in the 250–450 nm range [13, 14].
Figure 12 demonstrates how this choice of blue-detuned power can produce a trap with a
large difference between the trap depths inside and outside the ﬁbre. This also provides some
motivation for the choice of a slot width of 350 nm. This value allows for a signiﬁcant
difference in the outer and inner potentials ( −UD F and −UD S, respectively) and this size is
approximately one third of the diameter of the ﬁbre, thereby alleviating most issues regarding
the ﬁbreʼs structural stability following etching.
In an ad hoc attempt to, at least locally, optimize the trapping conditions we begin by using
a blue-detuned power, Pb = 30 mW, while varying the other parameters independently to see
their effect on the potential. Figure 13(b) gives a range of values where it is possible to obtain a
suitable minimum potential value. Fibres of about 1 μm are located near the minimum of this
curve for a 300 nm slot width. In ﬁgure 13(d) we show that the potential created using 30 mW
of both red-detuned and blue-detuned power for both 1 μm and 1.2 μm ﬁbres yield potentials
that are below zero for slot widths greater than 275 nm. For a 0.7μm ﬁbre it is clear from
ﬁgure 13 that this condition is never met regardless of the chosen slot width. A 0.7 μm ﬁbre still
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Figure 10. (a) Effect of the power Pr of the red-detuned light on total potentialUtotal while
the power of blue-detuned light Pb is ﬁxed at 30 mW; (b) Effect of the power Pb of blue-
detuned light while Pr is ﬁxed at 25 mW. All ﬁbre parameters are the same as for
ﬁgure 9.
creates a strong trap with an adequate potential depth, but it lacks the capability of allowing
atoms to easily enter the trap since atoms coming from inﬁnity would need to overcome a net
positive potential before entering the trap centre. As the ﬁbre diameter is increased further, the
mode will become well-conﬁned to the larger segment sizes provided the slot widths are also in
the same range as given in ﬁgure 13(d). This discussion does not preclude the use of smaller
ﬁbre diameters; it merely requires that the wavelengths of light chosen be tailored to the
particular ﬁbre size. A 0.7 μm diameter ﬁbre, for instance, could be used provided a blue-
detuned wavelength shorter than 720 nm is used.
Data in ﬁgures 13(b) and (d) indicate that higher slot widths produce better trap depths, but
this comes at the cost of requiring higher red-detuned powers as is demonstrated by the inset of
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Figure 11. (a) Trap depth −UD F at ﬁbre surface and (b) trap depth −UD S at slot ﬁbre centre
for different slot width values. The inset in (a) indicates the power Pr of red-detuned
light required to keep the net optical potential depth −UD F at a local minimum value for
varying slot widths. The power of the blue-detuned light Pb is ﬁxed at 30 mW and the
ﬁbre diameter is 1 μm.
Figure 12. Trap depths −UD F at ﬁbre surface (dotted line) and −UD S at slot ﬁbre centre
(solid line) versus slot width. The power of blue-detuned light Pb is ﬁxed at 30 mW
while the red-detuned light power Pr is varied to place the net optical potential depth
−PD F at a local minimum value (see the inset in ﬁgure 11(a)).
ﬁgure 11(a). Changing the blue detuned power has a relatively low effect on the potential as can
be seen in ﬁgure 13(c). Fibre sizes much larger than 350 nm require very large red-detuned
powers to compensate for the blue-detuned potential at the outer ﬁbre surface. Our ﬁnal choice
of ﬁbre is a 1 μm diameter ﬁbre with a 350 nm slot width. The diameter and slot size were
chosen by inspection of ﬁgure 13(b). Here, we see that a low potential minimum occurs at this
value. Larger slot sizes were investigated, but the power required to create a viable x-direction
trap began to exceed 40 mW once >W 350 nms slot widths were chosen.
3.4. Atom trap viability
In a two-colour trap the total scattering rate, Γtotal, is the sum of the scattering rates from the
blue- and red-detuned ﬁelds, i.e. Γ Γ Γ= +total red blue. From this value, a characteristic coherence
time τ Γ= 1c total can be determined [39]. Each scattered photon from either ﬁeld contributes
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Figure 13. (a) Local minimum value of the trap depths at ﬁbre surface −UD F and at slot
ﬁbre center −UD S versus slot width. For all ﬁgures the powers of the red- and blue-
detuned light, Pr and Pb, are chosen to create an outer ﬁbre surface trap depth at a local
minimum value as in ﬁgure 12. (b) Minimum trap potential −UD S versus ﬁbre diameter
for different slot widths, (c) minimum trap potential versus slot width for varying Pb
powers, and (d) minimum trap potential versus slot width for various ﬁbre diameters.
some recoil energy to the atom. This will lead to a loss of atoms from the dipole trap. For a trap
of depth UD a trap lifetime which only takes recoil heating into account for the chosen trap
conﬁguration is given as:
τ
Γ Γ
=
+( )
U
E E2
, (8)c
D
r r
blue blue red red
where E rblue and E
r
red are the recoil energies associated with a blue and red photon, respectively.
Along the x-axis the contribution from the blue-detuned ﬁeld is at its minimum value,
hence the potential here reaches a maximum near or below zero. In contrast, the y-axis potential
will have the same minimum value at the centre but, due to increasing blue-detuned intensity, as
one approaches the walls the maximum value will be above zero due to the ﬁeldʼs repulsive
property. When determining the trap lifetimes we only consider the 1D trap along the x-
direction as it has a lower maximum depth than the y-direction.
4. Conclusions
Optical micro and nanoﬁbres have already been shown to be an invaluable tool in trapping and
probing atomic systems. In this paper we propose that a nanostructured optical nanoﬁbre is
capable of trapping atoms inside the slot region, rather than at the surface, via the use of blue-
and red-detuned beams. We investigated the use of the slotted waveguide structure over a broad
range of conﬁgurations. By keeping the ﬁbre diameters and slot widths near the curve given in
ﬁgure 4 and by using exponentially tapered ﬁbres we can ensure that any contributions from the
higher order modes is negligible [40]. We have also shown that the polarization of the light
plays a crucial role in the realization of such a trap. With the current electric ﬁeld conﬁguration,
atoms will be trapped in a line along the longitudinal axis of the structured ﬁbre with potential
minima located at distances of 140–200 nm from the slot walls. Using fundamental modes in
the slotted region we have shown that a two-colour scheme is a viable method of producing
adequate atom traps. For rubidium, trap depths of 4 mK, coherence times of the order of 10 ms
and trap lifetimes of approximately 100 s should be accessible using modest input powers.
Using an estimate for the optical depth per atom, namely the ratio of the on resonance scattering
cross-section to the effective mode area σ=OD A0 eff, we obtain a value of 0.33 for the ﬁnal
conﬁguration given in table 2. Experimentally values of 0.08 have been measured [13]. We deal
exclusively with a slot which is assumed to have an inﬁnite length, but in practice it would have
a ﬁnite length and would be connected to an optical ﬁbre pigtail at each end. Preliminary
modelling work shows that >70% of the input mode can be transmitted beyond the end face of
the slotted region. Flat end surfaces are the simplest case, but by tapering the slot ends we can
signiﬁcantly increase transmission into and out of the slot if required. Further analysis of this
would require an in depth study of how the modes couple from the slot region back into the
ﬁbre modes and is beyond the scope of this paper. This preliminary work opens up many other
avenues for atom trapping, such as standing waves, two-colour traps, single-colour traps using
higher order modes, magic wavelength traps, and the introduction of additional slots. We
believe that, with this geometry, a stronger coupling of atom emissions into the guided modes of
the waveguide should be achievable, as should more efﬁcient interactions between the atoms
and any other light ﬁelds present in the nanoﬁbre due to the atomʼs close proximity to the slot
walls. The scalability of this design, along with its long coherence times, high optical depth, and
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direct integration to optical systems make it an excellent candidate for quantum communication
schemes. Experimentally, creating a slotted nanoﬁbre is possible using a combination of
existing techniques. Nanostructuring of an optical nanoﬁber using FIB techniques has recently
been reported [41]. Misalignment of the slot position along the ﬁbre axis would lead to
asymmetric potentials. A cursory investigation indicates that it would be possible to create a
trapping potential for misalignments of the slot position from the ﬁbre center of the order of
10 nm, which coincides with the accuracy of a FEI Helios Nanolab 650 Dualbeam FIB/SEM.
Alternatively, processing of the optical ﬁbre using tightly focussed fs laser pulses could be
considered [42].
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Abstract Subwavelength features in conjunction with light-
guiding structures have gained significant interest in recent
decades due to their wide range of applications to particle
and atom trapping. Lately, the focus of particle trapping has
shifted from the microscale to the nanoscale. This few orders
of magnitude change is driven, in part, by the needs of life
scientists who wish to better manipulate smaller biological
samples. Devices with subwavelength features are excellent
platforms for shaping local electric fields for this purpose. A
major factor that inhibits the manipulation of submicrome-
ter particles is the diffraction-limited spot size of free-space
laser beams. As a result, technologies that can circumvent
this limit are highly desirable. This review covers some of the
more significant advances in the field, from the earliest at-
tempts at trapping using focused Gaussian beams, to more
sophisticated hybrid plasmonic/metamaterial structures. In par-
ticular, examples of emerging optical trapping configurations are
presented.
Optical trapping and manipulation of micrometer and
submicrometer particles
Mark Daly, Marios Sergides, and Sı´le Nic Chormaic∗
1. Introduction
The idea that particles could be influenced by the radiation
pressure from light has existed as a concept for a very long
time; almost 400 years ago Johannes Kepler published a
treatise entitled “De cometis libelli tres” [1], wherein he
proposed that solar rays were the cause of the deflection
of a comet’s tail. However, it was not until much later,
when Maxwell formalized his theory of electromagnetism,
that this force could be quantified. In 1906, John Henry
Poynting, in relation to the force induced by radiation pres-
sure, stated that “even here, so minute is the force that it
only need be taken into account with minute bodies” [2].
The next major milestone on the road to harnessing radia-
tion pressure came with the discovery and invention of the
laser in 1960 [3].
Just over two decades after the first operational laser was
created, Ashkin et al. published their seminal paper in which
they proposed and demonstrated how a laser could be used
to trap and manipulate micrometer- and submicrometer-
sized dielectric particles by considering the total conserva-
tion of momentum in a light–particle system [4]. The initial
design for the “optical tweezers”, as the design based on
Ashkin’s seminal work came to be known, required very
few optical components, with the laser source being the
Light-Matter Interactions Unit, OIST Graduate University, Onna, Okinawa, 904-0495, Japan
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most costly. While Ashkin pioneered the work [5], other
research groups quickly began to improve upon the design
to make it more versatile. Modern optical tweezers allow
for a high degree of control over several trapping param-
eters, such as particle location and trap strength. This has
been achieved by including components such as acousto-
optical deflectors, servo-controlled mirror arrays, etc. to
create multiple trapping sites and/or to provide control over
the particle’s motion in the 2D focal plane of the optical
tweezers. Optical tweezers are capable of performing high-
resolution measurements when it comes to sensing small
displacements of the trapped objects. This property has
made the technique of interest in the life sciences where,
typically, such small measurements of displacement, or
force, were previously very difficult to examine.
In more recent years, the field of optical trapping has
benefitted greatly from advances in other optics-related
areas. To overcome limitations imposed by the diffrac-
tion limit of free-space laser beams, the research direction
of many optical manipulation groups has shifted to de-
vices that exploit optical near-fields. Optical near-fields, un-
like far-fields, can create subdiffraction-limited spot sizes.
Near-field devices range from the superresolution lens as
described by Pendry [6] to the use of surface plasmons
[7, 8] created by the coherent oscillation of electrons near
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the boundary of a metal–dielectric system. Both of these
designs are capable of creating electric field ‘hotspots’ that
can greatly enhance the field strength locally.
This review seeks to outline the current state of the field
while focusing mainly on methods that can be employed
to shift optical trapping into the nanometer regime through
the use of methods and techniques that are not overly com-
plex in design. The scope of the field of optical trapping
makes a complete review an almost impossible task. This
paper touches on many aspects of optical trapping, but for
extensive reviews of the biological applications of optical
tweezers, or more indepth discussions about how optical
tweezers can be improved by algorithms or diffractive el-
ements, the reader’s attention is drawn to other reviews
[9–11].
Section 2 mentions a few of the important applications
that have stemmed from the field of optical trapping in or-
der to provide some motivation for the work as a whole.
Section 3 outlines the fundamental theory behind optical
trapping along with details about where more rigorous cal-
culations of the trapping forces can be found. Sections 4
through 6 review a subset of the many types of traps used
in optical manipulation today, with the order of the sections
somewhat governed by the decreasing size of the particles
that can be trapped.
2. Applications
The field of optical trapping, as with many scientific fields,
is motivated by the potential applications that can stem from
it. The high degree of control and precision with which one
can trap and localize particles using optical tweezers, or
other similar trapping systems based on optical forces, is
impressive in and of itself, but it is the ability to then apply
these techniques experimentally with incredible resolution
that is of interest to scientists, especially those in the life
sciences.
One of the most common applications of optical tweez-
ers is the strong confinement and manipulation of small
objects. For example, Waleed et al. used optical tweezers to
spatially localize plasmid-coated microparticles that were
then optically inserted into MCF-7 cells. The cells were
optically perforated using a femtosecond laser to guarantee
transfection [12]. In this work the versatility of the optical
tweezers is shown since, not only were the optical tweezers
used to manipulate the particle’s position, but they were
also used to experimentally determine the focal length of
various laser sources.
Other work has been done using optical tweezers to
measure exceptionally minute position changes with high
resolution. Examples include measuring the step sizes of
kinesin proteins along microtubules [13], the distance be-
tween adjacent basepairs via determination of the step sizes
of DNA polymerase [14], and, more recently, unwinding–
rewinding dynamics in P-fimbriae [15]. Some of these ap-
plications will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.
Application of force to trapped particles can also be
achieved using optical tweezers system, and this has been
exploited to analyse biological systems. By incorporat-
ing optical tweezers with Fo¨rster resolved energy transfer
(FRET) [16], conformational dynamics of Holliday junc-
tions and the folding dynamics of DNA hairpins have been
measured. Integrating optical tweezers with other spectro-
scopic and microscopic techniques is a vital step in the
furthering of their applications in the life sciences. This has
led to the integration of optical tweezers with techniques
such as Raman spectroscopy (see Section 4.3) and stimu-
lated emission depletion (STED) fluorescence microscopy
[17–19]. All of these modifications have served to further
increase the effectiveness of optical tweezing techniques in
many fields.
Moving from manipulating ‘large’, i.e. micrometer-
sized, particles to smaller nanoscale particles opens up a
vast array of applications. The previous examples, which
certainly involved the investigation of nanoscale objects
such as DNA, were only able to do so via the use of
micrometer-sized spheres. A lot of research in the field is,
therefore, focused on overcoming this size limitation. Even-
tually, we can expect that trapping small particles, such as
bacteria and viruses, will become routine. This would be
an excellent achievement for the nanobiology world [20]
and some progress in this direction has already been made.
For example, influenza viruses, of about 100 nm size, have
been individually manipulated using optical forces alone
[21]. Within this review we aim to discuss some of the
progress made in these applications, commencing with the
introduction of the more well-established techniques in the
field.
3. Optical trapping regimes
The first applications of light to trap particles utilized a
technique that came to be known as optical tweezing. By
employing a tightly focused Gaussian beam, particles can
be trapped near the focus due to the gradient force induced
by the momentum exchange of photons with the dielec-
tric particles. Ashkin proposed the application of focused
Gaussian beams for both particle [5] and atom trapping
[22] using radiation pressure, albeit almost a decade apart.
The description of how a particle behaves in a light field
can be described using different models that depend on the
particle’s size in relation to the wavelength of the light used
for trapping. For example, if the particle is large in com-
parison to the wavelength, a ray-optics approach can be
used. Since this review focuses on the transition between
the micro- and nanoworlds of optical trapping, the details
of the ray-optics approach will not be discussed. However,
the simple ray-optics explanation does provide a somewhat
intuitive model for how trapping occurs, and should not be
discarded as an invalid approach to describing the optical
forces on particles.
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3.1. Rayleigh regime
For particles with sizes equal to, or smaller than, the wave-
length of light, an electromagnetic model is required to
adequately represent the forces at play in a particle–light
system. This solution can range from a more complete the-
ory, which uses the Mie solutions to scattering problems
involving spherical or elliptical objects, to a simpler case
when the particle size is much smaller than the wavelength
of the trapping light and is made from a linear, isotropic
material. This allows for the use of the dipole approxima-
tion in the calculations. The polarizability of a particle in
this case gives rise to a dipole moment, ⇀p
p = αE, (1)
where α is the particle’s polarization and
⇀
E is the electric
field. The electrostatic potential generated by a dipole in
an electric field is related to this polarizability via U =
− p. E . Hence, the force, which is the negative gradient of
the potential, can be determined
⇀
F = −∇U = −∇
(
⇀p.
⇀
E
)
= −α∇ ⇀E
2
. (2)
Because of this polarization dependence, metallic
nanoparticles, which, over wavelengths of interest in par-
ticle trapping have a much higher polarizability, are often
used as targets for trapping at the nanoscale since they re-
quire the use of lower optical powers compared to silica
or polystyrene particles of the same size. Taking the time
average of the field into account, and using the Clausius–
Mossotti relationship for a spherical dielectric particle, the
so-called gradient force a particle feels is finally given as
⇀
F grad = −2πn0r
3
c
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)
∇ I (⇀r ), (3)
where r is the particle’s radius, c is the speed of light, n0 is
the refractive index of the medium, m is the dielectric con-
trast, i.e. the ratio of the particle’s index to the medium’s
index, and I (⇀r ) is the time-averaged intensity as a func-
tion of position, ⇀r . The dielectric contrast plays a role in
the trapping strength of optical tweezers, but more interest-
ingly, changing the value of this property can cause the sign
of the force to be reversed. If particles of a lower index than
their surrounding medium are used, i.e. m < 1, the sign of
Eq. (3) is seen to change. The origin of the term “gradient
force” should now be evident from Eq. (3); it is a force
that is linearly dependent on the gradient of the intensity
and tends to attract particles to regions of higher, or lower,
intensity pending the value of the dielectric contrast.
Stable trapping occurs when the net force on a particle
is zero and any small displacements from this stable po-
sition result in an optical force that resists the motion of
the particle away from this position. Typically, traps with a
potential depth greater than the thermal limit, i.e. a few kbT,
are required for stable trapping, where kb is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the particle’s temperature. A potential
depth in the region of 10kbT is often used as a standard
value for stable traps.
To complete the discussion on optical forces, one must
also include the scattering force felt by a particle that is be-
ing bombarded by a flux of photons of wavenumber k. Un-
der the Rayleigh approximation, along with the Clausius–
Mossotti relationship, this is given as
⇀
Fscatt = 8πn0k
4r6
3c
(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
)2
I (⇀r )⇀z. (4)
If the problem is approached using a more rigorous cal-
culation involving the Maxwell stress tensor or Lorentz
force, a third force, known as the polarization gradient
force, arises out of the calculations; this force is typically
not present in trapping systems, but its existence should be
noted [23].
3.2. Mie solutions and discrete dipole
approximation
For particles of intermediate sizes, between that of the ray
optics and Rayleigh regimes, one can apply the Mie solu-
tions [24, 25]. These solutions are the complete solutions
to the Helmholtz equation that take the form of an infinite
series. The Mie solutions are very important in this size
regime. In the Rayleigh regime the force scales as the cube
of the particle’s radius and this can be shown to be incorrect
for larger particles in the ray-optics regime. The Mie solu-
tions help to bridge this gap between the two regimes, while
also introducing some new phenomena which would other-
wise be unnoticed in the theory. In a paper by Stilgoe et al.
[26] a detailed calculation of the trapping forces on parti-
cles of varying radii and refractive indices using different
numerical apertures is described. A phenomenon known as
a Mie resonance occurs in intermediate-sized particles, and
this is more prominent in particles with a higher refractive
index contrast between them and the medium. The pres-
ence of Mie resonances strongly changes the trap strength
of optical tweezers, as can be seen from Fig. 1 [26], and
should be taken into account when developing tweezers to
work at such particle sizes in order to maximize its effec-
tiveness. As can be seen in Fig. 1b, the interference effects
can cause the trap strength to oscillate between trapping
and nontrapping regions as the particle size is changed, an
effect that is absent in the Rayleigh regime.
If the high accuracy of Mie solutions is not required,
but work is being done at or near the boundary between
the Rayleigh and Mie regimes, the dipole can instead be
approximated as a discrete sum of dipoles to reduce the
errors arising from the single-dipole approximation.
3.3. Other forces
To fully model an optical manipulation system other forces
must be considered, such as the Stokes’ drag of a parti-
cle and the force due to the random Brownian motion. A
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Figure 1 Dependence of the trapping force for (a) polystyrene
and (b) diamond particles for a fixed numerical aperture, and
particle radii varying between 0 to 3 λ. Note the pronounced
interference effects present in the higher refractive index, dia-
mond particles. (Reproduced with permission.[26] 2008, Optics
Express).
further discussion of Brownian motion can be found in
Section 4.1. The Stokes’ drag present in a system can
be quite complicated to determine due to the influence of
nearby surfaces. For optical tweezers, Faxen’s law [27, 28]
is often used to include the influence of the nearby pla-
nar surfaces, such as coverslips, in an experiment. Often
these effects can be solved for experimentally by modeling
the system as a damped harmonic system and calibrating
accordingly.
4. Optical tweezers with free-space laser
beams
Modular optical tweezers using free-space Gaussian beams
are highly versatile tools that have high trap stiffness
when dealing with micrometer- and, to some degree,
submicrometer-sized objects. This is a necessary require-
ment for precise trapping. They also have incredible res-
olution with respect to position or force measurements
on trapped objects. It is this resolution that makes opti-
cal tweezers invaluable in the life sciences. Applying this
type of optical tweezers to the problem of trapping dielec-
tric particles does have two drawbacks when it comes to
trapping smaller particles. The first arises from the diffrac-
tion limit, which limits the waist size of a Gaussian beam
refracted through a lens. The second drawback is, admit-
tedly, also a side-effect of the diffraction limit; particles of
increasingly smaller size require larger gradient forces to
trap them. Photons directly exchange energy with particles
via scattering; this force is typically called the scattering
force and on average acts in the direction of beam propaga-
tion. In the Rayleigh regime, the ratio of the gradient force
to the scattering force yields an inverse cube dependence
on radius. Taking this value at the position of maximal axial
intensity gradient yields [4]
R = Fgrad
Fscatt
= 3
√
3
64π5
n(
m2 − 1
m2 + 2
) λ5
r3ω20
≥ 1, (5)
where ω0 is the focal spot size. This puts an upper limit
on the particle size, since the gradient force must domi-
nate. However, the time needed for a particle to be trapped
must also be longer than the diffusion time out of the
trap to ensure efficient trapping. Trapping objects in the
nanometer regime requires laser powers that can quickly
destroy/denature the samples being trapped. Despite this,
optical tweezers systems using focused Gaussian beams
remain invaluable tools.
4.1. Optical tweezers basics
The term ‘optical tweezers’ refers to any optical system that
is capable of confining a particle in all three dimensions.
The most commonly available system involves the use of
free space optical beams to provide a gradient force trap in
all directions. Recently, commercial, self-calibrating opti-
cal tweezers systems have become available, indicating the
rise of interest in the field.
Free-space optical tweezers exist in many different va-
rieties due to their high customizability. As mentioned pre-
viously, optical tweezers typically use focused Gaussian
beams (Fig. 2) combined with some mechanism that can
deflect or otherwise steer the light beam in the focal plane
of the tweezers. Some examples include galvanometer-
mounted mirror arrays to create multiple trapping sites
by rapidly moving the trap center around the focal plane
[29], holographic optical tweezers that include a spatial
light modulator (SLM) to create different trapping patterns,
acousto-optic deflectors, and even diffractive or polarizing
elements. Each variation of optical tweezers has advantages
and disadvantages. For example, SLMs allow for a higher
degree of control and customizability, but have typically low
response times [11,30,31]. Both continuous-wave (CW) or
pulsed lasers can be used in optical tweezers [32].
The operation of optical tweezers is typically chosen
to be in the near-infrared region, primarily because light
of wavelengths greater than 800 nm is poorly absorbed by
most living matter and, as one moves further into the far-
infrared region, absorption from water molecules becomes
an issue [33]. For these reasons, light from an Nd:YAG
laser at approximately 1064 nm is commonly used for op-
tical trapping. Optical tweezers are capable of resolving
subnanometer motion and measuring pN of force [14].
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Figure 2 Schematic of a Gaussian beam optical tweezers (red)
showing a particle (blue) along with the scattering (Fs) and gradi-
ent (Fg) forces that act upon it. The darker shades of red indicate
regions of higher intensity.
For optical tweezers in viscous media, the motion of the
trapped particle can be well described by an overdamped
Langevin model, often termed the “Einstein–Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck theory of Brownian motion” [34]. In this over-
damped regime, the inertia terms in the Langevin equation
become negligible and the power spectrum of the system
can be well described. To put it simply, the fundamental op-
erational limit for measurements using optical tweezers, or
indeed in any of the systems that will be discussed herein,
is due to Brownian noise. This noise is always present and,
unlike other measurement-based errors such as laser noise,
shot noise, imaging errors, etc., it cannot be circumvented.
A particle’s motion while trapped in optical tweezers can
be described as a harmonic oscillator. Therefore, it is easy
to equate the energy of the particle’s Brownian motion
to the trap’s energy using the equipartition theorem, i.e.
1
2 kbT = 12κ
〈
χ2
〉 [35], where kb is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature,κis the spring constant of the system,
and
〈
χ2
〉
is the particle’s mean squared displacement from
equilibrium. This can be used to determine the fundamen-
tal measurement limit for experiments based on optical
tweezers. By defining the square root of the mean squared
displacement as
√
χ2 = √kbT/κ , the minimum detectable
limit can be determined, as shown in Fig. 3. To measure
the trap stiffness, a simple Lorentzian can be fitted to the
power spectrum, but this gives errors of 10–20%. Further
studies have shown how to increase the accuracy of such a
measurement via modification of the Lorentzian fit [36].
The assumption that one can work at this Brownian
noise limit is of course, untrue, as there will always be
sources of error that cannot be entirely eradicated. One can,
however, work extremely close to this limit. Many attempts
Figure 3 Log-log plot of detectable position change versus trap
stiffness at the thermal limit (blue solid line) which corresponds
to 68.5% detection efficiency, and three times the thermal limit
(orange dashed line) which corresponds to 99.7% detection
efficiency.
have been made over the years to reduce noise and increase
trapping times in optical tweezers. These approaches range
from the use of laser feedback control algorithms to re-
ducing the average laser power and hence the associated
noise, to the use of interferometric techniques to enhance
sensitivity [13, 37].
Although not discussed in detail in this review, it is
worth mentioning that the problems of noise for optical
tweezers in vacuum, such as that associated with optically
levitated particles, are different. Earlier, we dealt with an
overdamped system, but, in vacuum, the system is under-
damped as there is no viscous medium to interact with the
trapped particle. Aside from the other effects that this has
on optical trapping, it also means that the measurement
limit now becomes a problem more strongly related to the
laser intensity, or, rather, the photon flux. Recoil energy is
directly imparted to the particles via interaction with the
photons in the laser beam. This is in many ways similar to
the laser cooling of atoms in a magneto-optical trap, where
the thermal limit comes not from any interaction with resid-
ual gases in the vacuum, but rather from the recoil energy
of the laser photons.
An influential application of optical tweezers was per-
formed in 1993 by Svoboda et al. [13]. They concluded
that kinesin, a type of motor protein found in eukaryotic
cells, moved in 8-nm steps. In this early application of
optical tweezers, silica beads were coated with kinesin
in such a way as to allow only a single active molecule
per bead. These beads were then attached to microtubules
along which kinesin can move and measurements of the
step size were made using overlapping beams from a
Wollaston prism. Phase objects, such as silica beads, placed
in the overlapping region caused varying degrees of ellip-
ticity in the recombined beam and this effect was used to
determine fine movements of the objects. This extra step
was required to achieve the 8-nm resolution reported and
helped show the versatility of optical tweezers in biology.
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4.2. Dual-beam optical tweezers
Single-beam traps are at a disadvantage when compared
with dual- or multiple-beam optical tweezers since only
one particle can be steered or guided at any given time.
Multiple-beam traps can be created numerous ways, such
as the time sharing of a single beam using motorized mirror
arrays, or the splitting of a single beam via polarization ele-
ments to create two individual trapping potentials. A parti-
cle suspended in the optical gradient of a beam is somewhat
decoupled from the environment, but measurements gener-
ally require that a second object, which is directly coupled
to the environment via some physical stage or mount, be
used. This second particle is subject to many forms of ex-
ternal noise, such as stage drift that often dominates the
noise spectrum.
Dual-beam optical tweezers are systems that, effec-
tively, combine two single-beam optical tweezers. This al-
lows one to simultaneously trap two objects and perform
differential detection measurements, thereby improving the
attainable spatial resolution [10]. Traps of this form existed
as early as 1993, although large improvements in stabil-
ity were shown only about a decade later. Comparing the
8-nm resolution previously obtained [13] to a more recent
measurement using a dual-beam trap, an impressive leap in
measurement accuracy can be seen, though admittedly this
jump was not entirely due to the dual-beam configuration
itself.
In 2005, base-pair stepping by RNA polymerase was
measured and step sizes of 3.7 ˚A were distinguishable
[14]. This level of high resolution was made possible both
through the use of a dual beam tweezers, as well as isolating
the system from external air currents via the use of a helium-
filled enclosure. The inset of Fig. 4b indicates the drastic
drop in noise due to the helium enclosure. By immobilizing
both sides of the RNA polymerase with separate optical
tweezers, the noise induced by the motion of the stage was
effectively removed. The improved signal-to-noise ratio of
dual-beam traps has been quantified by Moffitt et al. [38].
The system behaves like a three-spring system consisting of
two optical tweezers and a DNA strand as the extra spring.
Autocorrelations in the motions of two spheres tethered by
a DNA strand, as illustrated in Fig. 4a were measured to
determine the 3.7 ˚A step size. This study showed strong
agreement between theory and experiment over the study’s
chosen parameter range.
Optical tweezers are also used to apply forces. One such
example is the combination of an optical trap with a three-
color FRET process. In a FRET system, the energy transfer
is strongly dependent on the distance between donor and
acceptor chromophores [39]. The energy-transfer efficiency
is given as:
E = 1
1 +
(
R
R0
)6′ (6)
where R is the distance between the chromophores and
R0 is a characteristic value called the Fo¨rster distance. This
Fo¨rster distance is where the energy, E, drops to 50% of
the maximum and typically the values are in the range of
30–60 ˚A.
The discovery of fluorescent proteins, which have be-
come ubiquitous in the life sciences, allow direct fluores-
cence measurements to be made by labeling individual
molecular components with different color dyes. This is
extremely useful in many fields of study where, for exam-
ple, the mechanism that needs to be studied is inaccessible
due to being part of a minute, complex system. This is true
for many biomolecular machines with changing internal
conformations. Lee and Hong [16] used this hybrid FRET
optical-tweezers system to observe the conformational dy-
namics of a Holliday junction and the folding dynamics of
a DNA hairpin (Fig. 5). Holliday junctions are junctions
formed by the intersection of DNA strands, while DNA
hairpins are common patterns that can be formed by single
DNA strands. Holliday junctions have two distinct con-
formations (known as ISO1 and ISO2) in the absence of
mechanical tension. The authors sought to determine if an
applied force showed a bias towards either shape. By label-
ing different sections of the junction with different dyes, the
FRET efficiencies between different pairs were calculated
as functions of the applied force and, hence, the shape of
the junctions could be deduced. Using a similar technique,
folding and unfolding dynamics of a DNA hairpin were
studied. The conclusion was that hybrid systems, such as
the one discussed in the paper, are readily applicable to
many nucleic acid systems.
4.3. Non-Gaussian beam shapes
Alternative approaches to optical tweezing make use of
non-Gaussian trapping beams [40]. For example, Tatarkova
et al. [41] made use of a zeroth-order Bessel beam generated
using an axicon grating. By illuminating the axicon with a
slightly converging laser beam they were able to produce
a so-called ‘washboard’ potential with a controllable tilt,
i.e. a harmonic potential with a superimposed sinusoidal
fluctuation, as illustrated in Fig. 6. When the inclination
of the washboard potential exceeded a certain value the
particles were drawn to the Bessel beam center.
Optical beams can also have two different types of an-
gular momentum – spin angular momentum and orbital
angular momentum (OAM) – both of which can be ex-
ploited for particle trapping. Spin angular momentum is
related to the polarization of light, whereas OAM is related
to the topological phase of light, which gives rise to vor-
tex beams where the phase changes as a function of the
beam radius, and can even be transferred to plasmon fields
as will be discussed in Section 4 [42–44]. Standing-wave
traps generated by counterpropagating Bessel beams have
been constructed. Cıˆzma´r et al. [45] successfully trapped
particles of diameters from 490 nm to 1000 nm using what
they termed a “sliding Bessel standing wave”. Using this
they constructed an ‘optical conveyor belt’ by controlling
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Figure 4 RNA polymerase immo-
bilised using a dual beam opti-
cal tweezers and polystyrene beads.
Tstrong and Tweak are names given to
the traps which refer to them hav-
ing high and low spring constants
respectively. (b) Noise density for he-
lium enclose, blue, and the unen-
closed system, red. (c), Steps re-
solved for a stiffly trapped bead
moved in 1 A˚ increments at 1 Hz.
(d) 3.4 A˚ steps by using a bead-DNA-
bead tension of 27 pN then mov-
ing Tstrong in 3.4-A˚ increments at 1
Hz. (Reproduced with permission.[14]
2005, Nature)
the positions of the nodes and antinodes of the trapping
potential generated.
The differences between the two kinds of angular mo-
menta are evident when the effects they have upon particles
are considered. Spin angular momentum causes particles
to rotate around their axes, whereas OAM can directly im-
part angular momentum, thereby causing the entire particle
to rotate within the field. Furthermore, if the particle is
large enough, rotation about an axis is possible with OAM.
OAM can be contained within Laguerre–Gaussian (LG)
modes, which are frequently used for work in the field. LG
beams are particularly useful when fine control of a parti-
cle’s orientation is required. For example, Dasgupta et al.
[18] performed Raman spectroscopy on red blood cells with
the help of a Laguerre–Gaussian beam generated from an
SLM. The use of Raman spectroscopy techniques combined
with optical tweezers has been termed ‘Raman tweezers’
[19] and is a viable approach that has existed for well over
two decades. Optical tweezers have the distinct advantage
of being able to make measurements on red blood cells, or
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Figure 5 (a) Representative diagram of
a Holliday junction. (b) Force is ap-
plied to two different conformations of the
Holliday junction. (c) The equilibrium con-
stant of the unfolded state (where Keq is
the ratio of the unfolded state population to
the folded state population) as a function
of force, and (d) the rate constants of fold-
ing/unfolding reactions as functions of force
for H1 (red) and H2 (blue) conformations.
(Reproduced with permission.[16] 2013, J.
Am. Chem. Soc.)
Figure 6 (a) Intensity profile of the
zeroth-order Bessel beam produced
from an axicon with particle trajectories
superimposed upon the image (b) ex-
amples of a washboard lattice at two dif-
ferent inclination angles. (Reproduced
with permissions.[41] 2003, Phys. Rev.
Lett.)
indeed any suitably sized cell, in vitro. Hence, the way a
cell behaves during applications of stretching induced stress
can be recorded. In the experiment by Dasgupta et al. [18],
they showed that LG beams can efficiently trap and con-
trol the orientation of blood cells in three dimensions and
how this may facilitate polarized Raman spectroscopy of
the cells. Larger cells, such as red blood cells, are easier to
manipulate with OAM as their bodies can take up a larger
portion of the beam allowing for easier rotation.
Certain cells, e.g. E. Coli [46], can be rotated and con-
trolled due to their asymmetric shapes. Spherical particles
are, in general, harder to orient accurately. Due to their
symmetry, momentum must be imposed via the light’s spin
or angular momentum. Optical tweezing using cylindrical
objects, 1D chains, or birefringent objects has been per-
formed [47]. In 2004, La Porta and Wang [48] published
a study that investigated the torque present when birefrin-
gent particles were illuminated by an external field. In bire-
fringent materials, the polarization field generated is not
aligned with the external electric field, and this produces
enough torque to rotate a particle. The authors showed how
the position and rotation of a 1-μm quartz particle could be
precisely controlled by varying the external field’s polariza-
tion. Asymmetric objects also rotate in polarization fields
Figure 7 SEM images of a paddle wheel created using two-
photon excitation of UV absorbing liquid resins. (Reproduced with
permission.[50] 2013, New J. Phys.)
[49]. Asavei et al. [50] microfabricated a paddle wheel,
shown in Fig. 7, which could be used in conjunction with a
polarized external field to apply controlled fluid flow to spe-
cific regions. Many other microfabricated structures have
been proposed, and – in some cases – created, to perform
specific tasks [51], with an end goal of integrating the fields
of micromanipulation and microrobotics.
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5. Trapping via integrated optics
Trapping nanoparticles, or submicrometer particles, in
subdiffraction-limited regimes can be achieved by using
optical near-fields. These can provide high electromagnetic
field gradients near dielectric surfaces, opening up attractive
avenues of research for optical trapping. Optical near-fields
generally take the form of evanescent fields that decay ex-
ponentially from their point of origin. The first work that
made use of the evanescent fields produced by a dielectric
channel waveguide was published in 1996 by Kawata and
Tani [52]. Here, the authors used only the evanescent field
to propel latex particles of 5.1 μm in diameter along the
length of a channeled waveguide at a speed of approxi-
mately 5 μm s−1 using only 80 mW of input laser power.
While the particles propeled were of a relatively large size,
it was the first work that highlighted the applicability of
evanescent fields to particle trapping. Some of the follow-
ing applications can be classified as tweezers, since they
allow for full 3D confinement of the particle, while others
only provide confinement in fewer dimensions.
5.1. Channel waveguides
Evanescent fields that extend beyond the boundary of light-
carrying structures become more intense as the dimensions
of the waveguide approach the wavelength of the guided
light or become smaller [53]. This arises due to the wave
nature of light that imposes certain boundary conditions on
the structures in which they can exist. Evanescent fields play
an indirect role in many plasmonic structures, primarily be-
cause they are used to excite SPPs via the Kretschmann
configuration (see Section 6.1). However, there are many
structures where the evanescent field can be accessed di-
rectly to trap particles. The evanescent field from a single
beam propagating in an evanescent waveguide provides a
gradient force that attracts particles towards the surface,
while a simultaneous scattering force is applied in the di-
rection of beam propagation. Hence, single-beam evanes-
cent field traps are useful for guiding particles along the
surface of a waveguide, making them ideal for integration
with microfluidic systems.
An example of microfluidic/evanescent systems, is de-
scribed in a paper by Schmidt et al. [54] where they demon-
strated how particles could be trapped and propeled using
channel waveguides in conjunction with microfluidic chan-
nels (Fig. 8). This work provided a clear and concise expla-
nation of the physics at play in optofluidic systems, as well
as displaying the trapping and propulsion of particles of
varying size. Similarly, Yang and Erickson [55] have ana-
lyzed optofluidic particle trapping near waveguides. Build-
ing on these works, Ng et al. showed that gold colloidal
particles as small as 17 nm could be propeled along a chan-
nel waveguide [56]. Using branched channel waveguides,
or branched microfluidic channels, other groups have been
able to extend these ideas to particle sorting [57, 58]. The
attractiveness of these approaches comes from the fact that
Figure 8 (a) E-field intensity plot of the channel waveguide.
(b) Particle velocity versus guided power of a 3 μm particle
trapped and propelled along a waveguide. (Reproduced with
permission.[54] 2007, Opt. Express)
microfluidic channels and channel waveguides can be run
parallel to each other, or even inside each other. Simple
waveguides can also be arranged such that they produce
resonating structures. Lin et al. [59] showed how micropar-
ticles can be trapped above a planar silicon microring res-
onator with large trapping depths of 25 kbT.
There is a current trend in scientific research to encour-
age the development of “lab-on-a-chip” devices. Channel
waveguides perfectly fit the requirements of a lab-on-a-
chip device as they operate at the correct scale, can be
mass produced, and are easily integrated with many existing
technologies [60].
5.2. Optical micro- or nanofibers
Optical micro- or nanofibers (MNFs) are optical fibers with
micrometer or submicrometer diameters that do not operate
in the weakly guided regime. They are sometimes used to
trap particles in their evanescent fields [61–64]. MNFs are,
generally, manufactured from standard communication-
grade optical fibers by heating them until they became
malleable, at which point a force is applied from either
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side to elongate and taper the heated region until the central
(waist) region of the fiber is micrometer or submicrometer
in diameter. A more detailed description of this heat-and-
pull procedure can be found in the literature [65, 66]. In
contrast, channel waveguides typically need to be grown
on a substrate that, while allowing for complex geometries
to be fabricated, somewhat limits their versatility. For ex-
ample, some studies in neurobiology require a probe that
can reach deep inside tissues in vivo. Very recently, opto-
genetics has come to the fore in neuroscience, and relies
heavily on the use of optical fibers due to their ability to
guide light into areas that are inaccessible using other meth-
ods [67]. While these techniques do not directly make use
of the evanescent field or particle trapping, they emphasize
the flexibility that is introduced once one moves from a
platform consisting of rigid channel waveguide structures
towards the use of tapered fibers. Fiber-based waveguides
are capable of trapping and guiding particles as efficiently
as their substrate-grown counterparts [62, 68, 69].
The use of a near-field scanning optical microscope
to create a fiber optical tweezers (FOT) was realized by
Xin et al. [70] and used to reliably trap micrometer-sized
particles, but also showed that smaller particles such as
yeast, bacteria, and 0.7-μm silica beads could be trapped,
albeit with higher laser powers.
To realize a device whose operation is closer to that of
optical tweezers, but with only the use of the evanescent
fields produced by waveguides, one must consider coun-
terpropagating laser beams [71–73]. Here, a standing wave
can be formed that produces a potential landscape that fa-
vors the trapping of particles at certain lattice sites defined
by the wavelength of light used. In practice, a standing wave
is not entirely necessary for successfully immobilizing par-
ticles. Lei et al. [74] showed that, by varying the power of
two counterpropagating beams, without the formation of a
standing wave, particles with a diameter of 710 nm could
be transported in either direction along a fiber. This was a
useful study as it showed that standing waves are not neces-
sary for the controlled guidance of micro- and nanoparticles
along a tapered optical fiber.
Particle sorting using counterpropagating beams of dif-
ferent wavelengths relies on the scattering force’s depen-
dence on particle size, refractive index, and the wavelength
of light used [75, 76]. Zhang and Li [75] used a subwave-
length optical fiber with different wavelengths of light in-
jected at either end (Fig. 9). The difference in scattering for
various particle sizes resulted in the particles being sorted
by size.
As is the case for optical tweezers, higher-order modes
can be used to trap particles in waveguides. MNFs are
an ideal platform for this, as they are capable of support-
ing many higher-order modes [77, 78], including Bessel-
beams [79]. Higher-order mode trapping in straight, chan-
nel waveguides has been realized [80], but maintaining
these modes in tapered fibers has proven to be a difficult
process due to the fine degree of control required during
the fabrication process, although it has been performed
successfully using linearly tapered optical nanofibers [81].
Adiabaticity requirements impose important shape require-
ments on the taper profile and the dimensions of the fiber
at the waist must also be considered. These combined con-
ditions require a more complex tapering system [66] than
is usually available to research groups. The use of higher-
order modes in fibers for the purposes of atom trapping has
been discussed elsewhere [82, 83].
5.3. Slot waveguides
When two waveguides are placed in close proximity to
each other, as is the case in slot waveguides, the evanescent
fields of the two waveguides overlap, producing a region
of increased intensity between them [84]. Yang et al. have
published a series of papers [85,86] where polystyrene and
gold particles are trapped in an optofluidic system consist-
ing of a silicon slot waveguide grown on a glass substrate.
The small waveguide separation, combined with the over-
lapping evanescent fields, provides a subdiffraction-limited
trapping potential (Fig. 10). The authors were able to trap
75-nm dielectric nanoparticles and λ-DNA molecules us-
ing this waveguide system. Lin and Crozier [87] applied
this technique to the problem of particle sorting. They used
a channel waveguide that ran parallel to a slot waveguide.
By introducing a defect, in this case a microsphere that
had been fused to the channel waveguide, they were able
to ‘kick’ smaller particles out of the potential formed by
the channel waveguide and into the potential generated by
the slot waveguide, which had a higher field confinement.
Initially, 350-nm and 2-μm particles were guided along the
channel waveguide. Upon reaching the defect, the 350-nm
particles were pushed more than 250 nm away from the
channel waveguide where they were then captured by the
potential of the slot waveguide.
The use of evanescent devices to trap and manipulate
micro- and nanoparticles continues to be of interest in the
scientific community because of their versatility and cus-
tomizability. Channel waveguide structures can be incorpo-
rated into almost any device at the fabrication stage and are
produced using common industrial techniques. This makes
their potential uses in commercial products more likely
than other, more specialized, devices that are produced by
nonscalable, multistage techniques.
5.4. Photonic crystal cavities
With the goal of confining light to subdiffraction-limited
sizes, many research groups have focused their interest on
photonic crystal (PC) cavities. Photonic crystal structures
consist of a waveguide which has been periodically pat-
terned to forbid the transmission of specific wavelengths.
If, however, one introduces a defect to this periodic lattice
it is possible to create a region where frequencies that were
previously forbidden are now allowed to propagate. By
choosing the defect carefully, a cavity can be set up within
the crystal structure [88,89]. If the wave vector of this new
cavity mode is chosen so that it is also a confined mode of
the waveguide, both lateral and inplane confinement is pos-
sible [90]. Photonic crystal cavities have some interesting
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Figure 9 (a-d) Visualisation of the difference in
the forces applied to 600 nm and 1000 nm di-
ameter particles due to two different wavelengths
counter-propagating along a tapered optical fibre.
(b) and (d) are simulation results corresponding to
(a) and (c) respectively. (e) A graph of the optical
scattering forces on different particle sizes due to
different wavelengths. Here, the blue line is the
scattering from 808 nm light while the red line
shows the scattering from the 1310 nm light, fi-
nally, the black line shows the contribution of both
fields to the total scattering force acting on the
particle. (Reproduced with permission.[75] 2013,
Laser Photon. Rev.)
Figure 10 (a) Slot waveguide, (b) electric
field intensity profiles for 65 nm polystyrene
particles (left), and 100 nm gold parti-
cles (right). (Reproduced with permission.[85]
2009, Nano Lett.)
Figure 11 A typical linear photonic crys-
tal cavity showing the field enhancement in
the central slotted region. (Reproduced with
permission.[90] 2013, Opt. Express)
properties that are advantageous for trapping particles.
Robinson et al. [91] showed that the modes present in such
structures have “ultrasmall” mode volumes. This leads to
extremely high field gradients over subwavelength dimen-
sions; the confinement of the electric field is comparable to
the defect size used to create the cavity. A typical PC cavity
is shown in Fig. 11.
Particle trapping using photonic crystal cavities was
shown to be theoretically possible by Barth and Benson
in 2006 [92]. They concluded that, not only could parti-
cles of varying sizes be trapped with a PC cavity, but the
presence of the particles could shift the cavity resonance, a
process known as self-induced back action (SIBA) which is
discussed in more detail in Section 6.3. PC cavity devices
have distinct advantages over other evanescent field-based
devices. For example, Lin et al. [93] showed theoretically
that, by tapering the angle of a PC cavity and including a
slot, the gradient force could be significantly improved over
that given by a waveguide alone, and that a high quality (Q)
factor can be maintained.
By tapering a PC cavity, as shown in Fig. 12, an in-
teresting method of controlling a particle’s position was
achieved [94]. The angle with which such a device is ta-
pered controls the distance along the z-axis at which dif-
ferent wavelengths are reflected. This, in turn, produces
trapping potentials at different locations depending on the
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Figure 12 Tapered photonic crystal cavity. zR, zG, and zB are
the locations where light of three different colours — red, green,
and blue — are reflected. (Reproduced with permission.[94] 2011,
Opt. Lett.)
frequency of the laser light. Using a tuneable laser source,
particles can be moved along the axis of a PC cavity waveg-
uide by gradually varying the wavelength and allowing the
trapped particle to follow the changing trap position. Some
uncertainity in the particle’s position is introduced since the
potentials created have multiple minima. However, input
powers of 7 mW could, theoretically, trap 50-nm particles
stably. PC cavities have also been integrated into optical
fibers via femtosecond laser ablation processes, as well as
composite systems comprising of MNFs in optical contact
with external nanostructured gratings [95, 96]. PC cavities
offer an effective way of trapping dielectric particles. Re-
cently, van Leest and Caro [97] were able to stably trap
single bacteria of two different species with an inplane trap
stiffness of 7.6 pN nm−1 mW−1.
Surface traps have also been formed using photonic
crystal structures that do not rely on the introduction of a de-
fect. For example, Jaquay et al. [98] used a photonic-crystal
structure where the light was incident perpendicular to the
apertures. This produced a lattice potential that caused par-
ticles to congregate and form large self-assembled arrays, a
process that they referred to as light-assisted self-assembly
(LATS) [99]. Work performed by Mirsadeghi and Young
[100] using PC cavities have shown that they are a useful
tool for trapping nanoscale particles and providing a means
by which the size of the trapped particle can be determined
with nm precision. By introducing a single-mode channel
to a PC structure, particles as small as 24 nm were trapped.
Analysis of the transmission spectra obtained over a number
of trapping events was used to determine the mean diameter
of the trapped particles by assuming some variance in the
particles’ polarizabilities, as shown in Fig. 13. As a particle
trapping device, PC cavities are promising and their inte-
gration into existing technologies makes them an attractive
choice for future progress in the trapping of particles.
5.5. Microlenses
Microlenses with diameters greater than the wavelength of
light can also be used to trap particles in regular arrays.
Zhao et al. [101] used arrays of 22 μm microlenses to trap
3.1-μm polymer particles. The relative ease of operation
Figure 13 (a) Normalized transmission of the PC cavity system.
(b) and (c) are histograms of the data highlighted with the hori-
zontal bars at the left and right of (a) respectively. The histograms
of the time series data (red) are given alongside the simulated
histogram data (blue). Simulations were performed with a mean
particle diameter of 24.8 nm (b) and 30 nm (c). (Reproduced with
permission.[100] 2014, Nano Lett.)
and reliability of such a macroscopic device makes it of
interest for applications in the life sciences where high
optical alignment may not be available. More recently, a
similar device was made using femtosecond laser ablation
[102].
6. Plasmonic-based devices
As particle sizes become smaller, problems associated with
gradient force trapping arise. There are two options to en-
hance trapping at nanometer scales. One can choose to
increase the power to further deepen the optical trap, but
this is not usually viable as it is advisable to keep powers
at a lower level to reduce noise and lessen power-induced
damage to the trapped object. This means that one must
increase the confinement of the laser light by some other
means. Plasmonic structures have come to the fore in this
regime.
The effect of surface plasmons on metallic nanostruc-
tures of varying designs is being actively pursued for parti-
cle trapping [7,103]. Nowadays, many research groups have
access to a wide array of lithography techniques, allowing
the creation of arbitrarily shaped designs. Furthermore, ac-
cess to finite-element and FDTD software packages allow
researchers to model how light interacts with plasmonic
materials, photonic crystals, III-V semiconductors, etc., to
a high degree of accuracy. With this arsenal of tools at hand,
it is no surprise that the number of publications in the field
has been rising rapidly in the last decade.
6.1. Surface plasmon polaritons and localized
surface plasmons
Using plasmonic techniques, light can be concentrated
to areas that are significantly below the diffraction limit.
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Surface plasmons can be considered differently depending
on the geometry of the substrate in question as either
localized surface plasmons (LSPs), or as propagating
surface plasmon polaritons. For brevity we will refer to the
latter simply as surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). Surface
plasmons are the result of coherent electron oscillations
on a metal’s surface. SPPs are a means of quantifying how
they behave on larger metallic surfaces that are capable
of supporting propagating plasmon waves. SPPs cannot be
directly excited with laser light since they exist as a wave
propagating along the dielectric surface interface and their
dispersion curves prohibit direct phase matching with an
incident laser beam. Instead, they must be excited by an
evanescent field. Currently, the most popular method of
coupling to SPPs is called the Kretschmann configuration.
This configuration makes use of total internal reflection
through a glass prism. The required plasmonic structure
need only be placed on one face of the prism, thus enabling
it to be excited by the evanescent field generated by the re-
flection of the incident light passed through the prism at the
critical angle. LSPs, on the other hand, define how surface
plasmons behave on smaller surfaces where the boundary
conditions cause confinement of the surface plasmon.
LSPs are present in nanoparticles and wavelength-scale
plasmonic geometries. Due to spatial confinement, phase
matching is relaxed and, therefore, only light matching
the correct LSP resonance frequency is required to excite
them in a material. SPPs have a wide frequency range
over which they can be excited, which is not the case for
LSPs.
The form of an SPP is dictated largely by the geome-
try of the substrate and the input light field. That is not to
say they are the only factors; of course, refractive indices
and other material properties are important. A recent paper
by Tsai et al. [44] showed how an SPP with a topologi-
cal charge of 2, that is to say an SPP that contains orbital
angular momentum, could be produced by using circularly
polarized light in combination with a unique surface geom-
etry. By etching an Archimedes spiral into a gold film, they
were able to both confine a particle, and impart angular
momentum to the particle, thereby causing it to rotate.
Heating due to inevitable ohmic losses in the metal
is an intrinsic property of plasmonic devices, especially
when devices based predominantly on the excitation of LSP
modes are considered. The interaction between laser light
and nanoparticles causes the generation of point-like heat
sources at locations that depend on factors, such as particle
type, beam polarization, and angle of incidence. Intense
light fields generated near plasmonic nanostructures are
often used to trap particles [104–106]. In some cases, the
heat generated by the structures themselves was used to trap
particles [107]. Because of this, analyzing heating effects is
important. Donner et al. [108] discussed how the plasmon-
assisted optofluidics is influenced by the heat produced. In
short, this paper concluded that, for isolated nanostructures
below 200 nm, the influence of heating is negligible. The
authors also state that, to increase the plasmon-assisted fluid
motion from tens of nanometers to hundreds of nanometers,
structures larger than 1 μm must be used. Larger structures
are easily integrated with heat sinks to help quickly dissipate
the accumulated heat [109].
A recent study by Roxworthy et al. [110] on the heat-
ing effects of a 9×9 array of gold BNAs (bowtie nanoan-
tenna apertures) in a SiO2/ITO substrate has shown that
heat-induced convection currents of greater that 1 μm s−1
can be created. The study gives both theoretical and ex-
perimental results that are quantitatively in agreement with
each other. Seol et al. [111] showed that heating involved
with the trapping of gold nanoparticles can also affect the
spring constant of an optical trapping system. Because of
this heating, they concluded that gold nanoparticles are not
recommended when working with biological systems. De-
spite this, other authors have performed experiments with
gold nanoparticles which seem to be in contradiction. For
example, Demergis et al. showed ultrastrong binding of
metallic nanoparticles via the optical binding force and es-
timated that there was no heating, contrary to other reported
studies on similar systems [112].
6.2. Scalability
Surface plasmon polaritons on metallic surfaces sufficiently
larger than the plasmon wavelength can be characterized as
SPPs. Under these conditions, it can be assumed that the
dispersion curve of the structure approaches that of an in-
finite metallic film [113]. This relationship is important
as it shows that plasmonic-based devices cannot be scaled
down ad infinitum. Devices that may work well at a few
micrometers cannot be expected to work analogously at
the nanometer scale. For example, in an experiment per-
formed by Wong et al. [113], a dielectric channel optical
waveguide was integrated with an array of gold micropads
of 5 μm diameter and with a pitch of 15 μm. Figure 14
shows a schematic of the system. The authors trapped
5-μm polystyrene beads and yeast cells using an input beam
power of 20 mW. This technique works well and relies on
the formation of SPPs to create adequate trapping poten-
tials above the discs. A similar paper by Righini et al. [114],
where a prism was used to excite the SPPs, showed sim-
ilar results. It should be obvious that simply downscaling
the dimensions will not yield the same results. First, the
plasmon will cease to be describable as a SPP once the pad
size is reduced sufficiently in size, behaving instead as an
LSP, and secondly, the viscous damping of suspended par-
ticles is greatly reduced due to the decreased cross section
of smaller nanoparticles.
Gold nanopads were used by Chen et al. [115] to trap
500 nm and 100 nm nanoparticles using the LSPs generated
in subwavelength disk structures. A seven by seven array of
four gold circular nanopads was patterned on an indium ti-
tanium oxide substrate and illuminated by a Gaussian beam
(Fig. 15). The nanopads were 200 nm in diameter, which
produced polarization-dependent LSPs. This work was in-
spired by the earlier work in [41] and produced a similar
washboard-type potential, thus drawing particles towards
the center of the plasmonic structure.
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Figure 14 Channel waveguide incorporating a plasmonic gold
micropad array. (a) – (d) are a time sequence of images showing
the parallel trapping of 5 μm polystyrene beads. (Reproduced
with permission.[113] 2011, Appl. Phys. Lett.)
6.3. Self-induced back action
Often, calculations on the trapping capabilities of optical
tweezers are done in the absence of any particles. In many
cases this is an appropriate choice, as it both simplifies the
physics, from a computational viewpoint, and gives quanti-
tatively accurate results. However, as particle sizes become
smaller, and lower optical powers are used, it is neces-
sary to include the effect of the dielectric particle on the
local electric field, especially when plasmonic effects are
present. The effect of a single particle tends to improve
certain types of optical trapping via a mechanism called
self-induced back action (SIBA). This effect has been stud-
ied in various systems, such as plasmonic and photonic
crystal cavity systems, as mentioned earlier [116].
SIBA is especially relevant in many plasmonic struc-
tures as the effect plays a large role at the scales typically
used. Juan et al. [116] trapped 50-nm nanoparticles using
2 mW of power with the help of SIBA. By cutting a 310-nm
circular aperture into a 100-nm thick gold film a near-field
was generated, which, in the presence of a dielectric par-
ticle, created a system that was sensitive to small position
variations (Fig. 16). The particle present in the vicinity
of the aperture effectively ‘saw’ a larger hole due to the
shifting of the cutoff wavelength, thereby causing higher
transmission of light through the aperture. Deviations of
the particle from the equilibrium position near the aperture
either increased or decreased the net transmission of light
through the aperture. The authors showed that the particle’s
Figure 15 (a) Plasmonic disk array placed
on an objective lens. (b) Light intensity at
various heights above the disks. (c) Visu-
alisation of the intensity profile at varying
heights. (Reproduced with permission.[115]
2013, Nano Lett.)
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Figure 16 (a) An image show-
ing the structure used to exam-
ine self-induced back action. (b) A
closer view of the nanohole in the
gold substrate. (Reproduced with
permission.[116] 2009, Nat. Phys.)
Figure 17 (a) Extinction spectra of a pair of
gold nanoblocks with longitudinal (blue) and
transverse (green) polarisations. (b) Plas-
monic trapping of a 350 nm particle (bright
region) using 80 nm × 80 nm × 40 nm
nanoblocks as the polarisation is shifted be-
tween longitudinal and transverse. Scale bar
= 3 μm. (Reproduced with permission.[117]
2011, Opt. Express)
motion always served to create a force that pushed the
particle back to its equilibrium position.
6.4. Superresolution optical trapping
Localized surface plasmons can be used for enhanced trap-
ping well below the diffraction limit. Tanaka et al. referred
to this ability as superresolution optical trapping [117].
Their plasmonic structure consisted of only two square gold
nanoblocks, as shown in Fig. 17. This paper is indicative
of this subfield of plasmonic trapping, in so much as how
it highlights the importance of the choice of polarization
in LSPs. Two important cases are considered, one parallel
to the axis joining the two squares, and one at 90o to this.
The two cases highlight the fact that the device has various
available modes and, by changing the polarization, specific
modes can be excitied individually. The first configuration
creates a single high-intensity spot between the two squares,
whereas the latter allows for the creation of multiple trap-
ping potentials with a subdiffraction-limit separation. Using
gold nanoblocks the authors succeeded in trapping 100-nm
polystyrene particles and observed double well potentials
with 230 nm separation.
Gold bowtie nanoantenna apertures (BNAs) such as
those created by Roxworthy and Toussaint [104] allow for
trapping using LSPs (Fig. 18). They created an array of
BNAs and, instead of using a standard continuous-wave
(CW) laser source, they used a pulsed femtosecond (fs)
laser source to trap dielectric and metallic particles. They
observed increased trap stiffness over a CW approach
while providing the ability to observe nonlinear effects
in situ, such as two-photon absorption, second-harmonic
generation, etc. The BNA arrays, however, coupled with
the fs laser source, caused some of the spheres to adhere
to the surface. The effect did not seem to be caused by
the melting of the spheres, since the heat generated was
not sufficient for this to occur. Rather, the induced heating
seemed to attract particles to the BNA surfaces. The
authors acknowledged that a theoretical model for optical
tweezing using fs laser sources did not yet exist and did
not attempt to explain the dynamics of the interaction in
such a way. The increased trap stiffness was attributed to
the illumination spot size of the laser source. Many BNAs
were illuminated at once allowing particles to ‘see’ the
effect of multiple traps, which, in turn, caused the particle’s
motion within the trap to be describable as acting with an
effective trap stiffness with multiple contributions. Once
again, fs laser sources are an interesting choice since they
have the potential to reduce the overall power transferred
to the trapped particles. In this experiment the power levels
were three orders of magnitude lower than the optical
damage threshold, as reported in [118].
Particles with a high polarizability are good for optical
trapping, especially if a high refractive-index contrast be-
tween them and the surrounding material can be obtained.
J-aggregrates, or Jelley aggregrates to give them their full
name, were discovered independently by Scheibe et al.
[119], and Jelley in 1937 [120]. J-aggregrates are essentially
dye clusters with an absorption band that can be shifted.
Zamecnik et al. [121] showed that by functionalizing these
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Figure 18 Au bowtie nanoantenna arrays in upright and inverted configuration and the associated experimental setup. Two-photon
fluorescence measurements from a trapped fluorescent microsphere are given in (a) the upright orientation and (b) the inverted
orientation. Blue and green curves represent the horizontally and vertically-polarized results, respectively. Yellow is a reference signal
from a particle trapped on the glass substrate. (Reproduced with permission.[104] 2012, Scientific Reports)
aggregrates onto plasmonic silver nanoparticles interesting
effects could be seen. The authors considered a particular
type of material, known as ε near-zero materials (ENZ).
This is a branch of materials that has an effective ε value
near zero when illuminated at certain wavelengths, thereby
significantly enhancing the scattering cross section. The
permitivity of a medium, ε, is a measure of how much resis-
tance a medium has to an external electric field, which leads
to the electric displacement field encountered in Maxwell’s
equations. The authors targeted this property by com-
bining silver plasmonic nanoparticles with J-aggregrates.
By illuminating the particle near the plasmonic resonant
wavelength, the electric field was confined within the J-
aggregrate, creating a high field in a tightly confined area.
The authors used this effect to perform surface-enchanced
Raman spectroscopy. ENZ materials have some promising
uses in the field of particle trapping.
6.5. Gratings
Gratings etched onto metallic surfaces allow coupling to
SPPs since the additional grating vector of the system al-
lows for mode matching of the SPP to the incident light. As
we know, light fields can be combined to produce interesting
electric-field configurations, and SPPs, being a form of elec-
tromagnetic radiation, behave the same. Genevet et al. [122]
showed how placing diffraction gratings on a gold surface
can generate a plasmonic bottle beam (Fig. 19). When two
2-dimensional planes with intersecting directions of prop-
agation meet, what is known as a cosine Gaussian beam
Figure 19 Near-field scanning optical microscopy images of
plasmonic bottle beams generated at three different grating
configurations. (Reproduced with permission.[122] 2013, Opt.
Express)
(CGB) is formed. CGB are similar to Bessel beams since
they have a nondiffracting nature in the direction of propa-
gation. The authors applied this theory to SPPs. Using this
property they were able to create an intensity profile that
could trap particles at the nodes of high intensity.
6.6. Subwavelength apertures
Subwavelength aperture diffraction is, subject to debate,
another area where plasmonics may play a role. Previously
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Figure 20 Double-nanohole created
using a focussed ion beam in
a gold layer. (Reproduced with
permission.[126] 2012, Scientific Re-
ports)
accepted theories, such as those by Bethe and Kirchoff,
were used to model the propagation of light through aper-
tures in either perfectly conducting screens, or black opaque
screens. Given certain conditions these theories worked
quite well, but did not provide an adequate explanation
of how the light propagated through structures where the
dimensions were below the cutoff for any mode to exist.
A thorough review of previous and current theories on this
type of diffraction is given by Weiner [123]. It was not until
1998 that a theory of plasmon assisted transmission through
subwavelength apertures was proposed by Ebbesen et al.
[124]. The authors showed that Bethe theory was wholly
unsuitable to describe the transmission of light through
subwavelength aperture arrays in a silver film. Surpisingly,
they showed that transmission increased for wavelengths
more than 10 times the diameter of the apertures and, in
some cases, more light was transmitted than was directly
incident on the apertures. These facts combined indicated
that the apertures were more than just passive elements.
The authors further showed that the behavior seemed to be
independent of hole size and material type, yet had a strong
angular dependence that could only be explained by the
presence of surface plasmons. While plasmonics may play
a role in the transmission through apertures, and for the
case of gold materials they most certainly play some part,
they are not entirely required to explain the dynamics of
light transmission though Bethe apertures and this remains
a point of controversy.
Baida and Van Labeke [125] performed work on annu-
lar aperture arrays that sought to increase the transmission
of light via the same process as described by Ebbesen et al.
[124]. Plasmonic double-nanoholes deal with the problem
of transmission through subwavelength apertures. A typical
double-nanohole is shown in Fig. 20. Using such a system,
Zehtabi-Oskuie et al. [126] trapped 20-nm polysterene par-
ticles using as little as 3.5 mW of input power. A later
analysis of the trapping efficiency was also produced by
the same group [127], where they compared the trap stiff-
nesses obtained for a double-nanohole trap with that of a
standard optical tweezers and claimed that similar trap stiff-
nesses can be obtained, but for particles that are 10 times
smaller.
Building on the work by Baida and Van Labeke [125]
many groups have pursued coaxial plasmonic waveguide
structures for trapping [128–130]. Rodrı´guez-Fortuno et al.
[128] predicted that coaxial plasmonic structures arranged
in an array could be used as a negative refractive index
material, a property that may be used to produce backwards
travelling electromagnetic waves. Highly hybridized struc-
tures, such as the device proposed by Liu et al. [129], which
combines gold annular aperture arrays with a photorespon-
sive liquid crystal, can also produce high field gradients in
subdiffraction-limited regimes. All of these studies point
towards a highly tuneable technique that has promising ap-
plications in particle trapping. Saleh and Dionne [131] pub-
lished a theoretical paper where a gold coaxial plasmonic
aperture in a silica fiber could be used to trap particles with
sizes less than 10 nm. They also showed that the creation
of dual trapping potentials at a distance of 20 nm from the
surface is possible.
Subwavelength apertures in gold films can also be used
in combination with tapered fibers. For instance, Neumann
et al. [132] proposed the use of tapered optical fibers with
subwavelength apertures to allow the high transmission
of light to subdiffraction-limited spaces. The end face of
a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) probe
was coated with gold and a focused ion beam was used
to etch a 45-nm aperture into the gold layer. The NSOM
taper was chosen such that it was near the cut-off diame-
ter for the first excited mode, which was shown to be the
case using numerical simulations. A more indepth discus-
sion of the transmission mechanism has been published by
Gordon [133]. He showed that transmission through the
NSOM was improved by two orders of magnitude. Later,
Berthelot et al. expanded on this idea by including a bowtie
nanoaperture to the end face of a tapered optical fiber to
allow three-dimensional manipulation of 50 nm dielectric
objects (Fig. 21) [134]. The fields produced at the output
of a half-tapered fiber, similar to an NSOM taper, are also
capable of lensing light sufficiently to trap particles without
any enhancements from plasmonic apertures.
7. Conclusion and outlook
In this review we have shown how the focus of particle
trapping has recently been shifting from the micro- to the
nanoscale by highlighting work in the field of optical ma-
nipulation, beginning with standard free-space beam-based
optical tweezers and ending with more contemporary de-
velopments in the field of near-field optical trapping with
special importance placed on those methods that circum-
vent the diffraction limit. It is clear that optical near-fields,
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Figure 21 SEM image, (a), and
schematic, (b), of an NSOM tip with
a bowtie nanoantenna aperture lo-
cated in the gold layer at the apex.
(c) Time series of blue fluorescence
from a dyedoped bead (blue line)
along with the trapping beam in-
tensity (red). A trapping event oc-
curs at 40 s. (Reproduced with
permission.[134] 2014, Nat. Nano)
in all of their forms, are the best solutions for overcoming
this problem
Optical near-fields formed at dielectric-cladding inter-
faces in the form of evanescent fields present a potential
path to nanoscale trapping, but, as has been shown, in or-
der to generate the high confinement and required elec-
tric fields, simple waveguiding structures, such as ridge
waveguides or MNFs, are insufficient. Enhancement of the
fields, either through structural modifications, such as pho-
tonic crystal cavities, or the addition of plasmonic struc-
tures, is necessary to allow submicrometer trapping and
manipulation.
The discovery of surface plasmons has arguably pro-
vided researchers with one of the most powerful tools to ef-
ficiently deal with the problem of trapping at the nanoscale.
The low power requirements, high local field enhance-
ments, and flexibility of design have been shown to provide
many alternative methods for trapping nanoparticles. An
end goal of this line of research is to provide life scientists
with full 3D control over minute particles and further devel-
opments of the ideas and strategies presented in this paper
may ultimately lead to devices that can operate well in the
nanoscale regime. If a technique is developed that provides
us with the ability to work in the nanoregime with the same
degree of control as conventional optical tweezers provide
in the microregime this will prove to be a huge boon to the
scientific community at large.
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Abstract: While conventional optical trapping techniques can trap objects
with submicron dimensions, the underlying limits imposed by the diffrac-
tion of light generally restrict their use to larger or higher refractive index
particles. As the index and diameter decrease, the trapping difficulty rapidly
increases; hence, the power requirements for stable trapping become so
large as to quickly denature the trapped objects in such diffraction-limited
systems. Here, we present an evanescent field-based device capable of
confining low index nanoscale particles using modest optical powers as
low as 1.2 mW, with additional applications in the field of cold atom
trapping. Our experiment uses a nanostructured optical micro-nanofiber to
trap 200 nm, low index contrast, fluorescent particles within the structured
region, thereby overcoming diffraction limitations. We analyze the trapping
potential of this device both experimentally and theoretically, and show how
strong optical traps are achieved with low input powers.
© 2016 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.7010) Laser trapping; (060.2310) Fiber optics; (220.4241) Nanostructure
fabrication.
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1. Introduction
The concept that light could impart forces to matter can be traced back to early suggestions by
Kepler in the 1600s. He observed that the tail of a comet seemed to incongruously point in a
direction retrograde to its motion [1]. The tail was seen to point away from the sun and hence
the notion of radiation pressure was born. With the advent of coherent light sources, many
groups began to make heavy use of optical forces experimentally. For example, Doppler cool-
ing, the precursor to many laser cooling techniques, gave way to the field of atom trapping [2].
Ashkin —often considered to be a pioneer in the field of optical trapping—proposed that Gaus-
sian beams could be used to trap silica microparticles using a technique that would later become
known as optical tweezing [3]. At this early stage, it was apparent that optical tweezers had fun-
damental operational constraints due to the diffraction-limited spot size of the trapping beam.
Today, nano-optical techniques, such as near-field optics and plasmonics, provide primary solu-
tions to this problem [4,5]. Photonic crystal cavities [6,7], plasmonic double nano-holes [8,9],
slot waveguides [10, 11], and micro-nanofibers [12, 13] are just some of the devices which can
confine light locally to regions smaller than achievable using diffraction-limited systems. Aside
from modifying how the trapping fields are generated, it is also possible to change the material
of the particles to be trapped, thereby reducing the difficulties associated with trapping sub-
micron particles. For example, higher index particles, such as gold nanoparticles [14, 15] are
excellent candidates for nanoscale trapping but have associated problems with heat generation.
Other high index particles such as nanodiamonds [16] and Titania particles [17] are also easier
to trap; however, biologically-relevant materials typically have low refractive indices, thereby
negating the trapping advantages associated with higher index particles.
In this article, we discuss a nanostructured, evanescent optical trapping device based on the
combination of a slot waveguide with a micro-nanofiber (MNF) [18–20]. MNFs are extremely
versatile due to their compact size, enabling them to be integrated noninvasively into many
systems, such as optical tweezers [21–23] and cold atom clouds [24]. When light propagates
through an MNF, a significant portion of the electric field exists outside the waveguide as an
evanescent component, allowing for easy interaction between the guided light field and the
surrounding medium. We work with a nanostructured MNF with an overall waist of 1.4 µm
guiding light with a wavelength of 980 nm. Previously, unmodified MNFs have been used
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for various experimental configurations such as (i) optical trapping of dielectric particles [25–
29], (ii) cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) using single quantum emitters [30], (iii) light
coupling in and out of whispering gallery resonators [31], and (iv) trapping and probing cold
atomic systems [32–35] or atomic vapors [36, 37]. More recently, MNFs have been modified
to increase their versatility across a range of fields, through, for example, the incorporation of
SNOM tips [38] or extraordinary transmission apertures [39]. Evanescent field trapping has
also been realised using what is known as a slot waveguide, as first demonstrated by Yang et
al. [40] who trapped 75 nm dielectric nanoparticles. Laser powers of 250-300 mW provided
stable trapping against a constant fluid flow. The high refractive index contrast between the Si
slot and the surrounding water, along with the small slot separation (<100 nm), produced a
quasi-TE mode with a large field discontinuity across the boundary that was used for trapping.
While other trapping techniques, such as self-induced back action (SIBA) [41], can confine
particles in three dimensions with low optical powers, they lack adequate control over the parti-
cle’s position. For optical fibers, dynamic three dimensional control over the position of trapped
particles becomes difficult, but recent developments using orbital angular momentum carrying
beams for particle trapping [42] may soon allow for the spatial translation of particles, whilst
still maintaining strong trap stiffnesses.
The slotted tapered optical fiber (STOF) used in this work is a device which exploits the
overlapping evanescent fields of a slot waveguide-like structure to further enhance its trapping
ability, both for atoms [18] and submicron particle trapping. We sought to create an entirely
fiber-based trapping device using evanescent fields to localize particles with a high degree of
control in regimes inaccessible to standard MNFs. A nanoscale slot is introduced at the waist of
an MNF using focused ion beam (FIB) milling, thereby creating a slot waveguide-like region
where the optical forces are greatly enhanced. This provides three dimensional confinement
within a small trapping volume, while also providing the potential for one dimensional position
control of the trapped particles along the slot through the use of a sliding standing wave, i.e.
a particle conveyor belt [43]. Here, we demonstrate trapping of 200 nm silica particles using a
STOF. We also show how light transmitted through the fiber pigtails either side of the STOF
can be analyzed to determine the trap characteristics. Finite element method (FEM) and finite
difference time domain (FDTD) simulations are used to simulate the STOF modes and these
are subsequently used to model the forces acting on the particles using perturbative and energy
density methods.
2. Experimental setup
Micro-nanofibers and slotted tapered optical fibers
Commercial optical fibers guide light in what is known as the weakly-guided regime, wherein
the refractive index contrast between the core of the fiber and the surrounding cladding is quite
low (ncore−ncladding < 0.01). Most of the light is contained within an area defined by the mode
field diameter, which is much smaller than the fiber’s total cross-sectional area. When an optical
fiber is tapered over a heat source such that its diameter is close to, or below, the wavelength
of the guided light, the distinction between the core and cladding region is no longer valid. The
surrounding medium (in our case, water) becomes the new cladding and the original cladding
is now viewed as the core material. These MNFs operate in the strongly guided regime as
the refractive index contrast becomes high. The evanescent fields produced in MNFs extend
far —when compared to the waveguide dimensions —into the surrounding medium and can
interact with particles located at several 100s of nm from the fiber’s surface. We work with
optical fibers which have been tapered using a heat-and-pull method so that the waist diameter
is typically of the order of the wavelength [44].We used a hydrogen-oxygen flame mixed in a
2:1 ratio to provide a clean-burning source. The untapered optical fiber is stripped of its outer
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Fig. 1. (a): Representation of the slotted tapered optical fiber (STOF) in a solution of red
fluorescent silica nanoparticles. A 63x immersion lens is used to image the system. (b): A
schematic showing the STOF section of the optical fiber with the fundamental fiber mode
(i) seen at either side of the cavity region and the fundamental STOF mode (ii) at the
center. (c) and (d) show typical electric field norm along a line cutting through the origin
along y for polarizations parallel to and perpendicular to the slot wall, respectively. The
field within the slot can be up to 1.7 times higher than the field at the outer fiber surfaces
although variations in the STOF dimensions can drastically alter this. The origin is taken
to be at the center of the slot.
acrylic layer and clamped to the stages then placed into the flame. The stages pull both sides
of the fiber away from the flame, causing the fiber, which is now in a molten state, to taper.
By controlling the speed of the stages, the length of the pull, and the flame size, MNFs with
specified diameters can be produced. The MNFs were fabricated from single-mode optical fiber
in the 980–1600 nm regime. Slotted tapered optical fibers, or STOFs, are nanostructured MNFs
which have had a section of their waist removed. The slotted tapered optical fibers were created
using a three step process which involved the initial MNF fabrication process using standard
heat-and-pull techniques, an indium tin oxide (ITO) sputter coating process, and finally a fo-
cused ion beam milling process to introduce a slot to the MNF. A 5 nm layer of ITO is necessary
to provide sufficient charge mitigation at the MNF surface as an uncoated MNF would be sub-
ject to large dielectric charging effects during the FIB process, thereby making the subsequent
etching of submicron features impossible. This new technique enables us to ’write’ high res-
olution structures directly onto the MNF in a transmission-preserving, three-step process. The
STOF geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Optical setup used to trap nanoparticles. 980 nm light from a Ti:sapphire laser
is passed through a polarizing beam splitter to split the beam while providing some ini-
tial control over the power balance. From here the beams are passed through polarization
control optics and finally fiber coupled to the STOF. Transmission data is collected via a
photodiode
Field distribution
As expected, the electric fields of a STOF differ greatly from those of a typical tapered fiber.
Due to the physical asymmetry introduced to the MNF at the slot region, the polarization of the
guided light plays a larger role in the field distribution. To maximize the field at the slot, the po-
larization must be perpendicular to the walls of the slotted region. This removes the continuity
requirement of the electric field at the dielectric boundary, thereby allowing a large portion of
the field to exist outside of the waveguide (see Fig.1(d)). The strength of the field at the slotted
region depends on a number of parameters: the diameter, the slot width, the polarization and the
wavelength of the guided light. We chose a 1.4 µm fiber waist with a slot width of 300 nm. In
general, the field strength increases with decreasing slot size, but, since we have an additional
requirement that the STOF opening must be large enough to facilitate the entry of submicron
particles, the slot width used was the minimal possible while still being practical for particle
trapping. When the slot region is excited by the fundamental mode of an MNF, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(b) inset (i), a ’fundamental’ type mode is excited in either section, see Fig. 1(b) inset
(ii). Slot waveguides can exhibit symmetric or anti-symmetric modes depending on the phase
difference between the upper and lower sections. The fundamental mode of an MNF has an
approximately uniform phase front, so we neglect the possibility of anti-symmetric modes in
the following discussion.
Experimental outline
Optical trapping forces are typically divided into two categories in optical trapping experiments.
In the dipole approximation, where [np/nm]ka ≪ 1 where k is the wave number (i.e. 2pi/λ ),
a is the radius of the particle, and np and nm are the refractive indices of the particle and
medium, respectively, the force can be decomposed into the gradient force (Fg ∝ 12 α∇E2) and
the scattering force (Fs ∝ I(r)zˆ) [42], where α is the real component of the polarizability of the
particle, E is the electric field, and I(r) is the optical intensity. This formalism is not necessarily
accurate for all particle sizes, but gives a qualitative and intuitive picture of how the local
electric fields affect particles placed within them.
For the case of unidirectional excitation of a STOF waveguide, the gradient force, which
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seeks to pull particles towards regions of high intensity, draws particles towards the walls at
the center of the slot, while the scattering force propels particles in the direction of propagation
of the trapping laser field. To produce a trap with longitudinal confinement, a standing wave is
necessary. This provides an extra degree of confinement for the particles, as well as increasing
the overall trap efficiency due to the cancellation of the scattering force components, thereby
improving the axial trapping strength. A more in-depth analysis of the trap is made using a
combination of FDTD/FEM models and various optical trapping models.
We introduced a low density nanoparticle solution between the water immersion 63x lens
and the STOF, shown in Fig. 2. The low density solution was used to prevent large numbers
of particles occluding the slot. We used a particle solution of approximately 109 particles/ml,
equivalent to an average particle occupancy of < 1 over the volume of the slot. Fluorescent
nanoparticles were used to increase visibility of the system and we collected data visually, us-
ing a high sensitivity, fluorescence camera. Transmission and fluorescence data were also col-
lected through the fiber using either a photodiode (for transmission) or a single photon counting
module (for fluorescence).
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Fig. 3. (a): Results of FDTD analysis showing a cross-section of the STOF. The mode
evolves from the fundamental mode of the MNF to the fundamental mode of the STOF at
the center and back to the fundamental mode of the MNF with little loss. (b): Electric field
intensity within the 10 µm× 300 nm slot in a 1.4 µm diameter MNF. The field increases in
strength near the slot walls. (c): 1D plot of the electric field across the center of the STOF
to show the variation in the field as a function of the distance along the cavity. The field
stabilizes at the center of the cavity.
Polarization preparation
Polarization preparation of light in an MNF is often a source of contention as temperature and
pressure variations (i.e. stresses and strains) along the fiber can cause the polarization to rotate,
leading to little correlation between the input and output polarization states. Because of this
behavior, polarization measurement methods, such as the observation of Rayleigh scattering
along the fiber waist, need to be used [45]. In our experiment, we counter-propagated 980 nm
light from a Ti:Sapphire laser through the STOF to provide a 3-dimensional trapping potential.
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The standing wave pattern that was set up within the wave guiding structure extended to the
evanescent field, which then interacted with nearby particles to produce a periodic potential
within the cavity section of the STOF. Two half-wave plates placed in the path of the two beams
gave us fine control over the input polarization states. By monitoring the output at opposite
ends of the STOF, we obtained an estimate for the polarization at the slot. However, by directly
monitoring the slot region using a 63x water immersion objective lens, we were better able to
determine the polarization state at the STOF region via the intensity of the scattered light. When
the light was polarized perpendicular to the plane of the slot i.e. along the y-axis, scattering was
further enhanced due to the increased fraction of light contained within the small region. The
slot is viewed in the yz-plane where the full slot opening is observed to ensure that the maximum
scattering is at the correct polarization state.
3. Numerical analysis
A thorough calculation of the electric fields, using both FDTD and FEM methods, provided
us with reliable estimates for the optical forces in the STOF system. The optical fields of the
device were calculated both in the presence of, and without, the particles to be trapped. Optical
forces on small particles are often described using the dipole approximation, where the size of
the particle must be much less than the wavelength of the trapping beams. For 200 nm particles
this criterion is not quite satisfied. To this end, we sought to make a comparison between the
dipole gradient and scattering forces, and the more standard methods of force calculation for
medium-sized particles. The total optical force in mid-sized optical trapping systems, FMST , is
often calculated using a surface integral of the dot product of the Maxwell stress tensor, T, with
the surface normal, n, such that
FMST =
∮
S
(T.n)da. (1)
Here, da is the unit area element. While this is an accurate method, it can be somewhat difficult
to implement when the boundary of the system is ill-defined due to the mesh shape and/or
the step size of the FEM/FDTD method used. As an alternative, we used an equivalent form
derived from the Minkowski formalism for calculating the force; this method relies on the
gradient of the electric permittivity, a value which can be easily extracted from the optical force
calculation [46], such that the force is given by
Fmin =−14ε0
∫∫∫
V
E.E∇εrdV, (2)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the relative permittivity, E is the electric field
and dV is the unit volume element. Accepted values of the refractive indices of silica and
polystyrene at a wavelength of 980 nm were used in all calculations. The effect of the 5 nm
layer of indium tin oxide was ignored due to its negligible influence on the MNF modes. Force
measurements using data from the FDTD and FEM methods give almost identical results for
the trapping forces within the slot except near the slot walls where a maximum discrepancy of
7.6% was found. We assume this discrepancy to be associated with the dynamic meshing of the
FEM. To achieve similar resolution near the boundaries of the slot walls in an FDTD calcula-
tion, a significant increase in computation time would be required. The dipole approximation
for the force calculation proved unreliable in regions where the local gradient was insignifi-
cant, but became more accurate as this gradient increased. This method could be improved by
considering the particle as a distributed dipole, but this treatment is beyond the scope of this
work. FDTD images of the optical fields of the STOF are given in Fig. 3, and a comparison of
the trapping forces for different particle locations inside the slot are given in Fig. 4. Consider-
ing the close agreement between the FDTD and FEM simulations, we chose to largely model
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the system using the FDTD method due to the reduced memory requirements and regular grid
pattern. The dipole approximation,
Fdipole =
1
2
α∇E2, (3)
was also used to provide a contrast to the force calculation using the Minkowski formalism.
The nature of Mie scattering requires smaller particle dimensions before one can neglect the
higher order poles in the multipole expansion, hence the discrepancy between the two methods.
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Fig. 4. (a): Forces on a 200 nm particle moving perpendicularly between the upper and
lower walls of a STOF as determined using optical fields from FDTD and FEM calcula-
tions and Eqn. 2, compared to a perturbative approach using the optical fields of the cavity
in the absence of a particle as modeled using the FEM. 1 W of power was used in all simu-
lations. (b): Longitudinal trapping force for two orthogonal polarization states showing the
increased trapping forces for the vertical polarization state.
At the ends of the slot, the local electric fields were found to increase due to reflections off
the walls. Proposed solutions to this problem involve the introduction of a slot with tapered
ends to allow the modes to evolve adiabatically between the MNF and STOF modes. After ≈2
µm the field within the cavity stabilizes, see Fig. 3(c). The trapping forces along the directions
which run parallel to the STOF wall (along the x- and z-axes) are considered to have normal
restoring forces, but the trap which runs perpendicularly (along the y-axis) between the upper
and lower walls of the STOF does not experience a standard restoring force. Here, the optical
forces seek to pull particles towards the wall, at which point any restoring character is lost.
Instead, we determined the gradient of the force in this direction, indicated by gy in Table 1.
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4. Results and trap analysis
The small dimensions of the STOF make it hard to image the slot adequately without resorting
to SEM imaging; sample images shown in figures 5(a-d). This problem also applies to the much
smaller dimensions of the particles we wish to trap. Fluorescence imaging Fig. 5(b), however,
allows us to capture live video of the particles’ motion; due to the low-light levels, exposure
times of ≈ 70 ms are required to actually image the particles. This limits our ability to perform
Fourier analyses of the visual data since the trap operates at relatively low trap frequencies,
requiring prohibitively long data collection times [47]. We can, however, track the particles and
bin their positions to observe interesting behavior in their motion Fig. 5(e). With an imaging
resolution of 13.3 pixels per micron we were able to track the particles’ positions to a high
degree of accuracy. Gaussian fitting of the positions showed trapping occurs at regular inter-
vals along the central axis of the STOF. In the bright-field it was difficult to distinguish single
particle trapping events from multiple particle trapping, but fluorescent imaging indicates that
typically more than one particle is trapped. The dynamics of multiple particle trapping may
shed some light on the larger spacing between ’stable’ trapping positions. Simulations show
that two particles in the trap have non-negligible interactions over distances of approximately 1
µm and this may explain the observation of stable trapping positions which are multiples of the
approximately 350 nm standing wave separation, λ2ne f f , where ne f f is the effective refractive
index, as evident from the histogram in Fig. 5(f). We also took SEM images of the slot follow-
ing the experiment. The devices were left to dry overnight in an enclosure. The images show
particles on the fiber surface as well as inside the slot. This does not prove that any trapping
occurred, but it does indicate that particles can diffuse freely into the slot.
Fig. 5. (a) SEM image of a STOF. (b): Microscope image of a trapped fluorescent particle
with an outline of the STOF for clarity (see Visualization 1 & Visualization 2). (c) and
(d) show SEM images of the fiber after the experiment was performed. Particles can be
seen inside the slot was well as on the surface. (e): Particle position versus time along the
z-axis of the STOF. The particle is seen to spend most of its time near the slot center. Each
pixel was found to correspond to a 100 nm × 100 nm area and Gaussian fits to the particle
center enable high resolution tracking. (f): Histogram of the particle positions given in (e)
showing bunching at regular intervals.
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The unrestricted motion of Brownian particles leads to a characteristic 1f 2 noise spectrum.
In contrast, for a trapped particle, the power spectral density (PSD) follows a Lorentzian dis-
tribution, Af 2+ f 2c , which is derived from the Langevin equations of motion [48]. Log-log plots
of these data allows one to visually interpret this Lorenztian line-shape as the combination of
two regimes which overlap at the corner frequency, fc. Everything beyond fc can be viewed as
the unbound motion of free Brownian particles and behaves as 1f 2 , while everything below this
represents the restricted motion of the trapped particles [41].
Table 1. Trap ’Stiffnesses’ for Varying Input powers as determined from FDTD anal-
ysis
Trap ’Stiffness’ 2 mW 5mW 10 mW
˜kx 28 fN µm−1 69 fN µm−1 138 fN µm−1
kz 202 fN µm−1 510 fN µm−1 1020 fN µm−1
gy 102 fN µm−1 255 fN µm−1 510 fN µm−1
Throughout the experiment we record the transmission through the STOF during trapping
and non-trapping events. Analyzing the power spectral density of this signal can be difficult
when low trap frequencies are considered Fig. 6(a). Additionally, our detected signal is cou-
pled to the three non-degenerate trap stiffnesses and it is difficult to distinguish between single-
particle and multiple-particle trapping; this adds more noise to our detected signal. To overcome
some of these issues, we opt for autocorrelation measurements which are analogous to the PSD,
but do not suffer from some of the associated PSD measurement problems [42]. Data was taken
in 50 s intervals at a sample rate of 2 kHz. The decay of the autocorrelation with respect to the
delay time, given in Fig. 6(b), is not quite exponential (as would be expected for a clean optical
trap). The introduction of ’random’ forces, can alter the lineshape [49]. We expect fluctuations
in the slot walls due to external effects such as air currents etc., while immersed in the particle
solution can alter the trapping force on the particles to be sources of these ’random’ forces.
Despite these contributions, the trap stiffnesses are seen to increase proportionally to the input
powers, as determined by closest exponential fits to the data. The increase is directly propor-
tional to the input laser power Fig. 6(c) and give values which are of the same magnitude as the
expected theoretical values, Table 1. We instead take the root mean square (RMS) value for the
power to adjust for the losses along the fiber and use this power to calculate kx, kz, and gy. The
use of the RMS value adjusts the power for adiabatic losses in the taper region of the nanostruc-
tured fiber. We assume that the down taper and up taper sections of the STOF are symmetric,
therefore losses accrued from both sections should be equal. Hence, we assume that Pslot =
√
T ,
where Pslot is the power at the slot and T is the transmission of the fiber. A similar argument
can be used for the influence of the slot. Consideration of multiple particle interactions and
surface-particle interactions such as the Faxen corrections would reduce this value further. We
assume that the longitudinal trap stiffness, kz, may have a smaller contribution to the measured
trap strength since this trap corresponds to motion longitudinally along the fiber which would
not result in significant noise contributions in our recorded signal. Additionally, the trap in the
y-direction does not have a restoring character which would alter its contributions to the noise
spectra. This may point to the x component of the trap being the primary contribution to the
measured signal.
5. Conclusions
Micro-nanofibers have recently established themselves as very useful tools in several fields, in-
cluding optical trapping and cold atom physics [50]. The STOF used in the work reported here
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Fig. 6. (a) Power spectrum density of the tranmitted signal for 5 mW of trapping power. A
corner frequency of 0.6 Hz is measured.(b) Autocorrelation signals at 2 mW, 5 mW and 10
mW. The observed decrease in the slope of the autocorrelation signal at different powers
indicates a linear increase in trap strength with power as is expected. (c) Plot of the Spring
constant as determined using the autocorrelation measurement vs. the power in the trapping
beams. The subsequent plot is linear with respect to power as predicted.
allowed us to further enhance the effectiveness of MNFs in optical trapping. As a trapping de-
vice, the STOF shows promise for particle sizes down to 200 nm with modest trapping powers,
albeit with low trap stiffnesses. Trapping of 100 nm polystyrene particles has also been ob-
served, but was not presented here. The flexibility of the fabrication process permits us to make
structures with very high resolution, as well as providing a means for in-situ scanning electron
microscope (SEM) measurements of the device prior to use. This flexibility opens up many av-
enues of research as it facilitates arbitrary modification of the MNF waist. The unique trapping
geometry which confines particles, and potentially atoms, within the slot leads us to believe
that spectroscopic measurements are possible by passing probe beams of different wavelengths
through the fiber while simultaneously recording the transmission or captured fluorescence at
the output pigtail. A substantial improvement to earlier work, such as the self-organization of
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atoms along nanophotonic waveguides [51], should also be possible since light coupling into
the STOF is increased compared to for standard optical nanofibers. This study serves as a step
towards the realization of more complex applications involving the incorporation of different
slot geometries as well as custom MNF Bragg gratings [34] to further enhance the fields of the
STOF. Whether as a platform for studying optical binding effects, as an analytical tool, or as
a trap for cold, neutral atoms, the STOF has many exciting applications which remain to be
investigated.
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4. CHARACTERIZATION 
Transmission 
The removal of the rectangular section of the MNF has, as one would expect, an effect on the STOF’s transmission 
spectra. The presence of the slot introduces a discontinuity in the refractive index along the direction of propagation, and 
this causes reflections and scattering at the flat end-faces of the slot; this somewhat prevents the adiabatic transition of 
MNF modes to the STOF modes in the structured region. The experimentally measured transmission of a STOF is shown 
in Figure 7. While the overall transmission is lower than that predicted in Figure 5, the trend does agree with the 
simulations. With more careful MNF and STOF fabrication, the transmission should be further increased. 
 
Figure 7. Measured transmission spectrum of a STOF from 600-1100 nm. Fiber diameter: 1.4 µm. Slot width: 300 nm. 
 
Polarization dependence 
The field intensity within the cavity is strongly dependent on the polarization, as shown in Figure 8. When the 
polarization is chosen such that it is perpendicular to the upper and lower walls of the cavity, the field is strongly 
enhanced due to there being no required continuity of the electric field for this component; hence, there is an increase to 
the proportion of the field outside the fiber.   We used this polarization dependence of the field to determine the 
polarization at the waist of the STOF. Since the amount of scattered light is higher for the perpendicularly polarized 
light, the assumption that the transmission was lower at this polarization was made. Experimentally, we have seen that 
the transmitted power varies by 3-4% with π/2 periodicity (Figure 8), with the minima assumed to be the positions of 
highest field intensity within the cavity. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that STOFs with a high transmission over a wide range of wavelengths can be fabricated. These STOFs 
have immediate applications in atom and particle trapping. In cold atomic systems, STOFs can be used both actively and 
passively either to trap atoms or to collect spontaneously emitted light from atoms trapped within the cavity. The 
geometry of this fiber-based atom trap allows for increased coupling of the emitted light into the guided modes of the 
STOF.   STOFs can also be used to trap and manipulate dielectric particles as small as 100 nm, providing an 
improvement in trapping capability when compared to an unmodified MNF. Work on these topics is ongoing. The use of 
an FIB in the fabrication process allows for high precision milling, thereby enabling feature sizes down to a few tens of 
nanometers to be milled. Future work will involve the creation of STOFs with multiple cavities and/or cavities which are 
not rectangular, in order to allow for higher transmission of the fundamental mode.  
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Figure 8. Polarization dependence of the STOF in the range 810-860 nm. Data was taken in 0.35 radian intervals. 
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ABSTRACT
The use of optical micro- and nanofibers has become commonplace in the areas of atom trapping using neutral
atoms and, perhaps more relevantly, the optical trapping and propulsion of micro- and nanoscale particles. It has
been shown that such fibers can be used to manipulate and trap silica and polystyrene particles in the 1-3 µm
range using either the fundamental or higher order modes of the fibers, with the propulsion of smaller particle
sizes also possible through the use of metallic and/or high index materials. We previously proposed using a
focused ion beam nanostructured tapered optical fiber for improved atom trapping geometries; here, we present
the details of how these nanostructured optical fibers can be used as a platform for submicron particle trapping.
The optical fibers are tapered to approximately 1.2 µm waist diameters, using a custom-built, heat-and-pull
fiber rig prior to processing using a focused ion beam. Slots of approximately 300 nm in width and 10-20 µm in
length are milled clean though the waist regions of the tapered optical fibers. High fiber transmissions (> 80%)
over a broad range of wavelengths (700-1100 nm) are observed. We present simulation results for the trapping
of submicron particles and experimental results on the trapping of 200 nm particles. This work demonstrates
even further the functionality of optical micro- and nanofibers as trapping devices across a range of regimes.
Keywords: Near-field trapping, optical trapping, sub-micron trapping, optical fibers, tapered optical fibers,
micro- and nanofibers, nanostructuring
1. INTRODUCTION
Particle manipulation and cold atom traps have benefited from the rise in popularity of evanescent field-based
devices over the last few decades. Some of the earliest work by Ovchinnikov et al.1 discussed the trapping of
cold, neutral atoms through their interaction with the evanescent field formed at a dielectric-vacuum interface
of counterpropagating laser beams. The realization that the evanescent light field at dielectric interfaces could
interact with atoms and/or particles eventually led to the use of optical micro- and nanofibers (MNFs) as a
means of producing these fields.2,3 MNFs have been used in cold atom systems as both a means of trapping and
confining atoms to regions around the fiber,4,5 as well as in particle manipulation systems as a way of propelling,
trapping, and sorting micro and nanoparticles.6,7 Today, MNFs can be reliably produced to a high degree of
accuracy in both their waist radii and the overall shape of the transition region of the fiber taper.8 Advances
in the fabrication methods of MNFs have allowed researchers to create fibers with extremely high transmission
values, sometimes > 99.95%,9 for the fundamental mode of the fiber. Research groups have also succeeded
in efficiently propagating higher order modes through MNFs.10 With little left to optimize in the fabrication
process, the focus of certain groups has drifted to the modification of standard waveguiding structures; devices
such as photonic crystal cavities and photonic crystal fibers allow for high field intensities with low mode volumes
to exist.11,12 Our proposed device involves the bulk modification of an MNF through the removal of a rectangular
cavity at the waist region, as shown in Figure 1. By removing a section of the MNF waist using a focused ion
beam (FIB), a small cavity is created where the local electric field is increased13 as compared to that of the
evanescent field of a regular MNF. This slotted tapered optical fiber (STOF), was previously proposed in the
context of atom trapping14 due to its appealing characteristics as both a means to trap atoms as well as providing
a tool for efficiently collecting fluorescence light from the trapped atoms. In this paper we show how STOFs can
be used as a platform to trap submicron particles, namely 200 nm silica beads. We show how the evanescent
field present at the cavity region of a STOF can trap a large cluster of submicron particles.
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(a)
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a STOF. (a) The overall structure at the waist of the MNF; (b) A cross-section of the
STOF at the dotted line in (a).
2. SLOTTED TAPERED OPTICAL FIBERS
MNFs are created by pulling standard optical fiber over a heat source until the diameter at a central ’waist’
region is reduced to near, or below, the wavelength of the input light. Much literature has been published on
the fabrication process and their use has become widespread across a broad range of topics.15
A slotted tapered optical fiber consists of an MNF which has had its waist region altered through the
introduction of a rectangular cavity. The presence of a cavity effectively breaks the symmetry of the MNF at the
waist, resulting in the strong polarization dependency of the electric field at this location. Light which arrives at
the slot region with a polarization aligned along the y-direction, as given in the coordinate system in Figure 1,
produces a region with high electric field intensity within the cavity. This increased intensity can be used to trap
and manipulate particles. The fabrication process involves coating an MNF with indium titanium oxide (ITO)
— which is a conductive, transparent material, and is used to mitigate the charging effects of the dielectric —
followed by etching using a focused ion beam. The end result is a STOF, see Figure 2, with high transmission in
the 700–1100 nm wavelength range. Transmissions of >90% are routinely obtained at a wavelength of 980 nm.
Figure 2. SEM images of a fabricated STOF. (a) MNF pre-milling; (b) MNF post-milling; (c) MNF post-milling viewed
at 52◦ to the slot face. Fiber diameter 1.2 µm, slot width 300 nm, and slot length 10 µm.
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS
We used STOFs with fiber diameters of 1.2 µm, slot widths of 300 nm, and slot lengths of 10 µm. We chose
these parameters as they provide adequate electric fields for the trapping of submicron particles as determined
from finite element models. In addition to the electric field requirement, the slot width was also chosen for the
more practical reason of allowing the particles enough room to enter and exit the cavity without sticking to
the walls. Other combinations of diameters and slot widths can be used to trap smaller or larger particles as
required. Small variations in the STOFs due to the fabrication process are not considered in this paper.
A Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to a wavelength of 980 nm was used as the trapping beam. The STOFs were created
from Thorlabs 1060XP single mode optical fiber; this fiber is single mode in the 980–1600 nm range. A simplified
layout of the experiment is given in Figure 3. The STOF was mounted onto a soda glass microscope slide with
an optically thick coating of magnesium fluoride (MgF2) to prevent light coupling between the fiber and the slide
itself. Instead of an inverted optical setup, we opted for a water immersion lens to allow us to obtain clean images
of our system as well as enabling us to observe fluorescence from the fluorescent nanoparticlesin situ. Solutions
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of fluorescent 200nm silica particles with varying levels of concentration were used in this experiment. The
solutions were added to the STOF in two different ways; the first involved pipetting 100 µl of solution between
the immersion lens and the STOF. The second method made use of a LabSmith µprocess automated injection
system to inject a controlled volume of colloidal nanoparticle solution into a droplet of ultrapure water that had
been previously pipetted onto the sample. A small fraction of the transmitted power was redirected towards a
photodiode and a single photon counting module. The data were recorded using a National Instruments DAQ
card. Trapping was simultaneously monitored using a CCD camera through the water immersion lens.
Figure 3. Diagram of the experimental setup. PBC: polarizing beam splitting cube, FPC: fiber polarization control, PD:
photodiode, SPCM: single photon counting module, BS: beam splitter.
Finally, trapping was observed for the nanoparticles. Using a variable attenuator, the power in the counter-
propagating beam was slowly increased during the experiments and measurements of the power spectral density
were taken for (i) counter propagating beams and (ii) single direction beams in order to observe the change
between trapping via a standing wave potential and the lack of trapping when using a single beam. Distinct
differences in the trapping can be seen between low and high density solutions, though we only present the
results for high densities here. Initially 100 nm particle solutions were used and individual trapping events were
observed for low density solutions, whereas for 200 nm particles, large scale trapping was seen for more dense
particle solutions. Ostensibly, this may be linked to the increased gradient force, since, assuming similar laser
conditions, it should be eight times higher for 200 nm particles since the gradient force is volume dependent in
the Rayleigh approximation. A sequence of images taken from a video recording of 200 nm particle trapping
is shown in Figure 4. The particles form a large cloud around the slot area and it rapidly disperses once the
laser is blocked. Thermophoretic forces were considered and further experimentation needs to be performed to
determine the nature of the observed trapping. Evidence of trapping using low concentrations of silica has also
been seen, but is not presented here as further study needs to be performed.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We show that STOFs can be used to trap 200 nm particles using modest powers. For the trapping of 200 nm
particles, as shown in Figure 4, a total power of 30 mW was used; the total power is the sum of the power in
the balanced, counterpropagating beams. Experimentally, traps with low spring constants have been observed,
but the inclusion of microfluidic channels could help to increase this by removing sources of transmission loss
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Figure 4. Still images taken from a video showing the trapping of 200 nm particles using a total power of 30 mW.
attributed to particles attaching to the surface of the fiber along the full length of the taper transition as well as
isolating the STOF somewhat from the outside environment. Further investigation of the trapping capabilities
of STOFs needs to be performed to clarify the process through which particles are trapped and to also confirm,
at least for the large arrangement of nanoparticles, that the particles are indeed trapped within the slot as well
as outside. Additionally, the seemingly long range trapping outside of the slot for 200 nm particles could serve as
a potential test bed for optical binding since the extent of the particle assembly is well beyond the decay length
of the evanescent field.
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